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A universal tool for the measurement of electron−phonon coupling in conducting low-dimensional 

systems 

DIPC  

 Superconductivity is a physical phenomenon in which some materials exhibit zero electrical resistance when 

cooled down below a certain critical temperature. As surprising as it can be, the critical temperature of these 

materials can be modified by reducing the sample size to about a million times the size of the objects we are 

used to handling every day. 

Superconductivity is caused by the interactions between atomic vibrations (phonons) and electrons in a lattice. 

The interaction strength is determined by something called the electron-phonon coupling constant. 

Determining how this interaction changes as a function of size allows us to determine how the critical 

temperature changes with size too. In the limit, we face the case of reduced dimensions, from the everyday 3D 

to 2D or less when the size of our sample is very small. Thus, knowledge of the electron−phonon interaction 

at conducting surfaces and the specific role of dimensionality are of great relevance both from a fundamental 

point of view and for various applications, such as 2D and quasi-1D superconductivity in nanotechnology. 

Similarly, the electron−phonon interaction plays a relevant role in other transport properties, e.g., 

thermoelectricity, in low-dimensional systems such as layered Bi and Sb chalcogenides and in quasi-

crystalline materials which are often viewed as periodic solids in higher dimensions. 

In a series of recent experimental and theoretical works, it was shown that the electron−phonon coupling 

constants both for individual phonons and their average (also known as the mass-enhancement parameter or 

factor) can be measured directly with helium atom scattering. In the case of multilayer metallic structures, this 

technique can detect subsurface phonons as deep as those that contribute to the electron−phonon interaction. 

For example, phonons spanning as many as 10 atomic layers in Pb films can be detected this way (by the way, 

this is called quantum sonar effect), thus providing the individual values for the phonons that contribute the 

most to the average. The values of this average obtained from helium atom scattering generally are close to 

the most reliable values found in the literature. 

 

Now, a team of researchers has investigated 1 the specific role of dimensionality in 

the electron−phonon mass-enhancement factor as derived from helium atom scattering. They show that the 

theory linking this factor to the thermal attenuation of atom scattering spectra (the Debye−Waller factor) can 

be applied to topological semimetal surfaces. 

The method is shown to be particularly suitable for different classes of conducting 2D materials, such as the 

layered chalcogenides, topological insulators, and systems characterized by a quasi-1D free electron gas, 

including Bi(114). The present analysis shows that the charge density wave transition in Bi(114), recently 

observed with helium atom scattering, is sustained by multivalley electron−phonon interaction with a 

pronounced 1D character.  

https://mappingignorance.org/author/dipc/
https://mappingignorance.org/2018/01/18/what-the-heck-is-a-phonon/
https://mappingignorance.org/2020/04/09/a-universal-tool-for-the-measurement-of-electron%e2%88%92phonon-coupling-in-conducting-low-dimensional-systems/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-6659-1
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In the case of topological materials, the researchers show that the analysis of previous helium atom scattering 

data on Bi2Te3(111) and Bi2Se3(111) as well as new experimental data on Bi2Te2Se(111) indicates the 

overwhelming contribution to the electron−phonon mass-enhancement factor from the surface quantum well 

states as compared to that of the Dirac states. 

This extension from metal surfaces and thin metal films to topological semimetal surfaces qualifies helium 

atom scattering as a universal tool for the measurement of electron−phonon coupling in conducting low-

dimensional systems. 

Author: César Tomé López is a science writer and the editor of Mapping Ignorance 

Disclaimer: Parts of this article may be copied verbatim or almost verbatim from the referenced research 

paper. 

http://about.me/cesar_tome
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DIPC 

 

Donostia International Physics Center (DIPC) is a singular research center born in 2000 devoted to research at 

the cutting edge in the fields of Condensed Matter Physics and Materials Science. Since its conception DIPC 

has stood for the promotion of excellence in research, which demands a flexible space where creativity is 

stimulated by diversity of perspectives. Its dynamic research community integrates local host scientists and a 

constant flow of international visiting researchers. 

Website:http://dipc.ehu.es/ 

Twitter:@DIPCehu 
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A Curious Fragment 

by Jack London 

 

[The capitalist, or industrial oligarch, Roger Vanderwater, mentioned in the narrative, has been identified as 

the ninth in the line of the Vanderwaters that controlled for hundreds of years the cotton factories of the 

South. This Roger Vanderwater flourished in the last decades of the twenty-sixth century after Christ, which 

was the fifth century of the terrible industrial oligarchy that was reared upon the ruins of the early Republic. 

From internal evidences we are convinced that the narrative which follows was not reduced to writing till the 

twenty-ninth century. Not only was it unlawful to write or print such matter during that period, but the 

working- class was so illiterate that only in rare instances were its members able to read and write. This was 

the dark reign of the overman, in whose speech the great mass of the people were characterized as the "herd 

animals." All literacy was frowned upon and stamped out. From the statute-books of the times may be 

instanced that black law that made it a capital offence for any man, no matter of what class, to teach even the 

alphabet to a member of the working-class. Such stringent limitation of education to the ruling class was 

necessary if that class was to continue to rule. 

One result of the foregoing was the development of the professional story- tellers. These story-tellers were 

paid by the oligarchy, and the tales they told were legendary, mythical, romantic, and harmless. But the spirit 

of freedom never quite died out, and agitators, under the guise of story- tellers, preached revolt to the slave 

class. That the following tale was banned by the oligarchs we have proof from the records of the criminal 

police court of Ashbury, wherein, on January 27, 2734, one John Tourney, found guilty of telling the tale in a 

boozing-ken of labourers, was sentenced to five years' penal servitude in the borax mines of the Arizona 

Desert.--EDITOR'S NOTE.] 

Listen, my brothers, and I will tell you a tale of an arm. It was the arm of Tom Dixon, and Tom Dixon was a 

weaver of the first class in a factory of that hell-hound and master, Roger Vanderwater. This factory was 

called "Hell's Bottom" . . . by the slaves who toiled in it, and I guess they ought to know; and it was situated 

in Kingsbury, at the other end of the town from Vanderwater's summer palace. You do not know where 

Kingsbury is? There are many things, my brothers, that you do not know, and it is sad. It is because you do 

not know that you are slaves. When I have told you this tale, I should like to form a class among you for the 

learning of written and printed speech. Our masters read and write and possess many books, and it is because 

of that that they are our masters, and live in palaces, and do not work. When the toilers learn to read and 

write--all of them--they will grow strong; then they will use their strength to break their bonds, and there will 

be no more masters and no more slaves. 

Kingsbury, my brothers, is in the old State of Alabama. For three hundred years the Vanderwaters have 

owned Kingsbury and its slave pens and factories, and slave pens and factories in many other places and 

States. You have heard of the Vanderwaters--who has not?--but let me tell you things you do not know about 

them. The first Vanderwater was a slave, even as you and I. Have you got that? He was a slave, and that was 

over three hundred years ago. His father was a machinist in the slave pen of Alexander Burrell, and his 

mother was a washerwoman in the same slave pen. There is no doubt about this. I am telling you truth. It is 

https://americanliterature.com/author/jack-london
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history. It is printed, every word of it, in the history books of our masters, which you cannot read because 

your masters will not permit you to learn to read. You can understand why they will not permit you to learn to 

read, when there are such things in the books. They know, and they are very wise. If you did read such things, 

you might be wanting in respect to your masters, which would be a dangerous thing . . . to your masters. But I 

know, for I can read, and I am telling you what I have read with my own eyes in the history books of our 

masters. 

The first Vanderwater's name was not Vanderwater; it was Vange--Bill Vange, the son of Yergis Vange, the 

machinist, and Laura Carnly, the washerwoman. Young Bill Vange was strong. He might have remained with 

the slaves and led them to freedom; instead, however, he served the masters and was well rewarded. He began 

his service, when yet a small child, as a spy in his home slave pen. He is known to have informed on his own 

father for seditious utterance. This is fact. I have read it with my own eyes in the records. He was too good a 

slave for the slave pen. Alexander Burrell took him out, while yet a child, and he was taught to read and write. 

He was taught many things, and he was entered in the secret service of the Government. Of course, he no 

longer wore the slave dress, except for disguise at such times when he sought to penetrate the secrets and 

plots of the slaves. It was he, when but eighteen years of age, who brought that great hero and comrade, Ralph 

Jacobus, to trial and execution in the electric chair. Of course, you have all heard the sacred name of Ralph 

Jacobus, but it is news to you that he was brought to his death by the first Vanderwater, whose name was 

Vange. I know. I have read it in the books. There are many interesting things like that in the books. 

And after Ralph Jacobus died his shameful death, Bill Vange's name began the many changes it was to 

undergo. He was known as "Sly Vange" far and wide. He rose high in the secret service, and he was rewarded 

in grand ways, but still he was not a member of the master class. The men were willing that he should become 

so; it was the women of the master class who refused to have Sly Vange one of them. Sly Vange gave good 

service to the masters. He had been a slave himself, and he knew the ways of the slaves. There was no fooling 

him. In those days the slaves were braver than now, and they were always trying for their freedom. And Sly 

Vange was everywhere, in all their schemes and plans, bringing their schemes and plans to naught and their 

leaders to the electric chair. It was in 2255 that his name was next changed for him. It was in that year that the 

Great Mutiny took place. In that region west of the Rocky Mountains, seventeen millions of slaves strove 

bravely to overthrow their masters. Who knows, if Sly Vange had not lived, but that they would have 

succeeded? But Sly Vange was very much alive. The masters gave him supreme command of the situation. In 

eight months of fighting, one million and three hundred and fifty thousand slaves were killed. Vange, Bill 

Vange, Sly Vange, killed them, and he broke the Great Mutiny. And he was greatly rewarded, and so red were 

his hands with the blood of the slaves that thereafter he was called "Bloody Vange." You see, my brothers, 

what interesting things are to be found in the books when one can read them. And, take my word for it, there 

are many other things, even more interesting, in the books. And if you will but study with me, in a year's time 

you can read those books for yourselves--ay, in six months some of you will be able to read those books for 

yourselves. 

Bloody Vange lived to a ripe old age, and always, to the last, was he received in the councils of the masters; 

but never was he made a master himself. He had first opened his eyes, you see, in a slave pen. But oh, he was 

well rewarded! He had a dozen palaces in which to live. He, who was no master, owned thousands of slaves. 

He had a great pleasure yacht upon the sea that was a floating palace, and he owned a whole island in the sea 

where toiled ten thousand slaves on his coffee plantations. But in his old age he was lonely, for he lived apart, 

hated by his brothers, the slaves, and looked down upon by those he had served and who refused to be his 
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brothers. The masters looked down upon him because he had been born a slave. Enormously wealthy he died; 

but he died horribly, tormented by his conscience, regretting all he had done and the red stain on his name. 

But with his children it was different. They had not been born in the slave pen, and by the special ruling of the 

Chief Oligarch of that time, John Morrison, they were elevated to the master class. And it was then that the 

name of Vange disappears from the page of history. It becomes Vanderwater, and Jason Vange, the son of 

Bloody Vange, becomes Jason Vanderwater, the founder of the Vanderwater line. But that was three hundred 

years ago, and the Vanderwaters of to-day forget their beginnings and imagine that somehow the clay of their 

bodies is different stuff from the clay in your body and mine and in the bodies of all slaves. And I ask you, 

Why should a slave become the master of another slave? And why should the son of a slave become the 

master of many slaves? I leave these questions for you to answer for yourselves, but do not forget that in the 

beginning the Vanderwaters were slaves. 

And now, my brothers, I come back to the beginning of my tale to tell you of Tom Dixon's arm. Roger 

Vanderwater's factory in Kingsbury was rightly named "Hell's Bottom," but the men who toiled in it were 

men, as you shall see. Women toiled there, too, and children, little children. All that toiled there had the 

regular slave rights under the law, but only under the law, for they were deprived of many of their rights by 

the two overseers of Hell's Bottom, Joseph Clancy and Adolph Munster. 

It is a long story, but I shall not tell all of it to you. I shall tell only about the arm. It happened that, according 

to the law, a portion of the starvation wage of the slaves was held back each month and put into a fund. This 

fund was for the purpose of helping such unfortunate fellow- workmen as happened to be injured by accidents 

or to be overtaken by sickness. As you know with yourselves, these funds are controlled by the overseers. It is 

the law, and so it was that the fund at Hell's Bottom was controlled by the two overseers of accursed memory. 

Now, Clancy and Munster took this fund for their own use. When accidents happened to the workmen, their 

fellows, as was the custom, made grants from the fund; but the overseers refused to pay over the grants. What 

could the slaves do? They had their rights under the law, but they had no access to the law. Those that 

complained to the overseers were punished. You know yourselves what form such punishment takes--the 

fines for faulty work that is not faulty; the overcharging of accounts in the Company's store; the vile treatment 

of one's women and children; and the allotment to bad machines whereon, work as one will, he starves. 

Once, the slaves of Hell's Bottom protested to Vanderwater. It was the time of the year when he spent several 

months in Kingsbury. One of the slaves could write; it chanced that his mother could write, and she had 

secretly taught him as her mother had secretly taught her. So this slave wrote a round robin, wherein was 

contained their grievances, and all the slaves signed by mark. And, with proper stamps upon the envelope, the 

round robin was mailed to Roger Vanderwater. And Roger Vanderwater did nothing, save to turn the round 

robin over to the two overseers. Clancy and Munster were angered. They turned the guards loose at night on 

the slave pen. The guards were armed with pick handles. It is said that next day only half of the slaves were 

able to work in Hell's Bottom. They were well beaten. The slave who could write was so badly beaten that he 

lived only three months. But before he died, he wrote once more, to what purpose you shall hear. 

Four or five weeks afterward, Tom Dixon, a slave, had his arm torn off by a belt in Hell's Bottom. His fellow-

workmen, as usual, made a grant to him from the fund, and Clancy and Munster, as usual, refused to pay it 

over from the fund. The slave who could write, and who even then was dying, wrote anew a recital of their 

grievances. And this document was thrust into the hand of the arm that had been torn from Tom Dixon's body. 
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Now it chanced that Roger Vanderwater was lying ill in his palace at the other end of Kingsbury--not the dire 

illness that strikes down you and me, brothers; just a bit of biliousness, mayhap, or no more than a bad 

headache because he had eaten too heartily or drunk too deeply. But it was enough for him, being tender and 

soft from careful rearing. Such men, packed in cotton wool all their lives, are exceeding tender and soft. 

Believe me, brothers, Roger Vanderwater felt as badly with his aching head, or THOUGHT he felt as badly, 

as Tom Dixon really felt with his arm torn out by the roots. 

It happened that Roger Vanderwater was fond of scientific farming, and that on his farm, three miles outside 

of Kingsbury, he had managed to grow a new kind of strawberry. He was very proud of that new strawberry 

of his, and he would have been out to see and pick the first ripe ones, had it not been for his illness. Because 

of his illness he had ordered the old farm slave to bring in personally the first box of the berries. All this was 

learned from the gossip of a palace scullion, who slept each night in the slave pen. The overseer of the 

plantation should have brought in the berries, but he was on his back with a broken leg from trying to break a 

colt. The scullion brought the word in the night, and it was known that next day the berries would come in. 

And the men in the slave pen of Hell's Bottom, being men and not cowards, held a council. 

The slave who could write, and who was sick and dying from the pick-handle beating, said he would carry 

Tom Dixon's arm; also, he said he must die anyway, and that it mattered nothing if he died a little sooner. So 

five slaves stole from the slave pen that night after the guards had made their last rounds. One of the slaves 

was the man who could write. They lay in the brush by the roadside until late in the morning, when the old 

farm slave came driving to town with the precious fruit for the master. What of the farm slave being old and 

rheumatic, and of the slave who could write being stiff and injured from his beating, they moved their bodies 

about when they walked, very much in the same fashion. The slave who could write put on the other's clothes, 

pulled the broad-brimmed hat over his eyes, climbed upon the seat of the wagon, and drove on to town. The 

old farm slave was kept tied all day in the bushes until evening, when the others loosed him and went back to 

the slave pen to take their punishment for having broken bounds. 

In the meantime, Roger Vanderwater lay waiting for the berries in his wonderful bedroom--such wonders and 

such comforts were there that they would have blinded the eyes of you and me who have never seen such 

things. The slave who could write said afterward that it was like a glimpse of Paradise! And why not? The 

labour and the lives of ten thousand slaves had gone to the making of that bedchamber, while they themselves 

slept in vile lairs like wild beasts. The slave who could write brought in the berries on a silver tray or platter--

you see, Roger Vanderwater wanted to speak with him in person about the berries. 

The slave who could write tottered his dying body across the wonderful room and knelt by the couch of 

Vanderwater, holding out before him the tray. Large green leaves covered the top of the tray, and these the 

body-servant alongside whisked away so that Vanderwater could see. And Roger Vanderwater, propped upon 

his elbow, saw. He saw the fresh, wonderful fruit lying there like precious jewels, and in the midst of it the 

arm of Tom Dixon as it had been torn from his body, well washed, of course, my brothers, and very white 

against the blood-red fruit. And also he saw, clutched in the stiff, dead fingers, the petition of his slaves who 

toiled in Hell's Bottom. 

"Take and read," said the slave who could write. And even as the master took the petition, the body-servant, 

who till then had been motionless with surprise, struck with his fist the kneeling slave upon the mouth. The 

slave was dying anyway, and was very weak, and did not mind. He made no sound, and, having fallen over on 

his side, he lay there quietly, bleeding from the blow on the mouth. The physician, who had run for the palace 
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guards, came back with them, and the slave was dragged upright upon his feet. But as they dragged him up, 

his hand clutched Tom Dixon's arm from where it had fallen on the floor. 

"He shall be flung alive to the hounds!" the body-servant was crying in great wrath. "He shall be flung alive to 

the hounds!" 

But Roger Vanderwater, forgetting his headache, still leaning on his elbow, commanded silence, and went on 

reading the petition. And while he read, there was silence, all standing upright, the wrathful body-servant, the 

physician, the palace guards, and in their midst the slave, bleeding at the mouth and still holding Tom Dixon's 

arm. And when Roger Vanderwater had done, he turned upon the slave, saying-- 

"If in this paper there be one lie, you shall be sorry that you were ever born." 

And the slave said, "I have been sorry all my life that I was born." 

Roger Vanderwater looked at him closely, and the slave said-- 

"You have done your worst to me. I am dying now. In a week I shall be dead, so it does not matter if you kill 

me now." 

"What do you with that?" the master asked, pointing to the arm; and the slave made answer-- 

"I take it back to the pen to give it burial. Tom Dixon was my friend. We worked beside each other at our 

looms." 

There is little more to my tale, brothers. The slave and the arm were sent back in a cart to the pen. Nor were 

any of the slaves punished for what they had done. Indeed, Roger Vanderwater made investigation and 

punished the two overseers, Joseph Clancy and Adolph Munster. Their freeholds were taken from them. They 

were branded, each upon the forehead, their right hands were cut off, and they were turned loose upon the 

highway to wander and beg until they died. And the fund was managed rightfully thereafter for a time--for a 

time only, my brothers; for after Roger Vanderwater came his son, Albert, who was a cruel master and half 

mad. 

Brothers, that slave who carried the arm into the presence of the master was my father. He was a brave man. 

And even as his mother secretly taught him to read, so did he teach me. Because he died shortly after from the 

pick-handle beating, Roger Vanderwater took me out of the slave pen and tried to make various better things 

out of me. I might have become an overseer in Hell's Bottom, but I chose to become a story-teller, wandering 

over the land and getting close to my brothers, the slaves, everywhere. And I tell you stories like this, secretly, 

knowing that you will not betray me; for if you did, you know as well as I that my tongue will be torn out and 

that I shall tell stories no more. And my message is, brothers, that there is a good time coming, when all will 

be well in the world and there will be neither masters nor slaves. But first you must prepare for that good time 

by learning to read. There is power in the printed word. And here am I to teach you to read, and as well there 

are others to see that you get the books when I am gone along upon my way--the history books wherein you 

will learn about your masters, and learn to become strong even as they. 
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[EDITOR'S NOTE.--From "Historical Fragments and Sketches," first published in fifty volumes in 4427, and 

now, after two hundred years, because of its accuracy and value, edited and republished by the National 

Committee on Historical Research.] 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/jack-london/short-story/a-curious-fragment 
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A voice more beautiful than blue 
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Singsong, Once Upon a Time, Linda Bove, Woojer Straps, Bass Eggs, How to Unlearn Sound, The Little 

Mermaid, The Nutcracker, Visual Listening, The Musicality of Sign 

 

by Katie Booth 

 

Illustrations by Alex Petrowsky 

Iwas with my friend Jeff Mansfield, on the porch of a hand-built cabin in Virginia, when I began to realize 

how little I understood about sound. It was a mild morning two winters ago and we were the only ones awake. 

The lawn stretched before us, long and rugged, with a single tree in the middle of it. In the morning stillness, 

Mansfield and I would talk for a while and then return to sipping our coffees and pretending it wasn’t as cold 

as it was. He was better at the cold, having the broad, sturdy build of a former hockey player. At one point, as 

I watched the birds that flew in and out of the tree, Mansfield turned his steady blue eyes to me and waved his 

hand to get my attention. Then he asked me something he’d never asked before: “What do you hear?” 

Although I grew up with two generations of deafness in my family and can communicate in Sign, I am 

hearing. Since I was about ten years old, I have lived almost solely in the hearing world. I’m aware of the 

wide, sometimes antagonistic gulf in understanding between the hearing world and the Deaf world, one that 

rests on a foundational assumption: that deaf people cannot access sound without the help of benevolent 

hearing people. Still, on some unconscious level, this idea operated within me too. 

https://believermag.com/contributor/katie-booth/
https://believermag.com/contributor/katie-booth/
https://believermag.com/
https://believermag.com/
https://believermag.com/logger/
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“Birds,” I described, indicating with my hands where they flocked between the tree on the lawn and distant 

trees, their songs traveling back to us. “And, over here, machines, construction.” From the road beyond the 

tree line, clanks and grumbles broke through the morning. 

For a second I was pleased with myself, but I quickly realized how empty my descriptions were. I had skipped 

over the most interesting elements of the sounds, instead identifying what was producing them: a bird, a 

machine. Birdsong, in my hands, had only birds, over there. It had no song. 

The truth was that Mansfield, despite being profoundly deaf from birth—or because of being deaf from 

birth—knew more about certain elements of sound than I did. To me, sound was simply a thing that came 

through my ears. It was an unexceptional part of the everyday, the humdrum. I listen to music on headphones, 

I respond when someone yells my name, but I don’t think much about the meaning contained in sound. 

Mansfield’s life, though, is largely dictated by it—not in the conventional sense, but as it ascribes social 

power. “Imagining a deaf person’s relationship to sound is challenging,” he writes in a text about a workshop 

he taught in 2013, “not only because deafness implies a diminished capacity to aurally process sounds, but 

[because] doing so would upset our predictable, if not delicate, understanding of sound.” 

 

Mansfield had already begun to upset my understanding a few months earlier. He is an architect and designer, 

and has explored sound in his work. I watched a video from that 2013 workshop, in which he explored sound 

with students from the Al-Amal School for the Deaf, in the United Arab Emirates. Mansfield stands in front 

of the class, his hands resting on a speaker, and a video of a drummer is projected on the wall next to him. 

http://www.council.art/inquiries/30/infinite-ear/48/beyond-language
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Then he starts to interpret the music. He listens for a few seconds, shapes his hands into two claws, and 

rotates them rhythmically against each other. When his hands move apart, still rhythmically rotating at the 

wrist, you sense the sound becoming more expansive. When one hand becomes still and the other hand pivots 

away, you sense the sound drifting off. Mansfield’s fingers straighten and bend, make small movements and 

larger movements, close movements and far-apart movements. The interpretation is not a one-for-one 

representation of the sound, like a foot keeping the beat. Rather, it is musical in a way that is native to Sign. 

In the video, none of Mansfield’s movements pantomime playing an actual drum, and this is deliberate. 

Mansfield believes that connecting sound to an object, as is done so often in the hearing world, does nothing 

to describe how sound feels. He seeks to create a space in which Deaf people are empowered to experience 

sound—just sound—and find their own meaning within it. Mansfield listens, then interprets, listens, 

interprets. After a few beats, he invites the students to come forward, place their hands on the speaker, and 

make their own music. 

On the porch in Virginia, I thought about my own inadequate description of birdsong and realized that I still 

didn’t fully understand the different ways the hearing and the deaf interact with sound. In Mansfield’s hands, 

music had an entirely new life. He wasn’t simply interpreting English lyrics into ASL, which is many hearing 

people’s first encounter with deafness and music. I see this type of “signed” music shared as videos on social 

media, or performed by kids in church—even though the majority of the interpretations are garbled word-for-

word translations that ignore the grammar of ASL and serve hearing voyeurism more than deaf inclusion. But 

Mansfield’s work suggests that there is something much more interesting at the intersection of deafness and 

music. I began to wonder: in a world without hearing, what does song look like? 

Christine Sun Kim is a Deaf sound artist who has exhibited work at the Whitney Museum, MoMA, and 

MoMA PS1, and is at the forefront of the artistic exploration of Deafness and sound. When Kim was growing 

up, she believed that sound was for hearing people, not for her. The hearing adults around her insisted that she 

be hyperaware of sound—don’t slam doors, don’t eat too loudly, don’t burp. She learned to play the recorder 

in music class, but the sound wasn’t visual or tactile; it wasn’t fun. Kim started her career as a painter, but 

during an artist residency in Berlin, she encountered several art exhibits that were almost entirely sound-

based, and this absorbed her attention. She realized she could join this new conversation, that she knew sound 

deeply and intimately. 

In her art, Kim explores the way sound functions and how she experiences sound through deafness and Sign. 

Sound, she says in a 2015 TED Talk, “doesn’t have to be something just experienced through the ears. It can 

be felt tactually, or experienced as a visual, or even as an idea.” But her art is also an act of resistance to 

hearing-based norms. When I spoke with her over FaceTime, she described her evolving relationship to sound 

as a process of liberating herself from the norms of the hearing world. She lives in that world every day; most 

spaces, media, and communities are created with hearing people in mind. “It’s hearing, hearing, hearing,” she 

says. “It’s hard to separate the hearing-centric from the authentic Deaf experience.” When she first started 

experimenting, she would create different sounds with a microphone, subwoofer, and synthesizer, and ask her 

hearing friends what they thought. “This sounds nice,” they’d say, or “This is unpleasant.” But there was 

something wrong. Even though she had created the sounds, she felt they were for hearing people—based on 

their judgments, made for their ears. She needed to make sound on her own terms. 

In Face Opera II, performed in New York City in 2013, Kim conducted a deaf choir that used only ASL facial 

expressions—no hands—to create a visual song. (By her estimation, just 30 to 40 percent of ASL is 
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performed with the hands; the bulk of meaning is communicated through the face and body.) Last year, she 

commissioned seven lyric- and speech-free lullabies to play for her baby as an alternative to commercially 

available songs. In 4 x 4, exhibited in Stockholm, Kim placed four speakers directly on the floor in the 

corners of a room. Each speaker emitted a voice that Kim had manipulated to register below the typical 

human threshold for audible sound. The voices could not be heard directly, but the secondary sound, the 

sound of the room, resonated: the windows shuddered, the walls shook, the fluorescent tube lights rattled. 

The result was a leveling, a collapse of the social advantage to which hearing people are accustomed. In the 

room, only Kim knew the content of these voices, their words and cadences, while all that her audience could 

experience was her interpretation; for them to perceive this, they would have to be as attentive as she had 

been. They would have to experience the sound through their chests and feet and the ripples in their glasses of 

wine. In order to hear fully, they would have to become a little deafer. 

* 

There is a false assumption in the hearing world that the deaf can’t experience music. This assumption rests 

on a second: that the only access point to music is through hearing. Growing up, when I would reference a 

Deaf friend’s love of music, the response was often a raised eyebrow or a stifled laugh. The very idea was a 

joke, an impossibility. But there are many access points to music, and many types of deafness. When he’s in 

the car or around a campfire, one of my friends likes to sing his favorite songs from before his hearing left 

him: Billy Joel, Journey, Guns N’ Roses. Even people who have been deaf from birth can physically sense 

music through Bass Eggs, devices that turn any surface into a speaker; Woojer Straps, which wrap around the 

waist or chest and send vibrations through the body; or just by pressing a hand against a subwoofer. The DJ 

Robbie Wilde composes using technology that color-coordinates sound frequencies; the ASL poet Douglas 

Ridloff sometimes pairs his poems with music; and educators Andrew Bottoms and Megan Malzkuhn wrote a 

satirical ASL song, “Hearing Knows Best,” which uses no sound at all. The deaf experience of song can go 

beyond representations of traditional music; it can become a unique category. 

After the students in Mansfield’s workshop felt sounds through the subwoofer, they placed their hands on a 

giant weather balloon, which transmitted vibrations with more nuance. They started to create their own signed 

representations of sounds. The idea was to move away from their inherited understandings of objects and 

toward an expression of individual, idiosyncratic experience. “What we were really trying to do,” Mansfield 

told me, “was to unlearn sound, to get to the core physical sensation of its vibrations.” 

At the end of the workshop, the group filmed videos of the sign language they had invented to represent 

various real-world sounds: an airplane engine, the drone of a TV, waves hitting the shore. They were infusing 

the noise of ordinary life with musicality. In one video, Mansfield describes the sound dirt makes when falling 

in clumps, as if from an excavator. His right hand, shaped into a claw, drops onto his left forearm, then his 

fingers straighten and fall, showing the sound of the clump of dirt hitting the ground and scattering. This was 

not the type of sound I heard from the cabin porch, but in my hands the description of a close excavator and a 

distant construction grumble would look essentially the same: machines, over there. 

Mansfield’s hands, falling as dirt, make a simple, mesmerizing tune. Another participant describes the sound 

of a siren so well I can almost hear it. He spins one hand chaotically, beginning behind him and moving 

toward his face as he looks around worriedly, then speeding past, the spinning becoming smaller as the sound 
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fades into the distance. Another signer’s hands hold the sound of a sewing machine, his hands flat and moving 

forward slowly, back and forward again. Trembling ever so slightly, they humm, hummm, hummmm. 

In the hearing world, the medium of song is the voice, whereas in Sign it is the body. For a work titled Close 

Readings, Kim asked deaf and hard of hearing friends, including Mansfield and Lauren Ridloff, an actor 

on The Walking Dead, to add to the sound captioning of scenes from several well-known movies. For the 

deaf, says Kim, the quality of captions is essential to the experience of a film. But typical, reductive sound 

captioning totally misses the multi- 

dimensionality and layering of sound—the emotion, the meaning—that is expressed in a film. 

One of the films captioned for this project was The Little Mermaid, in which the mermaid Ariel makes a deal 

with the villain Ursula to give up her voice in exchange for a human form. As Ariel sings, relinquishing her 

voice, the original caption simply reads, “[vocalizes].” Mansfield’s captions reads: “[sound of vortex 

spinning],” then “[whooshing sound],” then “[sound of voice being extracted]” and “[glowing, pulsating hum 

of voice].” Ridloff’s reads: “[a voice more beautiful than blue, more beautiful than tomorrow slips out].” 

Their captions are more than flat descriptions of sound; they hold the meaning and essence of the story. 

The captions also stretch the definition of sound. Many treat the body as a site of sound, though not 

necessarily audible sound. It becomes something closer to body language: what the body says when it is not 

speaking words.When Prince Eric and Ariel first meet, another captioner, Ariel Baker-Gibbs, alerts us to “[the 

tinkle of dimples]” and “[the sound of a huge finger very close to your face].” Upon learning that Ariel can’t 

speak, Eric looks away from her: “[the sound of eyes moving in a different direction than where they are 

looking].” As they try to communicate: “[failure of gesture].” This attention to the body is the inverse of 

typical captioning. It draws attention to visual details that hearing people are likely to miss. 

The body has a sound all its own, and ASL is as much about reading the body as it is about reading hands. In 

her TED Talk, Kim likens ASL and English to playing the piano. When speaking or writing English, it’s as 

though you’re playing single notes in succession: word word word word. Tone of voice and body language 

play roles, but usually a sentence means fundamentally the same thing with or without them. ASL is more like 

a piano chord, with multiple notes played simultaneously: facial expression, hand shape, the speed and 

direction of movements, a pivot of the signer’s shoulders. A slight adjustment of any one of those components 

alters the meaning of the idea being expressed. A friend recently asked me about the ASL word order for the 

sentence “The snow fell slowly and softly,” but this is a question without an answer. You would use only one 

word—snow—and the rest of the meaning would be carried by the face, body, movements. Like complex 

music, Sign depends on timing, layering, inflection. The body is the thing that speaks, and so the body, too, 

can be a thing that sings.  
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Kim talks about the signs for all day and all night, in which the dominant hand traces the movement of the 

sun, sweeping a wide arc over or under the nondominant arm, which is held flat like the horizon. These signs, 

she tells me, are musical. The musicality is hard to define, but she says it has something to do with 

manipulating the pacing of a word or sentence by slowing down or speeding up her movements. In her talk, 

she demonstrates the sign for once upon a time—she sweeps both arms above in a grand arc that finishes 

behind her back—and says it is her favorite among the examples she gives, the most musical of them all. 

Seeing the sign for once upon a time brings me back to my childhood, when I watched ASL videotapes of 

“Goldilocks and the Three Bears” and “Little Red Riding Hood.” Linda Bove, from Sesame Street, narrates 

these stories. There is an expression of deep peace on her face. And just as the telling of these stories in 
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English is singsongy, so it is in Sign. Bove’s signs slow in places, creating rhythm; her face exaggerates 

certain words, giving them emphasis; and her fingers are controlled and graceful, easy to read. I wonder if 

non-signers can perceive the song in of all this. I don’t know. What I do know is that certain signs—

wolf, hood, once upon a time—will forever appear in my mind in the body of Linda Bove, telling a story like 

a song. In the words of one of Ridloff’s captions, it is a “[gentle, warm, inaudible lullaby].” 

* 

ASL trains the body and the mind differently. It is a trope that the lack of one sense will amplify the powers 

of the others—that a blind person has supersensory hearing, or that a deaf person can magically sense what is 

behind them—but using Sign does train one’s ability to read bodies, to visually take in cues that non-signers 

miss, and perhaps even to experience music in expansive, unexpected ways. Rachel Kolb, a writer and 

Rhodes Scholar, wrote about her experience of music two years ago in The New York Times: “Watching 

visual rhythms, from the flow of water to clapping hands and the rich expression of sign language, fascinated 

me. But in the hearing world, those experiences often didn’t count as music.” 

When Mansfield saw The Nutcracker at the Boston Ballet as a child, he had a similar attention to these visual 

details. He was mesmerized by the dancers’ costumes, in particular. “In my innocence,” he writes, “I believed 

that each crease, each fold, was specified by the choreographer.” To me, this is such an enchanting idea, so 

centered on the visual nature of movement and dance. It was, perhaps, a form of visual listening. 

There are two signs for to listen in ASL. The first is located at the ears; this is listening in the hearing-typical 

sense of the word. The second is the same hand shape located at the eyes; to listen by looking, usually applied 

to language and communication. The sign is distinct from that for to see or to look at. It is an altogether 

different concept, one that doesn’t exist in English. 

If some of us can hear words with our eyes, why can’t we hear song in different ways too? Why can’t there be 

a more expansive notion of what music can sound like or look like, how it can feel, what it can be? Leaves in 

an undulating breeze, the sudden meeting of eyes in a crowded place, the steady feeling through the floor of a 

friend’s footfalls. 

Once I began to wonder where the real borders of musicality are, the world started to crack open in beautiful 

ways. Some particular types of movement pattern, sensations of wind. Watching telephone poles through a 

car window is a musical experience, Kim tells me. As soon as she says it, I remember a 2013 event in Boston 

in which the poet Raymond Luczak read a poem with this same image, his arms embodying that exact tune: 

“As you drive home, notice how rhythmic / telephone poles and corner signs are. / Wonder why no one ever 

thinks of making music / for eyes alone.” 

I can understand skepticism about the idea that these things are music. Kim suggests that maybe a new word 

is needed. Mansfield also pushes against this idea a little,insisting that music is a specific sensory 

experience. To him, physical vibrations are fundamental to music; this solidified for him in 2014, when he 

collaborated with dancer and choreographer Noé Soulier to create a map of where sound resonates in the body 

depending on its volume, timbre, and pressure. He thinks the fullness of a musical experience resides in those 

vibrations and where they hit your body. “I don’t feel a sign in my ribs, in the balls of my feet, or the small of 

my back,” he says, whereas he can feel a song in his body. But he acknowledges the relative newness of Sign 

http://www.council.art/inquiries/30/infinite-ear/1183/deaf-sound-2014
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and of this exploratory work in the nature of hearing and music. “Musicality is an immersive experience,” he 

says, “where you get lost, overwhelmed, almost, by the sensory quality. That’s what masterworks of sign 

language can do.” 

Like any other language, Sign can transcend basic communication and bend toward art. Sometimes this looks 

like the use of attentive descriptions to create complex worlds; other times it is about pacing and repetition. 

Rhyme doesn’t exactly exist in Sign, but it has a cousin in the repetition of specific hand shapes. The ASL 

poem “Need,” by Peter Cook and Kenny Lerner, begins with the sign for “need,” the index finger crooked and 

pulsing: need, need, need. Soon, the location of the pulse shifts; no longer bending his wrist, Cook begins to 

bend his arm at the elbow, his whole forearm now pulsing. He shifts the sign to the side view, and now it is no 

longer the sign for “need”; it has evolved into a pumping oil derrick. The most masterful compositions of Sign 

employ this conflation of language, image, pacing, repetition, and intensity. They draw on something like 

music. Or, maybe more simply: they are music. 

 

I don’t know exactly what should or what shouldn’t be counted as music, but I do know that hearing people 

have been permitted to draw the borders of music for far too long. It is not our work to determine what counts 
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as music for deaf people—to applaud some forms, like ungrammatical “interpreted” lyrics in YouTube 

videos, while deriding others as “not music” because they don’t appeal to traditional hearing sensibilities. If 

we do, we are treating music as yet another way for hearing people to define what the deaf can or cannot do, it 

limits the way hearing people experience the world, and it is a barrier placed before Deaf creative output. This 

lack of imagination in favor of hearing power impoverishes us all. 

* 

Thinking about music more expansively has changed me, permeating even my memory of that morning at the 

cabin. While Mansfield and I sat shivering in our pajamas on the porch, a guinea fowl waddled toward us. She 

was as big as a goose and almost entirely without elegance. We’d been watching her since the day we arrived 

at the cabin, when she had greeted us. Mansfield and I had approached her slowly, entranced, and soft-stepped 

a respectful semicircle around her. She came and went over the next few days, causing a ruckus throughout 

the cabin whenever someone spotted her. 

Now she was sharing our morning: her funny walk, her big butt swinging to and fro. Her body was speckled 

with black-and-white patterns that undulated as her feathers passed over and under one another. I think of the 

way we watched her, so closely and attentively. Wasn’t there something musical about her? Her motions were 

both rhythmic and jagged, a small song her body played as her head moved back and forth, back and forth.  

CONTRIBUTOR 

KB 

Katie Booth is a Pittsburgh-based writer whose work has appeared in Harper’s Magazine, Aeon,  and Vela, 

among other publications, as well as on WHYY’s The Pulse podcast. She was a 2017–18 John W. Kluge 

Fellow at the Library of Congress. Her first book, The Illusion of Miracles, is forthcoming from Simon & 

Schuster. 
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The News 

by Rae Armantrout 

Issue no. 231 (Winter 2019) 

We wanted to tell someone everything 

(or everyone something)— 

how large and limp 

the leaves were 

https://believermag.com/a-voice-more-beautiful-than-blue/
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5b04f495ec&e=d538c8f2e0
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in the half-sun, 

but what is “half-sun,” 

finally? 

* 

We’d been “relaxing 

protections” 

in our sleep again, 

it seemed. 

Now we were fewer. 

* 

Some imagined Saint Peter 

as a special concierge 

or a supercomputer 

listening— 

did he listen?— 

to what he must  

already know, 

hearing only 

ones and zeros, 

pluses and minuses. 

* 

Was that at least something? 

* 
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https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5b04f495ec&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

Over and over, 

first one tall stalk 

and then its twin 

dips westward 

and recovers 

That’s my story 

and I’m sticking with it. 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5b04f495ec&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5b04f495ec&e=d538c8f2e0
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Parts of the universe may be expanding faster than others 

By Michael Irving 

 

Different parts of the universe may be expanding at different rates, according to new observations 

Juric.P/Depositphotos 

One of the core components of cosmology is the understanding that the universe is expanding evenly in all 

directions. It was predicted by theory decades ago, and supported by measurements of the cosmic microwave 

background. But new X-ray observations now suggest that this may not be the case after all – certain areas 

may be expanding faster than others. 

The isotropy hypothesis says that the universe has more or less the same properties in any direction. That’s 

true on the absolutely gigantic scale of the cosmos, anyway – there are obviously differences at the local 

scale. 

https://newatlas.com/author/michael-irving/
http://depositphotos.com/?utm_source=NewAtlas&utm_medium=freesub&utm_campaign=EN-brand
https://newatlas.com/universe-homogeneous-300-million-light-years/24149/
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This idea has been a lynchpin of cosmology for decades, and recent observations have agreed with it. In 2013, 

ESA unveiled a map made by the Planck space telescope of the cosmic microwave background (CMB), 

radiation left over from the Big Bang. And as predicted, it was “almost perfect,” with only tiny temperature 

variations in different directions. 

But looking at the CMB is looking at the universe when it was a cosmic newborn, merely 380,000 years old. 

Fast-forward 13.5 billion years, and there’s no guarantee the universe is still so uniform today. That’s exactly 

what the new study set out to investigate – and the results surprised the researchers. 

“Together with colleagues from the University of Bonn and Harvard University, we looked at the behavior of 

over 800 galaxy clusters in the present universe,” says Konstantinos Migkas, co-lead author of the study. “If 

the isotropy hypothesis was correct, the properties of the clusters would be uniform across the sky. But we 

actually saw significant differences.” 

 

In this new X-ray map, yellow regions of space are expanding fastest, while purple areas are expanding 

slower 

K. Migkas et al. 2020, CC BY-SA 3.0 IGO 

The team made these observations using a range of X-ray observatories, including ESA’s XMM-Newton, 

NASA’s Chandra and Germany’s ROSAT. This allowed them to take the temperature of the hot gas in those 

galaxy clusters, and compare the results to how bright those objects are in the sky. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/igo/
https://newatlas.com/physics/universe-expansion-not-uniform/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=c0d6c83d0a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_09_08_36&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-c0d6c83d0a-92970593#gallery:2
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If the universe was the same in all directions – and was expanding at the same rate everywhere – then clusters 

that were around the same temperature and distance should have a similar brightness. But to their surprise, the 

researchers noticed that this wasn’t the case. 

“We saw that clusters with the same properties, with similar temperatures, appeared to be less bright than 

what we would expect in one direction of the sky, and brighter than expected in another direction,” says 

Thomas Reiprich, co-lead author of the study. “The difference was quite significant, around 30 percent. These 

differences are not random but have a clear pattern depending on the direction in which we observed in the 

sky.” 

The team ruled out other factors that might influence the results. The data didn’t support the idea that dust and 

gas clouds were making certain areas fainter, nor the idea that the enormous gravitational effects of the 

clusters were affecting the measurements. That leaves the team with the answer that different parts of the 

universe are expanding at different rates. 

The implications of this are huge. Many astronomical measurements are based on the fundamental assumption 

that certain cosmological parameters are constant across the entire universe, so there’s no telling what else 

we’re wrong about. 

“If the universe is truly anisotropic, even if only in the past few billion years, that would mean a huge 

paradigm shift because the direction of every object would have to be taken into account when we analyze 

their properties,” says Migkas. “For example, today, we estimate the distance of very distant objects in the 

universe by applying a set of cosmological parameters and equations. We believe that these parameters are the 

same everywhere. But if our conclusions are right than that would not be the case and we would have to 

revisit all our previous conclusions.” 

Thankfully, the researchers don’t recommend a hasty return to the drawing board. They admit that the sample 

is relatively small, and more data is needed before such profound conclusions can be accepted. Future X-ray 

missions, such as ESA’s Euclid, will provide that extra data. 

The research was published in the journal Astronomy & Astrophysics. The team describes the work in the 

video below. 

The Universe might not be expanding at the same rate everywhere 

Source: ESA 

We recommend 

Centrifugal and Membrane Therapeutic Plasma Exchange – A Mini-review 

Michiel Etienne Janssens et al., Eur Oncol Haematol, 2018 

Lofty promises for autonomous cars unfulfilled 
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The West in Pieces: On the Reimagined Grammar(s) of C. Pam Zhang 

Christian Kiefer on a Debut Novel That Rewrites the Hills of California 

By Christian Kiefer 

 

In previous essays on the grammars of contemporary American fiction, I have explored the various ways in 

which authors use grammar as a specific tool of meaning-making. This has appeared, for example, in the 

deft use of the semicolon in the work of Garth Greenwell, and in the textual balancing of syntax and 

rhythm in the sentences of Lauren Groff. In this piece, I will be turning toward a writer whose grammar is 

used to inform and reimagine the entire body of her text. 

The sentences of C. Pam Zhang’s debut, How Much of These Hills Is Gold, use the techniques of 

grammatical erasure to present a West both familiar and idiosyncratic, thus bringing the reader into a text of 

desiccated fracture, which is ultimately reflective of both the immigrant experience and the colloquial poetic 

voice of much of the literature of the American West. 

Zhang’s debut novel is, according to its jacket copy, set “during the Gold Rush in a reimagined American 

West.” In it, tiger paw prints appear in the sand and buffalo bones bleach in the Western sunlight. While there 

is gold to be found, rare though it is, most of the characters make their living mining not for gold but for coal, 

as if some West Virginia geology has been magically transported to the oaks and pines and scrub of the West. 

Into this landscape are deposited Lucy and Sam, orphaned and on the run through a topography that is both 

familiar and alien and in which they can find no safe harbor. It is a country rendered, under Zhang’s careful 

https://lithub.com/author/christiankiefer/
https://lithub.com/how-does-garth-greenwell-make-such-wonderful-sentences/
https://lithub.com/the-magic-sentences-of-lauren-groff-action-without-verbs/
https://lithub.com/the-magic-sentences-of-lauren-groff-action-without-verbs/
https://bookshop.org/a/132/9780525537205
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pen, wonderfully incomplete, sometimes in glaring light that manages to half-blind the reader so that we are 

afforded brief glimpses, sometimes in utterly dazzling clarity, but in miniature, as if we are peeking through 

to the past’s gone world through a pinhole camera. 

By way of introducing the reader to the variety of grammars Zhang employs, here are the novel’s opening 

paragraphs: 

Ba dies in the night, prompting them to seek two silver dollars. 

Sam’s tapping an angry beat come morning, but Lucy, before they go, feels a need to speak. Silence weighs 

harder on her, pushes till she gives way. 

“Sorry,” she says to Ba in his bed. The sheet that tucks him is the only clean stretch in this dim and dusty 

shack, every surface black with coal. Ba didn’t heed the mess while living and in death his mean squint goes 

right past it. Past Lucy. Straight to Sam. Sam the favorite, round bundle of impatience circling the doorway in 

too-big boots. Sam clung to Ba’s every word while living and now won’t meet the man’s gaze. That’s when it 

hits Lucy: Ba is really gone. 

In a previous essay on the work of Lauren Groff, I underscored that author’s use of verbless sentences which 

nonetheless contain movement and action. Zhang’s work here is similar, although her erasures are in many 

ways more radical—and perhaps more colloquial—than Groff’s. The first sentence above is grammatically 

ordinary, introducing us to a character the death of whom will drive much of the novel’s action. The reader 

does not yet understand this sentence—who Ba is, nor who “them” refers to, nor the function of the two silver 

dollars—but as a first sentence we have come to expect such unknowns. What strikes me as interesting is 

Zhang’s immediate contraction at the start of the next sentence: Sam’s. The effect of this choice on the reader 

is to temporarily confuse the function and meaning of the apostrophe. Does the tapping belong to Sam (the 

apostrophe as possessive) or is it a contraction of Sam is? It is, of course, the latter, but that tiny moment of 

unseating the reader’s expectations for clarity is telling of Zhang’s entire project in regards to its grammar. 

One is struck by the power of this language and its differences from another inscribing of a girl’s voice upon 

(or in or through) the topography of the American West. 

Note the other elisions in this passage: The sheet that tucks him rather than “tucks him in,” as a more prosaic 

writer might have it; every surface black with coal rather than “every surface is black with coal”; the sentence 

fragments Past Lucy and Straight to Sam; the subsequent sentence which contains all the necessary material 

of sentence-making and yet, through a manipulation of verb tenses, is made to feel as if it does not. That latter 

sentence is, I think, the most important grammatical marker here: 

Sam the favorite, round bundle of impatience circling the doorway in too-big boots. 

Zhang offers the reader several possible nouns and noun phrases: Sam the favorite and round bundle are both 

placed in positions that might cause the reader to choose them as subjects for this sentence. And indeed they 

are doing that work, but the verb form, circling, removes us from what has been a present tense passage and 

into something without a clear marker of time. The verbs in this passage have been, up to this point, standard 

present tense, but with circling, Zhang offers readers a present participle. 
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Let me pause for a moment before going on about the verb forms here. What I respond to in this passage—

and indeed in the whole of this debut novel—is the sense of Westerness present in its style and grammar. This 

whole passage, to me, sounds like some old storyteller, eliding from idea to idea with much poetry and 

without much care for grammatical exactitude or correctness. One is reminded, for example, of Peter 

Carey’s True History of the Kelly Gang, a novel which also creates an idiosyncratic grammar, although one 

that moves in an almost opposite direction from that of Zhang. Furthermore, Zhang’s grammar is one that 

reflects the unsurety of her Chinese immigrant characters and their specific relationship to the English 

language. This is a novel largely about the human heart separated from familiar geographies, as reflected in 

both the novel’s plot and its grammar. (I’d like to put the caveat here that I am unqualified to address the 

specific linguistic issues between Chinese and English, and so, apart from this mention, I will necessarily be 

focusing elsewhere.) 

Let us now return to that opening passage and, in particular, the use of the present participle. Here is that 

sentence once more and in isolation: 

Sam the favorite, round bundle of impatience circling the doorway in too-big boots. 

Note that there are really only three grammatically “correct” ways of employing a present participle in a 

sentence: first, after an auxiliary (to be) verb, as in Sam is circling the doorway; second, as a gerund, a verbal 

clause following the sentence’s main verb (an example of which would require a complete rewrite of Zhang’s 

sentence); lastly, as a participial adjective, a gerund form which modifies a noun in the sentence. 

This latter is most aligned with what Zhang is doing here, for circling does, in a way, modify Sam; 

nonetheless, this sentence actually has no verb form to stand as the sentence’s lexical (or main) verb. What 

this means is that the closest we have to a lexical verb here is doing the work of both verb and adjective, a 

deft trick that compresses the sentence’s rhythm, gives it a sense of movement and poetry, and cements that 

kind of voice Zhang cultivates throughout this book. The elements of “correct” English grammar are both 

present in this text and radically absent. 

Lucy is effectively the novel’s protagonist, the point of view a tight third person, so tight, in fact that Lucy’s 

voice informs much of the book’s tone and grammar. The narrative tension is largely generated via her 

relationship with her sibling, Sam, and indeed our first clear look at him—slightly later in the same chapter—

is grammatically filtered through a third person voice that is nonetheless reflective of Lucy’s point of view:  

Small, Sam is. But capable of a man’s strides in those calfskin boots. Sam’s shadow licks back at Lucy’s toes; 

in Sam’s mind the shadow is the true height, the body of a temporary inconvenience. When I’m a 

cowboy, Sam says. When I’m an adventurer. More recently: When I’m a famous outlaw. When I’m 

grown. Young enough to think desire alone shapes the world. 

“Small, Sam is,” a grammar that reminds of the late David Markson’s This Is Not a Novel, a reversing of verb 

and object that makes primary not the sentence’s subject, but its ultimate arrival: small, as if Sam’s size is 

what makes Sam manifest at all. A sentence writer more interested in additive grammar (someone like 

Alexander Chee or Michael Ondaatje), might be tempted to continue this same sentence, using the 

coordinating conjunction, but, as a way to tether the material on Sam’s “man’s strides in those calfskin boots” 

to the independent clause “Small, Sam is.” In doing so, Zhang might have chosen to make of these two pieces 
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a single unified sentence; however, were she to do so, it would change the relative importance of this 

information. 

What I mean to imply by this is that in combining these two pieces into one sentence, Zhang would 

necessarily be subordinating one piece of information to the other. “Small, Sam is” acts as an independent 

clause, complete with subject, verb, and object (although not offered in quite that order). In contrast, “But 

capable of a man’s strides in those calfskin boots” is not an independent clause. In Zhang’s use here, it is 

technically a fragment, and yet one which implies connection to the independent clause which precedes it, 

which is to say that Zhang might have given us this: “Small, Sam is, but capable of a man’s strides in those 

calfskin boots.” Had she done so, the smallness of Sam would have become grammatically more important 

than the sentence’s second (subordinate) part, “but capable….” This is because in order for the sentence to 

make grammatical sense, the reader must necessarily give primacy to the main subject/verb pairing (Sam is 

small). Splitting this into two pieces negates this need so that “Small, Sam is” and “But capable of man’s 

strides in those calfskin boots” have equal weight in the description. One is not necessarily more (or less) 

important than the other, an essential consideration as Lucy’s relationship with and understanding of Sam 

deepens over the course of the novel. 

The grass is gold, so much so that I when think of the “gold country” (where I grew up and still live), it is the 

grasses of which I think, not the rare mineral wealth. 

Note that Zhang does something very similar with the subsequent sentence, split as it is by a semi-colon, thus 

indicating that both pieces are of related but equal significance: “Sam’s shadow licks back at Lucy’s toes; in 

Sam’s mind the shadow is the true height, the body of a temporary inconvenience.” In a previous essay, I 

noted how Garth Greenwell uses the semicolon as a kind of poetic volta, tilting the meaning of the sentence 

upon its axis. Zhang’s use here is not quite so dramatic, but she does utilize the semicolon to shift meaning in 

the sentence, from the external (the physicality of Sam’s shadow) to the internal (what Sam thinks). Allowing 

for a semicolon to link these two states of being also serves to give them equal weight, itself a kind of 

statement of what the book will encompass, namely Lucy’s story with Sam’s shadow riding through it all the 

while. 

This reading is further deepened by attention to the rhythmic differences between these two halves, the way in 

which Zhang gives immediacy to the hard stresses of softer sounds—Sam’s shadow licks and Lucy’s—and 

then to the harder sounds of back and toes so that nearly every syllable of the first part of the sentence is 

stressed with a hard beat. The sentence’s second part, that after the semicolon, is much more languid in 

rhythm and thus acts in contrast to the opening, although I might also note here that “Sam’s shadow licks 

back at Lucy’s toes” and “in Sam’s mind the shadow is the true height” both contain five stressed syllables (at 

least as I hear them), the first five in a kind of rush, the second at a lower, slower gear, and the final three 

beats—“the body of a temporary inconvenience”—even slower. (Am I reading the rhythm of inconvenience 

correctly here? How do you read it, reader?) The implication here, at least to my reading, is to emphasize the 

concrete physicality of Sam’s presence with the softer imagination of Sam’s mind. 

For the rest of this paragraph about Sam, Zhang dispenses entirely with the notion of independence clauses, 

and yet she does so in such a way as to offer a sense of completeness of thought and expression. Here’s the 

end of the paragraph again: 
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When I’m a cowboy, Sam says. When I’m an adventurer. More recently: When I’m a famous outlaw. When 

I’m grown. Young enough to think desire alone shapes the world. 

The reader can easily complete each of Sam’s fragments for the response is always the same: at some point 

Sam will be bigger, better, stronger, older than he is now. What is grammatically important here, though, is 

not the statements themselves but which part of speech they represent and how that reflects a particular point 

of view, for while the statements may come directly from Sam, their nature as fragments is decidedly from 

Lucy’s point of view. It is she who is truncates them to floating subordinate clauses, thus erasing the imagined 

independent clause required to make them into complete sentences. 

I have discussed the function of subordinate clauses in previous essays on contemporary grammars; for now, 

remember that a subordinate clause is, by dint of its grammar, less syntactically important than the sentence’s 

independent clause, the latter of which forms the kernel of the sentence, the part that gives it completeness of 

expression. In erasing the independent clauses from these statements of Sam’s, Zhang makes his desire 

subordinate, and lest we conclude that this desire is subordinate to Lucy’s, Zhang offers us this final fragment 

to attach that subordination to something greater even than his older sister, namely the world itself: “Young 

enough to think desire alone shapes the world.” Zhang has pointed to Sam as the speaker earlier but now she 

leaves his name off so that we are witness to the partial erasure of his desire. This is significant in the text 

because Sam is, as we will discover, a boy by choice rather than biology. And yet it is Lucy’s understanding 

of him that is limited, she who is critical of his youth and his desire, for we will come to understand that 

Sam’s desire does, in a sense, shape the world of the narrative. 

This attention to fragments, particularly to subordinate clauses hewn free of reliance on any correlating 

independent clause, is one indicator of Zhang’s style in this novel. Another is her interest in breaking away 

from grammar altogether, in stringing words together almost as breath, not end-stopped but exhaling back into 

silence. There is a repeated example of this later in the novel when Sam steals a pair of horses 

named Sister and Brother which he then sells at a trading post. 

They’ve ridden half a day before Lucy sees the weight of Sam’s wallet: as plump as before. 

“They’re ours,” Sam calls back through the wind of their passage. “We’ve paid our dues.” 

Lucy lets loose a string of cusses. The grass swallows them, nodding assent. She knows what Sam means. 

How can they be beholden? How can they be any more outside the law? That law a treacherous thing, 

twisting to sink fangs into them however it can. Better to make their own rules, as Sam always has. Anyhow, 

they’re leaving. 

Gold grass gold grass gold grass gold grass gold 

There are several features of Zhang’s style working at once here. The declarative sentences that start this 

passage are followed by the personification of the grasses swallowing Lucy’s “cusses.” Questions are a 

favorite of Zhang’s, used often to underscore Lucy’s unsettled place amidst her surroundings (as they are 

here). This is followed by a sentence that technically lacks its verb, “That law [is] a treacherous thing…,” 

although here Zhang’s use is to achieve a kind of Western colloquialism, the verb implied rather than stated, 

the kind of maxim some old timer might mumble around a campfire. 
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All of this is indicative of Zhang’s genius, lulling the reader into a sense of the familiar even as she 

defamiliarizes the tropes and clichés of the American West. 

What feels more remarkable to me in this passage is that line of nine words, nine syllables, each of which is 

stressed, which ends in no punctuation at all. Over the course of this very short chapter, Zhang will repeat that 

list of words, appearing every paragraph or two and each time shortened by one syllable from “Gold grass 

gold grass gold grass gold grass” to “Gold grass gold grass gold grass gold” and ending, after five more 

iterations, with “Gold.” At no point is there an endstop or even a comma to indicate this is anything that might 

be considered a grammatical unit. Instead, Zhang imbues it with something much more like an exhaled breath 

or a prayer. 

It might also be noted that this passage comes, as does much of the novel, while traveling through Zhang’s 

reimagined Western landscapes: 

West for the last time. The same mountains, the same pass. 

And then the hills, the hills. 

In reverse they chart their own course. The prospecting sites, the coal mines. Same and yet changed, as they 

are same and yet changed. 

The Gold Rush country is grassland and oak forest shading into pines and cedars. The grass is gold, so much 

so that I when think of the “gold country” (where I grew up and still live), it is the grasses of which I think, 

not the rare mineral wealth. And yet Zhang shifts us between the grasses and the minerals here. “Gold grass 

gold” runs the third to last instance. It is the grass that is gold but also gold itself. And then the penultimate, 

“Gold grass,” just the grass this time, but then leaving us, in the end, with just “Gold,” the thing itself, not an 

emblem but the Kantian Ding an sich. 

One is struck by the power of this language and its differences from another inscribing of a girl’s voice upon 

(or in or through) the topography of the American West, that of narrator Mattie Ross in Charles Portis’ True 

Grit. But while Zhang breaks her narrative voice into idea and piece and fragment and subordination without 

connection, Portis carefully inscribes Ross’s grammar on every sentence, making sure, with the care of a 

young person who is desperate to be clear and understood, that each utterance contains a subject, a verb, an 

object. Of course, Portis’ Ross is a first-person narrator while Zhang’s is close third, but her close third is so 

close as to be nearly indistinguishable from first. The narrative voice shades into Lucy’s voice at every turn 

and it is sometimes colloquial (in a sense) as we saw in earlier passages that used both missing words (or the 

implication of their absence) and contractions to achieve the sense of the spoken: “That law a treacherous 

thing, twisting to sink fangs into them however it can. Better to make their own rules, as Sam always has. 

Anyhow, they’re leaving.” 

In comparison, Portis begins thus, establishing a tone and voice that will carry throughout his narrative: 

People do not give it credence that a fourteen-year-old girl could leave home and go off in the wintertime to 

avenge her father’s blood but it did not seem so strange then, although I will say it did not happen every day.  
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This is not quite the same occasionally colloquial tone as we find in Zhang’s debut, but there are, I think, 

mirrors or reflections of it in Lucy’s voice, an earnestness of diction as we saw before in that moment when 

Lucy “lets forth a string of cusses… She knows what Sam means. How can they be beholden? How can they 

be any more outside the law?” 

But were we to look hard for influences, I think Zhang’s sentences tilt closer to that of late period Cormac 

McCarthy than Portis. This, from the end of McCarthy’s The Road: 

Once there were brook trout in the streams in the mountains. You could see them standing in the amber 

current where the white edges of their fins wimpled softly in the flow. They smelled of moss in your hand. 

Polished and muscular and torsional. On their backs were vermiculate patterns that were maps of the world in 

its becoming. Maps and mazes. Of a thing which could not be put back. Not be made right again. In the deep 

glens where they lived all things were older than man and they hummed of mystery. 

Like Zhang, McCarthy is writing about a broken world. McCarthy’s The Road is an extreme case—the world 

broken for everyone and everything. Zhang’s world is more complex and problematic. There are characters 

who are able to find a place in her topography but Lucy is not one of them. To what home can she aspire? 

In the above example from McCarthy, one might link most of the fragmented material exactly where it 

appears, via commas, hence reining it into recognizably grammatical shapes. In this way, McCarthy’s method 

is to chop otherwise grammatically correct sentences into smaller syntactical units. Zhang’s use of fragments 

is more sparing and most often is accomplished via an erasure of verbs (especially helping verbs). By way of 

illustration, compare the above to this brief passage from Zhang: 

Summer comes, bringing rumors of a tiger. 

The air is close and sticky as sweat. Cicadas, crickets, sighs, a dark ratcheting. A time for lingering after 

lamps are lit, for windows swung wide—a languorous heat in ordinary times, a loosening. 

But this year the tiger presses its claw against the vein of the town, and all Sweetwater shivers. A few 

chickens went missing three days back, and a side of beef. A guard dog was found with its throat slashed. 

Yesterday a woman fainted while hanging laundry and woke gibbering about a creature behind her sheets. A 

print left in the mud. Fear is this summer’s excitement, as hoops were last summer’s, and syrup over crushed 

ice the summer before’s. 

Here we have a prime example of Zhang’s grammar, her balancing of syntactically complete and fragmentary 

(verbless) material. Notice, in particular, that second paragraph: 

The air is close and sticky as sweat. Cicadas, crickets, sighs, a dark ratcheting. A time for lingering after 

lamps are lit, for windows swung wide—a languorous heat in ordinary times, a loosening. 

We have an almost perfect balancing between ideas and rhythms here, although the halves are punctuated 

differently, perhaps as to not draw too much attention to their parallel rhythmic structure. We end the first part 

of the paragraph at a gerund, the verb “ratcheting,” here used as a noun. The second part of the paragraph 

ends similarly with “a loosening.” The rhythms are different across both halves but what Zhang gives us here 
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is almost Dickensian in its flow, especially when the early stresses break into iambs. Feel how the sentences 

start to roll with “A time for lingering after lamps are lit, for windows swung wide,” how the reader is buoyed 

along by a pattern which is, I think, the very beat of the human heart. 

All of this is indicative of Zhang’s genius, lulling the reader into a sense of the familiar even as she 

defamiliarizes the tropes and clichés of the American West. (The next sentence is, after, all, “But this year the 

tiger presses its claw against the vein of the town, and all Sweetwater shivers.” In case anyone’s unclear, 

tigers range from India through Southeast Asia and into the Russian far east. They are not native to the 

American West.) What is familiar becomes unfamiliar and her ability to shift modes—from straightforward 

sentences, to colloquial language, to verbless fragments, to poetic turns devoid of punctuation—is what makes 

her work so fascinating as a text and a grammar. 

She is interested in many modes and many voices, but instead of separating them she has weaved them into a 

single tapestry that is representative of the novel’s topography, both physical and emotional. If agency is 

called into question, how can one not erase the verbs? If the immigrant’s voice is inscribed upon such a 

landscape, how can its grammar be anything but incomplete? If there are more questions than answers, how 

do questions not enter the text as active inquiries? If we are rendered homeless, unseated, unfound, then why 

not a grammar that renders its sentences thus? This is not McCarthy’s American West, nor is it Portis’s. It is, 

instead, a reinscription, not only of landscape or story but of grammar itself, a world wrought of breath and 

blood and imagination. 

 

Christian Kiefer 

Christian Kiefer is the director of the Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing at Ashland University and is the 

author of The Infinite Tides (Bloomsbury), The Animals (W.W. Norton), One Day Soon Time Will Have No 

Place Left to Hide (Nouvella Books), Kingdom of Wolves (Liveright / W.W. Norton), 

and Phantoms.(Liveright/W.W. Norton). 

 

https://lithub.com/the-west-in-pieces-on-the-reimagined-grammars-of-c-pam-zhang/ 

  

https://lithub.com/author/christiankiefer/
https://lithub.com/the-west-in-pieces-on-the-reimagined-grammars-of-c-pam-zhang/
https://lithub.com/author/christiankiefer/
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The Way We Love Something Small 

 

 

 

Kimberly Blaeser 

 

 

The translucent claws of newborn mice 

https://poets.us20.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e329a0cb6f08842f08a05d822&id=365a3b94c3&e=29a6ecd6d1
https://poets.us20.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e329a0cb6f08842f08a05d822&id=518687aa6d&e=29a6ecd6d1
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this pearl cast of color, 

the barely perceptible 

like a ghosted threshold of being: 

here     not here. 

The single breath we hold 

on the thinnest verge of sight: 

not there   there. 

A curve nearly naked  

an arc of almost,  

a wisp of becoming 

a wand— 

tiny enough to change me. 
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A Dresden Lady in Dixie 

by Kate Chopin 

 

MADAME Valtour had been in the sitting- room some time before she noticed the absence of the Dresden 

china figure from the corner of the mantel-piece, where it had stood for years. Aside from the intrinsic value 

of the piece, there were some very sad and tender memories associated with it. A baby's lips that were now 

forever still had loved once to kiss the painted "pitty 'ady"; and the baby arms had often held it in a close and 

smothered embrace. 

Madame Valtour gave a rapid, startled glance around the room, to see perchance if it had been misplaced; but 

she failed to discover it. 

Viny, the house-maid, when summoned, remembered having carefully dusted it that morning, and was rather 

indignantly positive that she had not broken the thing to bits and secreted the pieces. 

"Who has been in the room during my absence?" questioned Madame Valtour, with asperity. Viny abandoned 

herself to a moment's reflection. 

"Pa-Jeff comed in yere wid de mail - " If she had said St. Peter came in with the mail, the fact would have had 

as little bearing on the case from Madame Valtour's point of view. 

Pa-Jeff's uprightness and honesty were so long and firmly established as to have become proverbial on the 

plantation. He had not served the family faithfully since boyhood and been all through the war with "old 

Marse Valtour" to descend at his time of life to tampering with household bric-a-brac. 

"Has any one else been here?" Madame Valtour naturally inquired. 

"On'y Agapie w'at brung you some Creole aiggs. I tole 'er to sot 'em down in de hall. I don' know she comed 

in de settin'-room o' not." 

Yes, there they were; eight, fresh "Creole eggs" reposing on the muslin in the sewing basket. Viny herself had 

been seated on the gallery brushing her mistress' gowns during the hours of that lady's absence, and could 

think of no one else having penetrated to the sitting-room. 

Madame Valtour did not entertain the thought that Agapie had stolen the relic. Her worst fear was, that the 

girl, finding herself alone in the room, had handled the frail bit of porcelain and inadvertently broken it. 

Agapie came often to the house to play with the children and amuse them - she loved nothing better. Indeed, 

no other spot known to her on earth so closely embodied her confused idea of paradise, as this home with its 

atmosphere of love, comfort and good cheer. She was, herself, a cheery bit of humanity, overflowing with 

kind impulses and animal spirits. 

https://americanliterature.com/author/kate-chopin
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Madame Valtour recalled the fact that Agapie had often admired this Dresden figure (but what had she not 

admired!); and she remembered having heard the girl's assurance that if ever she became possessed of "fo' 

bits" to spend as she liked, she would have some one buy her just such a china doll in town or in the city. 

Before night, the fact that the Dresden lady had strayed from her proud eminence on the sitting-room mantel, 

became, through Viny's indiscreet babbling, pretty well known on the place. 

The following morning Madame Valtour crossed the field and went over to the Bedauts' cabin. The cabins on 

the plantation were not grouped; but each stood isolated upon the section of land which its occupants 

cultivated. Pa-Jeff's cabin was the only one near enough to the Bedauts to admit of neighborly intercourse. 

Seraphine Bedaut was sitting on her small gallery, stringing red peppers, when Madame Valtour approached. 

"I'm so distressed, Madame Bedaut," began the planter's wife, abruptly. But the 'Cadian woman arose politely 

and interrupted, offering her visitor a chair. 

"Come in, set down, Ma'me Valtour." 

"No, no; it's only for a moment. You know, Madame Bedaut, yesterday when I returned from making a visit, I 

found that an ornament was missing from my sitting-room mantel- piece. It's a thing I prize very, very much - 

" with sudden tears filling her eyes - "and I would not willingly part with it for many times its value." 

Seraphine Bedaut was listening, with her mouth partly open, looking, in truth, stupidly puzzled. 

"No one entered the room during my absence," continued Madame Valtour, "but Agapie." Seraphine's mouth 

snapped like a steel trap and her black eyes gleamed with a flash of anger. 

"You wan' say Agapie stole some'in' in yo' house!" she cried out in a shrill voice, tremulous from passion. 

"No; oh no! I'm sure Agapie is an honest girl and we all love her; but you know how children are. It was a 

small Dresden figure. She may have handled and broken the thing and perhaps is afraid to say so. She may 

have thoughtlessly misplaced it; oh, I don't know what! I want to ask if she saw it." 

"Come in; you got to come in, Ma'me Valtour," stubbornly insisted Seraphine, leading the way into the cabin. 

"I sen' 'er to de house yistiddy wid some Creole aiggs," she went on in her rasping voice, "like I all time do, 

because you all say you can't eat dem sto' aiggs no mo.' Yere de basket w'at I sen' 'em in," reaching for an 

Indian basket which hung against the wall - and which was partly filled with cotton seed. 

"Oh, never mind," interrupted Madame Valtour, now thoroughly distressed at witnessing the woman's 

agitation. 

"Ah, bien non. I got to show you, Agapie en't no mo' thief 'an yo' own child'en is." She led the way into the 

adjoining room of the hut. 
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"Yere all her things w'at she 'muse herse'f wid," continued Seraphin, pointing to a soapbox which stood on the 

floor just beneath the open window. The box was filled with an indescribable assortment of odds and ends, 

mostly doll-rags. A catechism and a blue-backed speller poked dog-eared corners from out of the confusion; 

for the Valtour children were making heroic and patient efforts toward Agapie's training. 

Seraphine cast herself upon her knees before the box and dived her thin brown hands among its contents. "I 

wan' show you; I goin' show you," she kept repeating excitedly. Madame Valtour was standing beside her. 

Suddenly the woman drew forth from among the rags, the Dresden lady, as dapper, sound, and smiling as 

ever. Seraphine's hand shook so violently that she was in danger of letting the image fall to the floor. Madame 

Valtour reached out and took it very quietly from her. Then Seraphine rose tremblingly to her feet and broke 

into a sob that was pitiful to hear. 

Agapie was approaching the cabin. She was a chubby girl of twelve. She walked with bare, callous feet over 

the rough ground and bare-headed under the hot sun. Her thick, short, black hair covered her head like a 

mane. She had been dancing along the path, but slackened her pace upon catching sight of the two women 

who had returned to the gallery. But when she perceived that her mother was crying she darted impetuously 

forward. In an instant she had her arms around her mother's neck, clinging so tenaciously in her youthful 

strength as to make the frail woman totter. 

Agapie had seen the Dresden figure in Madame Valtour's possession and at once guessed the whole 

accusation. 

"It en't so! I tell you, maman, it en't so! I neva touch' it. Stop cryin'; stop cryin'!" and she began to cry most 

piteously herself. 

"But Agapie, we fine it in yo' box," moaned Seraphine through her sobs. 

"Then somebody put it there. Can't you see somebody put it there? 'Ten't so, I tell you." 

The scene was extremely painful to Madame Valtour. Whatever she might tell these two later, for the time she 

felt herself powerless to say anything befitting, and she walked away. But she turned to remark, with a 

hardness of expression and intention which she seldom displayed: "No one will know of this through me. But, 

Agapie, you must not come into my house again; on account of the children; I could not allow it." 

As she walked away she could hear Agapie comforting her mother with renewed protestations of innocence. 

Pa-Jeff began to fail visibly that year. No wonder, considering his great age, which he computed to be about 

one hundred. It was, in fact, some ten years less than that, but a good old age all the same. It was seldom that 

he got out into the field; and then, never to do any heavy work - only a little light hoeing. There were days 

when the "misery" doubled him up and nailed him down to his chair so that he could not set foot beyond the 

door of his cabin. He would sit there courting the sunshine and blinking, as he gazed across the fields with the 

patience of the savage. 
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The Bedauts seemed to know almost instinctively when Pa-Jeff was sick. Agapie would shade her eyes and 

look searchingly towards the old man's cabin. 

"I don' see Pa-Jeff this mo'nin'," or "Pa- Jeff en't open his winda," or "I didn' see no smoke yet yonda to Pa-

Jeff's." And in a little while the girl would be over there with a pail of soup or coffee, or whatever there was at 

hand which she thought the old negro might fancy. She had lost all the color out of her cheeks and was pining 

like a sick bird. She often sat on the steps of the gallery and talked with the old man while she waited for him 

to finish his soup from her tin pail. 

"I tell you, Pa-Jeff, its neva been no thief in the Bedaut family. My pa say he couldn' hole up his head if he 

think I been a thief, me. An' maman say it would make her sick in bed, she don' know she could ever git up. 

Sosthene tell me the chil'en been cryin' fo' me up yonda. Li'le Lulu cry so hard M'sieur Valtour want sen' afta 

me, an' Ma'me Valtour say no." 

And with this, Agapie flung herself at length upon the gallery with her face buried in her arms, and began to 

cry so hysterically as seriously to alarm Pa-Jeff. It was well he had finished his soup, for he could not have 

eaten another mouthful. 

"Hole up yo' head, chile. God save us! W'at you kiarrin' on dat away?" he exclaimed in great distress. "You 

gwine to take a fit? Hole up yo' head." 

Agapie rose slowly to her feet, and drying her eyes upon the sleeve of her "josie," reached out for the tin 

bucket. Pa-Jeff handed it to her, but without relinquishing his hold upon it. 

"War hit you w'at tuck it?" he questioned in a whisper. "I isn' gwine tell; you knows I isn' gwine tell." She 

only shook her head, attempting to draw the pail forcibly away from the old man. 

"Le' me go, Pa-Jeff. W'at you doin'! Gi' me my bucket!" 

He kept his old blinking eyes fastened for a while questioningly upon her disturbed and tear-stained face. 

Then he let her go and she turned and ran swiftly away towards her home. 

He sat very still watching her disappear; only his furrowed old face twitched convulsively, moved by an 

unaccustomed train of reasoning that was at work in him. 

"She w'ite, I is black," he muttered calculatingly. "She young, I is ole; sho I is ole. She good to Pa-Jeff like I 

her own kin an' color." This line of thought seemed to possess him to the exclusion of every other. Late in the 

night he was still muttering. 

"Sho I is ole. She good to Pa-Jeff, yas." 

A few days later, when Pa-Jeff happened to be feeling comparatively well, he presented himself at the house 

just as the family had assembled at their early dinner. Looking up suddenly, Monsieur Valtour was astonished 
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to see him standing there in the room near the open door. He leaned upon his cane and his grizzled head was 

bowed upon his breast. There was general satisfaction expressed at seeing Pa-Jeff on his legs once more. 

"Why, old man, I'm glad to see you out again," exclaimed the planter, cordially, pouring a glass of wine, 

which he instructed Viny to hand to the old fellow. Pa-Jeff accepted the glass and set it solemnly down upon a 

small table near by. 

"Marse Albert," he said, "I is come heah to-day fo' to make a statement of de rights an' de wrongs w'at is done 

hang heavy on my soul dis heah long time. Arter you heahs me an' de missus heahs me an' de chillun an' 

ev'body, den ef you says: 'Pa-Jeff you kin tech yo' lips to dat glass o' wine,' all well an' right.' " 

His manner was impressive and caused the family to exchange surprised and troubled glances. Foreseeing that 

his recital might be long, a chair was offered to him, but he declined it. 

"One day," he began, "w'en I ben hoein' de madam's flower bed close to de fence, Sosthene he ride up, he say: 

'Heah, Pa-Jeff, heah de mail.' I takes de mail f'om 'im an' I calls out to Viny w'at settin' on de gallery: 'Heah 

Marse Albert's mail, gal; come git it.' 

"But Viny she answer, pert-like - des like Viny: 'You is got two laigs, Pa-Jeff, des well as me.' I ain't no hen' 

fo' disputin' wid gals, so I brace up an' I come 'long to de house an' goes on in dat settin'-room dah, naix' to de 

dinin'-room. I lays dat mail down on Marse Albert's table; den I looks roun'. 

"Ev'thing do look putty, sho! De lace cu'tains was a-flappin' an' de flowers was a-smellin' sweet, an' de 

pictures a-settin' back on de wall. I keep on lookin' roun'. To reckly my eye hit fall on de li'le gal w'at al'ays 

sets on de een' o' de mantel-shelf. She do look mighty sassy dat day, wid 'er toe a-stickin' out, des so; an' 

holdin' her skirt des dat away; an' lookin' at me wid her head twis'. 

"I laff out. Viny mus' heahed me. I say, 'g'long 'way f'om dah, gal.' She keep on smilin'. I reaches out my han'. 

Den Satan an' de good Sperrit, dey begins to wrastle in me. De Sperrit say: 'You ole fool-nigga, you; mine 

w'at you about.' Satan keep on shovin' my han' - des so - keep on shovin'. Satan he mighty powerful dat day, 

an' he win de fight. I kiar dat li'le trick home in my pocket." 

Pa-Jeff lowered his head for a moment in bitter confusion. His hearers were moved with distressful 

astonishment. They would have had him stop the recital right there, but Pa-Jeff resumed, with an effort: 

"Come dat night I heah tell how dat li'le trick, wo'th heap money; how madam, she cryin' 'cause her li'le 

blessed lamb was use' to play wid cat, an' kiar-on ov' it. Den I git scared. I say, 'w'at I gwine do?' An' up jump 

Satan an' de Sperrit a-wrastlin' again. 

"De Sperrit say: 'Kiar hit back whar it come f'om, Pa-Jeff.' Satan 'low: 'Fling it in de bayeh, you ole fool.' De 

Sperrit say: 'You won't fling dat in de bayeh, whar de madam kain't neva sot eyes on hit no mo'?' Den Satan 

he kine give in; he 'low he plumb sick o' disputin' so long; tell me go hide it some 'eres whar dey nachelly 

gwine fine it. Satan he win dat fight. 
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"Des w'en de day g'ine break, I creeps out an' goes 'long de fiel' road. I pass by Ma'me Bedaut's house. I riclic 

how dey says li'le Bedaut gal ben in de sittin'-room, too, day befo'. De winda war open. Ev'body sleepin'. I 

tres' in my head, des like a dog w'at shame hisse'f. I sees dat box o' rags befo' my eyes; an' I drops dat li'le 

imp'dence 'mongst dem rags. 

"Mebby yo' all t'ink Satan an' de Sperrit lef' me 'lone, arter dat?" continued Pa-Jeff, straightening himself from 

the relaxed position in which his members seemed to have settled. 

"No, suh; dey ben desputin' straight 'long. Las' night dey come nigh onto en'in' me up. De Sperrit say: 'Come 

'long, I gittin' tired dis heah, you g'long up yonda an' tell de truf an' shame de devil.' Satan 'low: 'Stay whar 

you is; you heah me!' Dey clutches me. Dey twis'es an' twines me. Dey dashes me down an' jerks me up. But 

de Sperrit he win dat fight in de en', an' heah I is, mist'ess, master, chillun'; heah I is." 

Years later Pa-Jeff was still telling the story of his temptation and fall. The negroes especially seemed never 

to tire of hearing him relate it. He enlarged greatly upon the theme as he went, adding new and dramatic 

features which gave fresh interest to its every telling. 

Agapie grew up to deserve the confidence and favors of the family. She redoubled her acts of kindness toward 

Pa-Jeff; but somehow she could not look into his face again. 

Yet she need not have feared. Long before the end came, poor old Pa-Jeff, confused, bewildered, believed the 

story himself as firmly as those who had heard him tell it over and over for so many years. 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/kate-chopin/short-story/a-dresden-lady-in-dixie 
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An Antidote to Helplessness and Disorientation: The Great Humanistic Philosopher and Psychologist 

Erich Fromm on Our Human Fragility as the Key to Our Survival and Our Sanity 

“Only through full awareness of the danger to life can this potential be mobilized for action capable of 

bringing about drastic changes in our way of organizing society.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

To be human is to be a miracle of evolution conscious of its own miraculousness — a consciousness beautiful 

and bittersweet, for we have paid for it with a parallel awareness not only of our fundamental 

improbability but of our staggering fragility, of how physiologically precarious our survival is and how 

psychologically vulnerable our sanity. To make that awareness bearable, we have evolved a singular faculty 

that might just be the crowning miracle of our consciousness: hope. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/02/21/brian-greene-until-the-end-of-time/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/02/21/brian-greene-until-the-end-of-time/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/159056183X/braipick-20
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Hope — and the wise, effective action that can spring from it — is the counterweight to the heavy sense of 

our own fragility. It is a continual negotiation between optimism and despair, a continual negation of 

cynicism and naïveté. We hope precisely because we are aware that terrible outcomes are always possible and 

often probable, but that the choices we make can impact the outcomes. 

 

Art by the Brothers Hilts from A Velocity of Being: Letters to a Young Reader. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/02/08/zadie-smith-feel-free-optimism-and-despair/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/02/09/hope-cynicism/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/02/09/hope-cynicism/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/20/a-velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/20/a-velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/
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How to harness that uniquely human paradox in living more empowered lives in even the most vulnerable-

making circumstances is what the great humanistic philosopher and psychologist Erich Fromm (March 23, 

1900–March 18, 1980) explores in the 1968 gem The Revolution of Hope: Toward a Humanized 

Technology (public library), written in an era when both hope and fear were at a global high, by a German 

Jew who had narrowly escaped a dismal fate by taking refuge first in Switzerland and then in America when 

the Nazis seized power. 

 

Erich Fromm 

In a sentiment he would later develop in contemplating the superior alternative to the parallel lazinesses of 

optimism and pessimism, Fromm writes: 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/159056183X/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/159056183X/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/revolution-of-hope-toward-a-humanized-technology/oclc/1041608439&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/04/04/erich-fromm-anatomy-of-human-destructiveness/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/04/04/erich-fromm-anatomy-of-human-destructiveness/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0826406548/braipick-20
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Illustration by Margaret C. Cook for a rare 1913 edition of Leaves of Grass by Walt Whitman. (Available as a 

print.) 

Hope is a decisive element in any attempt to bring about social change in the direction of greater aliveness, 

awareness, and reason. But the nature of hope is often misunderstood and confused with attitudes that have 

nothing to do with hope and in fact are the very opposite. 

Half a century before the physicist Brian Greene made his poetic case for our sense of mortality as the 

wellspring of meaning in our ephemeral lives, Fromm argues that our capacity for hope — which has 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/11/leaves-of-grass-margaret-cook/
https://society6.com/product/i-will-confront-these-shows-of-the-day-and-night_framed-print?sku=s6-8968158p21a12v52a13v54?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/i-will-confront-these-shows-of-the-day-and-night_framed-print?sku=s6-8968158p21a12v52a13v54?curator=brainpicker
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/02/21/brian-greene-until-the-end-of-time/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/02/21/brian-greene-until-the-end-of-time/
https://society6.com/product/i-will-confront-these-shows-of-the-day-and-night_framed-print?sku=s6-8968158p21a12v52a13v54?curator=brainpicker
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furnished the greatest achievements of our species — is rooted in our vulnerable self-consciousness. Writing 

well before Ursula K. Le Guin’s brilliant unsexing of the universal pronoun, Fromm (and all of his 

contemporaries and predecessors, male and female, trapped in the linguistic convention of their time) may be 

forgiven for using man as shorthand for the generalized human being: 

Man, lacking the instinctual equipment of the animal, is not as well equipped for flight or for attack as 

animals are. He does not “know” infallibly, as the salmon knows where to return to the river in order to spawn 

its young and as many birds know where to go south in the winter and where to return in the summer. His 

decisions are not made for him by instinct. He has to make them. He is faced with alternatives and there is a 

risk of failure in every decision he makes. The price that man pays for consciousness is insecurity. He can 

stand his insecurity by being aware and accepting the human condition, and by the hope that he will not fail 

even though he has no guarantee for success. He has no certainty; the only certain prediction he can make is: 

“I shall die.” 

What makes us human is not the fact of that elemental vulnerability, which we share with all other living 

creatures, but the awareness of that fact — the way existential uncertainty worms the consciousness capable 

of grasping it. But in that singular fragility lies, also, our singular resilience as thinking, feeling animals 

capable of foresight and of intelligent, sensitive decision-making along the vectors of that foresight. 

Fromm writes: 

Man is born as a freak of nature, being within nature and yet transcending it. He has to find principles of 

action and decision making which replace the principles of instinct. He has to have a frame of orientation that 

permits him to organize a consistent picture of the world as a condition for consistent actions. He has to fight 

not only against the dangers of dying, starving, and being hurt, but also against another danger that is 

specifically human: that of becoming insane. In other words, he has to protect himself not only against the 

danger of losing his life but also against the danger of losing his mind. The human being, born under the 

conditions described here, would indeed go mad if he did not find a frame of reference which permitted him 

to feel at home in the world in some form and to escape the experience of utter helplessness, disorientation, 

and uprootedness. There are many ways in which man can find a solution to the task of staying alive and of 

remaining sane. Some are better than others and some are worse. By “better” is meant a way conducive to 

greater strength, clarity, joy, independence; and by “worse” the very opposite. But more important than 

finding the better solution is finding some solution that is viable. 

As we navigate our own uncertain times together, may a thousand flowers of sanity bloom, each valid so long 

as it is viable in buoying the human spirit it animates. And may we remember the myriad terrors and 

uncertainties preceding our own, which have served as unexpected awakenings from some of our most 

perilous civilizational slumbers. Fromm — who devoted his life to illuminating the inner landscape of the 

individual human being as the tectonic foundation of the political topography of the world — composed this 

book during the 1968 American Presidential election. He was aglow with hope that the unlikely ascent of an 

obscure, idealistic, poetically inclined Senator from Minnesota by the name of Eugene McCarthy (not to be 

confused with the infamous Joseph McCarthy, who stood for just about everything opposite) might steer the 

country toward precisely such pathways to “greater strength, clarity, joy, independence.” 

McCarthy lost — to another Democratic candidate, who would in turn lose to none other than Nixon — and 

the country plummeted into more war, more extractionism, more reactionary nationalism and bigotry. But the 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/10/17/ursula-k-le-guin-gender/
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very rise of that unlikely candidate contoured hopes undared before — hopes some of which have since 

become reality and others have clarified our most urgent work as a society and a species. Fromm writes: 

A man who was hardly known before, one who is the opposite of the typical politician, averse to appealing on 

the basis of sentimentality or demagoguery, truly opposed to the Vietnam War, succeeded in winning the 

approval and even the most enthusiastic acclaim of a large segment of the population, reaching from the 

radical youth, hippies, intellectuals, to liberals of the upper middle classes. This was a crusade without 

precedent in America, and it was something short of a miracle that this professor-Senator, a devotee of poetry 

and philosophy, could become a serious contender for the Presidency. It proved that a large segment of the 

American population is ready and eager for Humanization… indicating that hope and the will for change are 

alive. 

Art from Trees at Night by Art Young, 1926. (Available as a print.) 

Having given reign to his own hope and will for change in this book “appealing to the love for life (biophilia) 

that still exists in many of us,” Fromm reflects on a universal motive force of resilience and change: 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/06/trees-at-night-art-young/
https://society6.com/product/hope-from-trees-at-night-by-art-young_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/hope-from-trees-at-night-by-art-young_print?curator=brainpicker
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Only through full awareness of the danger to life can this potential be mobilized for action capable of bringing 

about drastic changes in our way of organizing society… One cannot think in terms of percentages or 

probabilities as long as there is a real possibility — even a slight one — that life will prevail. 

Art by Pascal Lemaître from Listen by Holly M. McGhee 

 

Complement The Revolution of Hope — an indispensable treasure rediscovered half a century after its 

publication and republished in 2010 by the American Mental Health Foundation — with Fromm 

on spontaneity, the art of living, the art of loving, the art of listening, and why self-love is the key to a sane 

society, then revisit philosopher Martha Nussbaum on how to live with our human fragility and Rebecca 

Solnit on the real meaning of hope in difficult times. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/22/erich-fromm-revolution-of-

hope/?mc_cid=03c8b60353&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/09/19/listen-holly-mcghee-pascal-lemaitre/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/159056183X/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/07/erich-fromm-escape-from-freedom-spontaneity/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/03/23/erich-fromm-the-art-of-living/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/10/29/the-art-of-loving-erich-fromm/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/04/05/erich-fromm-the-art-of-listening/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/04/27/erich-fromm-sane-society-self-love/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/04/27/erich-fromm-sane-society-self-love/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/03/14/martha-nussbaum-bill-moyers-world-of-ideas/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/03/16/rebecca-solnit-hope-in-the-dark-2/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/22/erich-fromm-revolution-of-hope/?mc_cid=03c8b60353&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/22/erich-fromm-revolution-of-hope/?mc_cid=03c8b60353&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/09/19/listen-holly-mcghee-pascal-lemaitre/
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"Off-the-shelf" patch boosts cardiac function by 50% in animal models 

By Nick Lavars 

 

 

Scientists have developed an "off-the-shelf" cardiac patch that boosted recovery of damaged hearts in rats and 

pigs 

NC State University 

One of the ways medical researchers are looking to offer heart attack sufferers a greater chance of full 

recovery is through cardiac patches. These medical devices are designed to help regenerate healthy tissue 

after the injury and restore the organ to proper function, and scientists at North Carolina State University have 

now developed an “off-the-shelf” version they say overcomes some of the dangers of other approaches. 

https://newatlas.com/author/nick-lavars/
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We have seen quite a few experimental cardiac patches over the years. Each has their own unique features, 

but all designed to repair tissue that has been irreversibly damaged through a heart attack. Many approaches 

involve using living cells embedded in scaffolds, which when implanted take on the role of regular heart cells 

and mimic the effects of beating heart tissue. 

But according to the North Carolina State University team, using living cellular material brings some dangers, 

including a heightened risk of tumor, irregular heart beat or the chance that it will trigger an immune response 

from the patient. The scientists believe they have come up with safe alternative. 

“We have developed an artificial cardiac patch that can potentially solve the problems associated with using 

live cells, yet still deliver effective cell therapy to the site of injury,” says study author Ke Cheng. 

The team’s “off-the-shelf” design begins with decellularized pig heart tissue, which the team fashioned into a 

scaffolding matrix to serve as the primary structure of the patch. Synthetic cardiac stromal cells containing 

repair factors derived from real cardiac stromal cells were then embedded in the matrix, forming a package 

that offers all the therapeutics normally secreted by cells, but in an entirely artificial form. 

The scientists used the patch on a rat model of a heart attack, in which it boosted cardiac function by around 

50 percent over a three-week period compared to no treatment. At the same time, it reduced scarring at the 

injury site by around 30 percent. In another seven-day study using a pig model, the patch also reduced 

scarring by around 30 percent, with the patch “stabilizing” heart function. 

Through further experiments, the team also found that frozen patches worked just as well as fresh ones. 

“The patch can be frozen and safely stored for at least 30 days, and since there are no live cells involved, it 

will not trigger a patient’s immune system to reject it,” Cheng says. “It is a first step toward a truly off-the-

shelf solution to cardiac patch therapy.” 

The research was published in the journal Science Translational Medicine. 

Source: North Carolina State University 

We recommend 

Paper evaluates hacking vulnerabilities in pacemaker systems 

by Nancy Owano et al., TechXplore.com 

Organ-on-a-chip mimics heart's biomechanical properties 

by David Salisbury et al., TechXplore.com 

Linux distrib vendors make patches available for GHOST 

https://newatlas.com/heart-patch-3d-printed/49031/
https://stm.sciencemag.org/content/12/538/eaat9683
https://news.ncsu.edu/2020/04/cheng-artificial-cardiac-patch/
https://techxplore.com/news/2017-05-paper-hacking-vulnerabilities-pacemaker.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2017-02-organ-on-a-chip-mimics-heart-biomechanical-properties.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2015-01-linux-distrib-vendors-patches-ghost.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
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by Nancy Owano et al., TechXplore.com 

Abbott: New pacemaker firmware update addresses vulnerabilities 

by Nancy Owano et al., TechXplore.com 

'Smart' pajamas could monitor and help improve sleep 

by American Chemical Society, TechXplore.com 

Waterproof skin patch allows for monitoring biometrics during water sports 

by Bob Yirka et al., TechXplore.com 

 

Nick Lavars 

Nick has been writing and editing at New Atlas for over six years, where he has covered everything from 

distant space probes to self-driving cars to oddball animal science. He previously spent time at The 

Conversation, Mashable and The Santiago Times, earning a Masters degree in communications from 

Melbourne’s RMIT University along the way. 

 

https://newatlas.com/medical/off-the-shelf-cardiac-patch-

heart/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=c0d6c83d0a-

EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_09_08_36&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-c0d6c83d0a-

92970593 
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https://techxplore.com/news/2019-04-smart-pajamas.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2019-01-waterproof-skin-patch-biometrics-sports.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
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Controlling single molecule conductance with a new class of covalent bond formation 

DIPC   

One of the greatest inventions of the 20th century, if not the greatest, was the transistor. It revolutionized the 

electronics industry and changed the way people around the world lived, learned, worked, and played. Its 

invention marked the beginning of solid state electronics which quickly reduced the size and power 

requirements of existing electronic tube based electronic devices. This revolutionized the electronics field and 

eventually made possible the information age thanks to small, low power electronic devices and eventually 

low cost integrated circuits. 

Now, in the 21st century, research is focusing on achieving what the transistor did but using just a few 

molecules or, even, only one. These molecules may very well be organic ones: we are entering the era of 

organic electronics. The emerging devices include organic light-emitting diodes, organic solar cells and 

organic transistors, to name just a few. 

A key point in the development of these devices is how can we connect and control these molecules with the 

rest of the “electronics” of the device. The problem is even bigger when we are using only one molecule. A 

better understanding of the electronic properties at the individual molecular level and the development of 

methods to tune the charge transport through molecular junctions is, therefore, a prerequisite. 

One of the challenges associated with reducing electronic circuits to single-molecule components is the 

formation of reliable, high-conductance contacts between the molecule and the metallic electrodes to enable 

an efficient charge transport across the metal–organic interface. 

The conductance through a single molecule can be measured by contacting the molecule with atomic 

precision and forming a molecular bridge between a metallic scanning tunneling microscopy tip electrode and 

the metallic surface electrode where the molecule has been placed. But, can it also be controlled? 

Now, a team of researchers shows 1 that an in situ induced direct chemical reaction strongly improves the 

molecular anchoring by forming covalent bonds between molecular carbon and metallic surface atoms, and 

that this bond formation leads to an increase of the conductance by about 50% compared to the initial state. 

While π-conjugated systems with a delocalized electronic structure typically have a high electronic 

conductance through the molecules, they usually present non-conjugated end groups designed to selectively 

couple the molecules to specific metallic electrodes. Covalent bonds between the molecule and the metal 

electrodes are advantageous to ensure a robust mechanical and electronic connection. In the ideal case, the 

organo–metallic contacts of the molecular electronic element are established through a chemical reaction 

between the molecule and the metal. The most popular examples are systems with covalent bonds formed 

between sulfur-containing molecular end groups and gold electrodes.When the anchoring is done through 

direct covalent bonds between the carbon atoms and the metal, a higher electronic conductance is obtained. 

The scientists build on a previous result, where they showed an in situ induced direct desulfurization reaction 

on single thiophene units on Cu(111) surfaces driven by the electric field confined in the tunnel junction. The 

researchers now explore the molecule-metal-electrode anchoring and the conductance across a 

https://mappingignorance.org/author/dipc/
https://mappingignorance.org/2020/04/02/controlling-single-molecule-conductance-with-a-new-class-of-covalent-bond-formation/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-6643-1
https://mappingignorance.org/2016/03/03/working-molecular-electronic-switch/
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tetracenothiophene molecule, a pentacene analogue, by controlling the formation of covalent C-Cu bonds 

between the molecule and the metal substrate on the submolecular scale. This is a new class of covalent bond 

formation between a chemically reacted thiophene molecular end group and Cu electrodes. 

Controlled desulfurization reaction. a) and b) AFM frequency-shift images of tetracenothiophene (TCT) and 

tetraceno-derivative (TC-D) molecules, respectively. c) and d) Simulated AFM images based on DFT 

calculations. e) and f) Adsorption geometry of the surface-molecule structure obtained from DFT calculations 

in a ball-and-stick representation. g) Schematic representation of the experiment. 

 

They find that the resulting tetraceno derivative shows a significant increase in the conductance, as a result of 

a better contact formation between the bifurcated end of the remaining thiophene part and the metal surface, 

whose fingerprint is an intramolecular enhancement of the local density of states close to the Fermi energy. 

This is the first step of a new approach for an efficient molecule-metal-electrode anchoring and a drastic 

increase in conductance essential for single-molecule electronic device elements. 

Author: César Tomé López is a science writer and the editor of Mapping Ignorance 

Disclaimer: Parts of this article may be copied verbatim or almost verbatim from the referenced research 

paper. 

http://about.me/cesar_tome
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DIPC 

 

Donostia International Physics Center (DIPC) is a singular research center born in 2000 devoted to research at 

the cutting edge in the fields of Condensed Matter Physics and Materials Science. Since its conception DIPC 

has stood for the promotion of excellence in research, which demands a flexible space where creativity is 

stimulated by diversity of perspectives. Its dynamic research community integrates local host scientists and a 

constant flow of international visiting researchers. 

Website:http://dipc.ehu.es/ 

Twitter:@DIPCehu 
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What the Beaver Can Teach Us About Innovative Conservation 

Engineering That Views Nature as a Model, Not an Obstacle 

VIA VIRGINIA QUARTERLY REVIEW 

By Ryan Bradley 

 

The man appeared suddenly, out of the darkness and around the bend. He was standing to the side of the 

asphalt, near the edge of the floodlights illuminating a barricade of orange traffic barrels and, beyond, a great 

pile of dirt disappearing into the night. Half of the mountain road was blocked off—was, in fact, no road at all 

past the barricade and the pile. I drove closer and slowed to a stop. As I did so the man made some unhurried 

steps toward my car. It was past midnight, late summer, in the northeast corner of California, where the Sierra 

Nevada peter out and the volcanic Cascade Range begins.  

My car windows were down. My radio already off. There had been no other traffic, no other living thing for 

an hour at least, aside from the oaks giving way to pines. The choking, relentless heat of the Central Valley 

had loosened its grip as the altitude climbed. I was headed to a meadow called Childs, just outside of Lassen 

Volcanic National Park. 

In the meadow was something I wanted to see, a very particular type of dam—a series of dams, in fact. They 

were beaver dams, but they weren’t built by beavers. The technical term for these dams is beaver dam analogs 

(BDAs), and they were built by biologists, ecologists, and land-management experts. The previous autumn, 

these BDAs had been placed in a little creek named Gurnsey that winds through Childs Meadow, well before 

the snows filled the meadow and the spring melt flooded it. Now, I’d been told, it was a different sort of 

https://www.vqronline.org/issues/96/1/spring-2020
https://lithub.com/author/ryanbradley/
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meadow—a bit marshy in spots, its soil spongy, the land undergoing a dramatic transformation back to a time 

before we killed off nearly every beaver on the continent. A more waterlogged time.  

The man—big, bearded, a florescent-green vest over his flannel—broke into a friendly grin as he neared. 

“Hope you’re not in a hurry,” he said. I told him I wasn’t. He stepped back a few paces and we let the buzz of 

the floodlights fill the silence for a minute until a crackle came over the radio clipped to his belt. “Lemme see 

how long this could be,” he said, then walked back to his post at the edge of the light. I could hear him talking 

with a crew that must have been farther up the mountain, at another stop for traffic heading down. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

“Maybe 15, 20 minutes,” he shouted over to me. More time passed under the buzzing lights, my windows 

down, the man staring up the road at the big pile of dirt and whatever lay beyond. Finally, I cut my engine, 

and the man returned. “Not a lot of traffic on the mountain this time of night,” he said, waiting for me to 

explain myself, so I told him I was there to see a few beaver dams some folks had built. He looked up into the 

night sky for a moment, then asked me why they would do that. It was a good question, and I hoped to have 

an answer for him on the way back if I saw him again. 

People were building all kinds of crazy things on these mountains, he said. This road, for example—and he 

gestured toward the looming pile of earth: They were widening it, straightening it, adding more buttresses; 

and they’d have to do it all over again one day, when the road again started sliding down the mountain. Was it 

the road sliding down the mountain, or the mountain sliding down upon the road? It was, of course, both.  

Just then a car’s headlights appeared. A moment later, a truck’s, then another truck’s, and soon a whole line of 

vehicles—a dozen or so—rumbled by, and just as suddenly the man began waving me on past the barricade 

and pile, through the construction zone, up the road, up the mountain, to see yet another strange human 

construction, this one arguably more useful and transformative than even a road.  

The people of the Haida Nation, of the northwest coast of North America, tell a story about the beaver. It 

begins with a young woman marrying a great hunter and traveling with him to his hunting grounds, far away 

from her people. They build a home, alone together in the wilderness. The woman becomes pregnant. The 

hunter goes away on his hunts but always returns. His hunts grow longer and longer: One night becomes two, 

two nights becomes a week. The woman is bored, so she takes up swimming in the pond by the cabin. Her 

husband is gone for ever-longer stretches, and she gets better and better at swimming and teaching her 

children to swim until the pond is too small for them, so she builds a dam out of branches and mud, expanding 

their pond. She then dams up another section of river, and another, creating a whole series of ponds. You see 

where this is going.  

One of the most important things the dam would be doing was trapping carbon in the murky, silty, slow river 

bottom behind it. 

She builds a structure out in the middle of her original pond, the biggest pond, and this is where she now 

spends some time sleeping. Finally, her hunter-husband returns from his very long hunt. But he can’t find his 

wife. He searches all over until he decides she was probably eaten, and he sits down beside the big pond with 
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the little island structure in the middle of it, and he weeps and sings a mournful tune as he remembers his 

wife. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

As he’s singing, an animal swims up to him. The animal is furry, and it carries a stick in its mouth. Behind the 

creature are two more, smaller, also swimming, also carrying sticks in their mouths and chewing on them. The 

biggest of the three speaks to the man. “Do not be sad,” the animal says. “It is I, your wife, and your two 

children. We have returned to our home in the water.”  

I first encountered the Haida’s beaver tale in the book Beaver by Rachel Poliquin. “The legend gives voice to 

all that is captivatingly human and implausibly true about beavers,” Poliquin writes. Beavers are familiar, 

knowable, and domestic. They build homes—lodges—for their families. And they are, apparently, 

companionable. Fur trappers sometimes kept orphaned baby beavers as pets after murdering their mothers. 

The conservationist Grey Owl described baby beavers as “small and willing captives, with their almost 

childlike intimacies and murmurings of affection, their rollicking good fellowship with not only each other 

but ourselves … They seemed to be almost like little folk from some other planet, whose language we could 

not yet quite understand.”  

Perhaps the people building beaver structures were closer to an understanding of the little folk’s language. 

The next morning, after my drive up the mountain, at the Mineral Lodge Restaurant, I met Kristen Wilson, an 

ecologist at the Nature Conservancy and one of the overseers of the BDA project. Soon we’d be heading out 

to Child’s Meadow to see the beaver dams she was looking after. Over breakfast, she outlined the broader 

implications of the project. What I had to understand, Wilson said, was that something seemingly as simple as 

a small dam constructed out of woven willow branches, blocking up a thin creek, was not quite so simple. 

The dam was meant to perform several tasks. A few of these, such as habitat restoration and water retention, 

were fairly obvious. But one of the most important things the dam would be doing was trapping carbon in the 

murky, silty, slow river bottom behind it. This task—carbon capture—was what paid for the dam’s existence. 

The BDA pilot project in Child’s Meadow had received the bulk of its funding via California’s cap-and-trade 

program, which in 2018 paid out $1.4 billion to fund a huge range of projects, everything from rebates for 

buying environmentally friendly cars and buses, or for solar panels, to grants for planting trees in urban areas, 

to simply buying up land to preserve and restore it.  

  

The BDAs were, Wilson explained, a newer and cheaper form of meadow restoration. The usual process of 

restoring a wetland in a meadow was simple construction: dig a pond, plug up the downstream end, watch the 

water fill it in. Pond-and-plug, it’s called. Of course, this requires some big machinery, but using big 

machines—engineering our environment—is something we are good at, and it results in a picture-perfect 

mountain meadow with a pond at its center. One problem with pond-and-plug is that it is expensive, easily 

four or five times the cost of BDAs, if not more. 

The bigger problem is that it in no way replicates any natural process. Backhoes, it turns out, don’t have an 

ecological equivalent. So, while the pond in the meadow looks picturesque for a season or two, after four or 
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five years the river has usually broken through or, worse, silted up so badly behind a concrete dam that the 

pond is no longer a living system. BDAs, by comparison, create “natural alluvial plains,” Wilson said. “They 

trap silt but don’t lock it up like a human-built dam. The silt sifts down, the amount changes with the seasons 

and rainfall, distributing a healthy but different amount of sediment throughout a region. It manages the soil, 

the water, the whole ecosystem.”  

Wilson is obsessed with rivers. She has studied them for years—photographing them, giving presentations 

about them, sitting silently next to them and just watching and listening to them move. And rivers, even little 

creeks, even arroyos that are dry most of the year, do move constantly, jumping banks, altering course, cutting 

new paths. We have this idea of how a river meanders, that perfect, serpentine turn. 

“Why are we restoring our streams to the same line of beauty?” Wilson asked me. She handed me a napkin 

and asked me to draw out what a river should look like, and sure enough I drew a line, a repeating S. She 

looked at my drawing. “When you look at real rivers, not the textbooks, it’s not symmetrical. The bends are 

never perfect because nature is messy.”  

The server came by to drop off the check. “It was $18  even,” she said. “That’s good luck. Y’all should buy a 

lotto ticket.”  

Wilson, still staring at my meander drawing, finished her thought. “What you’ll see, out in the meadow, isn’t 

going to look like the ideal vision of a mountain meadow. It’s chaotic. But it needs to be that way. In the 

chaos is opportunity.”  

Nature is a problem we can’t engineer our way out of. But, like the beavers, we might engineer our way back 

into it. 

To reach the chaos, we had to squirm carefully under a barbed-wire fence, then take a long walk across the 

open plain of the browned meadow, until the creek revealed itself. On the walk out, we’d seen what appeared 

to be a Cooper’s hawk in the distance, and Wilson stopped. When she’d been out in the meadow the day 

before, she’d watched a pair of sandhill cranes defend their young from a golden eagle, and she worried 

over the cranes. She wanted to make sure the eagle hadn’t returned. Once she’d confirmed the hawk was a 

hawk, and that it wasn’t near where the cranes were nesting, we pressed on. The ground grew muddy long 

before we reached the overgrown creek bank, and by then my shoes were soaked, so we plunged in and 

trudged through the water until we reached the first BDA.  

It looked like something humans had built. The willow reeds were too nicely woven into a thick mesh 

between tall, straight, deeply sunk wood pilings that anchored the dam. But, in places, the wild had won out: 

Bits of the dam were listing and, here and there, the water was pouring over the woven willow’s top. The 

creek, soon after the snowmelt, had swelled and pummeled the structure, plugging up parts with detritus, and 

opening up others. Though the dam was still there, the creek wasn’t fully stopped up, just slowed in places. 

Wilson was delighted by this outcome. The structural failures were natural successes. The creek pooled 

behind the dam while also spilling over and around it: pouring, churning, stirring, reshaping, tilling—

renewing the land itself. An environment shaped by beavers is often described as dynamic, and you could 

actually hear it in the water’s trickles, splooshes, and silence—a symphonic waterway.  
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Farther down the creek was a strand of dead trees. I asked Wilson what was going on down there and she told 

me that’s where the real chaos was, because a family of beavers lived there. We walked down toward the dead 

trees and, as we neared, Wilson and I spotted a woman hunched over a section of creek bank, staring intently 

at the water. The creek here was indeed chaotic. The beavers had dug channels, as they do, to avoid awkward 

passage over land. The waterways cleaved the landscape into jigsaw-puzzle pieces. It was easier just to stick 

to the waterways, rather than chance it on land and trip into an unseen channel.  

 1 2 FULL PAGE>> 

 

Ryan Bradley 

Ryan Bradley is a writer and editor whose work also appears in the New York Times Magazine, Popular 

Science, the Guardian, Fast Company, Fortune, and GQ. He lives in Los Angeles. 

 

https://lithub.com/what-the-beaver-can-teach-us-about-innovative-conservation/ 

  

https://lithub.com/what-the-beaver-can-teach-us-about-innovative-conservation/2/
https://lithub.com/what-the-beaver-can-teach-us-about-innovative-conservation/?single=true
https://lithub.com/what-the-beaver-can-teach-us-about-innovative-conservation/2/
https://lithub.com/author/ryanbradley/
https://lithub.com/what-the-beaver-can-teach-us-about-innovative-conservation/
https://lithub.com/author/ryanbradley/
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Even latest sonar tech may keep sperm whales from finding food 

By Ben Coxworth 

 

One of the suction-cup data loggers is temporarily attached to a sperm whale 

University of St. Andrews 

VIEW 1 IMAGES 

Sperm whales use echolocation to search for prey such as squid in the deep, dark ocean – so it makes sense 

that competing sounds down there could screw that process up. A recent study now indicates that even a new-

and-improved type of manmade sonar does indeed cause problems. 

The research is being led by Prof. Patrick Miller, of Scotland's University of St. Andrews. 

https://newatlas.com/author/ben-coxworth/
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Based on a previous study that he conducted in Norway, Miller already knew that sperm whales cease 

foraging when exposed to pulsed sonar – that's the traditional type of sonar that we've seen in movies, 

consisting of a series of acoustic pulses with pauses in between. Users such as submarine crews listen for 

echoes of the pulses, during the pauses. 

A relatively new technology known as continuous sonar is different, in that it sends out one long acoustic 

signal while simultaneously listening for that signal's echo. This allows for quicker detection of objects such 

as enemy subs, while also not requiring the signal to be as loud as the traditional pulses. 

In order to test if sperm whales weren't as troubled by the new system, Miller and colleagues returned to 

Norway. There, they tagged a number of whales with suction cup-attached data loggers, then followed them 

in a boat that was towing a continuous sonar-emitting device behind it. The scientists maintained a distance 

that allowed the animals to hear the sonar, but not have their hearing injured by it. 

When the logger data was analyzed, it turned out that as was the case with the pulsed sonar, the continuous 

version likewise caused the whales to stop searching for prey. Interestingly, it was found that greater amounts 

of sound energy – which is the total energy of a signal, including its duration – caused more of a problem than 

the sound amplitude, which is a signal's instantaneous loudness, regardless of its duration. 

The scientists have therefore suggested that navies reduce the energy content of their sonar signals, in order 

not to affect sperm whale feeding. 

A paper on the research was recently published in the Journal of Experimental Biology. 

Source: University of St. Andrews 

We recommend 

Wireless communication breaks through water-air barrier 

by Rob Matheson et al., TechXplore.com 

A new roving biologger that travels along a sperm whale's body surface 

by Ingrid Fadelli et al., TechXplore.com 

Spermcount? There's an app for that 

by David Bradley et al., TechXplore.com 

Google aims AI at whales, words and well-being 

TechXplore.com 

https://jeb.biologists.org/content/223/7/jeb219741
https://news.st-andrews.ac.uk/archive/new-sonar-still-deters-sperm-whales-feeding
https://techxplore.com/news/2018-08-wireless-water-air-barrier.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2018-12-roving-biologger-sperm-whale-body.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2019-09-spermcount-app.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2020-01-google-aims-ai-whales-words.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
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Final results of the SENECA (SEcond line NintEdanib in non-small cell lung CAncer) trial 

., 2019 

MH370: Seabed images to support inch-by-inch plane search 

by Nancy Owano et al., TechXplore.com 

 

Ben Coxworth 

Based out of Edmonton, Canada, Ben Coxworth has been writing for New Atlas since 2009 and is presently 

Managing Editor for North America. An experienced freelance writer, he previously obtained an English BA 

from the University of Saskatchewan, then spent over 20 years working in various markets as a television 

reporter, producer and news videographer. Ben is particularly interested in scientific innovation, human-

powered transportation, and the marine environment. 

 

https://newatlas.com/environment/sonar-sperm-whales-

feeding/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=c0d6c83d0a-

EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_09_08_36&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-c0d6c83d0a-

92970593 

  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0169500219305215?via%3Dihub
https://techxplore.com/news/2014-09-mh370-seabed-images-inch-by-inch-plane.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://newatlas.com/author/ben-coxworth/
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An Apology for Crudity 

by Sherwood Anderson 

 

Anderson's convincing plea to write with authenticity: "We shall never have an American literature until we 

return to faith in ourselves and to the facing of our own limitations. We must, in some way, become in 

ourselves more like our fellows, more simple and real." 

 

Joseph 

Kleitsch, Chicago River, 1915 

For a long time I have believed that crudity is an inevitable quality in the production of a really significant 

present-day American literature. How indeed is one to escape the obvious fact that there is as yet no native 

subtlety of thought or living among us? And if we are a crude and childlike people how can our literature 

hope to escape the influence of that fact? Why indeed should we want it to escape? 

https://americanliterature.com/author/sherwood-anderson
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If you are in doubt as to the crudity of thought in America, try an experiment. Come out of your offices, 

where you sit writing and thinking, and try living with us. Get on a train at Pittsburg and go west to the 

mountains of Colorado. Stop for a time in our towns and cities. Stay for a week in some Iowa corn-shipping 

town and for another week in one of the Chicago clubs. As you loiter about read our newspapers and listen to 

our conversations, remembering, if you will, that as you see us in the towns and cities, so we are. We are not 

subtle enough to conceal ourselves and he who runs with open eyes through the Mississippi Valley may read 

the story of the Mississippi Valley. 

It is a marvelous story and we have not yet begun to tell the half of it. A little, I think I know why. It is 

because we who write have drawn ourselves away. We have not had faith in our people and in the story of our 

people. If we are crude and childlike, that is our story and our writing men must learn to dare to come among 

us until they know the story. The telling of the story depends, I believe, upon their learning that lesson and 

accepting that burden. 

To my room, which is on a street near the loop in the city of Chicago, come men who write. They talk and I 

talk. We are fools. We talk of writers of the old world and the beauty and subtlety of the work they do. Below 

us the roaring city lies like a great animal on the prairies, but we do not run out to the prairies. We stay in our 

rooms and talk. 

And so, having listened to talk and having myself talked overmuch, I grow weary of talk and walk in the 

streets. As I walk alone, an old truth comes home to me and I know that we shall never have an American 

literature until we return to faith in ourselves and to the facing of our own limitations. We must, in some way, 

become in ourselves more like our fellows, more simple and real. 

For surely it does not follow that because we Americans are a people without subtlety, we are a dull or 

uninteresting people. Our literature is dull, but we are not. One remembers how Dostoevsky had faith in the 

simplicity of the Russians and what he achieved. He lived and he expressed the life of his time and people. 

The thing that he did brings hope of achievement for our men. 

But let us first of all accept certain truths. Why should we Americans aspire to a subtlety that belongs not to 

us but to old lands and places? Why talk of intellectuality and of intellectual life when we have not accepted 

the life that we have? There is death on that road and following it has brought death into much of American 

writing. Can you doubt what I say? Consider the smooth slickness of the average magazine story. 

There is often great subtlety of plot and phrase, but there is no reality. Can such work live? The answer is that 

the most popular magazine story or novel does not live in our minds for a month. 

And what are we to do about it? To me it seems that as writers we shall have to throw ourselves with greater 

daring into the life here. We shall have to begin to write out of the people and not for the people. We shall 

have to find within ourselves a little of that courage. To continue along the road we are travelling is 

unthinkable. To draw ourselves apart, to live in little groups and console ourselves with the thought that we 

are achieving intellectuality, is to get nowhere. By such a road we can hope only to go on producing a 

literature that has nothing to do with life as it is lived in these United States. 
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To be sure, the doing of the thing I am talking about will not be easy. America is a land of objective writing 

and thinking. New paths will have to be made. The subjective impulse is almost unknown to us. Because it is 

close to life, it works out into crude and broken forms. It leads along a road that such American masters of 

prose as James and Howells did not want to take, but if we are to get anywhere, we shall have to travel that 

road. 

The road is rough and the times are pitiless. Who, knowing our America and understanding the life in our 

towns and cities, can close his eyes to the fact that life here is for the most part an ugly affair? As a people we 

have given ourselves to industrialism, and industrialism is not lovely. If anyone can find beauty in an 

American factory town, I wish he would show me the way. For myself, I cannot find it. To me, and I am 

living in industrial life, the whole thing is as ugly as modern war. I have to accept that fact and I believe a 

great step forward will have been taken when it is more generally accepted. 

But why, I am asked, is crudity and ugliness necessary? Why cannot a man like Mr. Dreiser write in the spirit 

of the early Americans, why cannot he see fun in life? What we want is the note of health. In the work of 

Mark Twain there was something wholesome and sweet. Why cannot the modern man be also wholesome and 

sweet? 

To this I make answer that to me a man, say like Mr. Dreiser, is wholesome. He is true to something in the life 

about him, and truth is always wholesome. Twain and Whitman wrote out of another age, out of an age and a 

land of forests and rivers. The dominant note of American life in their time was the noisy, swaggering 

raftsman and the hairy-breasted woodsman. To-day it is not so. The dominant note in American life to-day is 

the factory hand. When we have digested that fact, we can begin to approach the task of the present-day 

novelist with a new point of view. 

It is, I believe, self-evident that the work of the novelist must always lie somewhat outside the field of 

philosophic thought. Your true novelist is a man gone a little mad with the life of his times. As he goes 

through life he lives, not in himself, but in many people. Through his brain march figures and groups of 

figures. Out of the many figures, one emerges. If he be at all sensitive to the life about him and that life be 

crude, the figure that emerges will be crude and will crudely express itself. 

I do not know how far a man may go on the road of subjective writing. The matter, I admit, puzzles me. There 

is something approaching insanity in the very idea of sinking yourself too deeply into modern American 

industrial life. 

But it is my contention that there is no other road. If one would avoid neat, slick writing, he must at least 

attempt to be brother to his brothers and live as the men of his time live. He must share with them the crude 

expression of their lives. To our grandchildren the privilege of attempting to produce a school of American 

writing that has delicacy and color may come as a matter of course. One hopes that will be true, but it is not 

true now. And that is why, with so many of the younger Americans, I put my faith in the modern literary 

adventurers. We shall, I am sure, have much crude, blundering American writing before the gift of beauty and 

subtlety in prose shall honestly belong to us. 

https://americanliterature.com/author/sherwood-anderson/short-story/an-apology-for-crudity 

https://americanliterature.com/author/sherwood-anderson/short-story/an-apology-for-crudity
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SUCH PERFECTION 

June 1st, 2019 | Issue One Hundred Twenty-Five 

Confronting a body excluded from beauty amid Italy’s natural splendor 

The Train to Lake Como, Sacral Agenesis, Dinner with the Indifferent Man, Accosting, Curse-Worthy 

Beauty, Harold and Maude, Aristotle v. Hume; Too Ugly to Fuck, The Doryphoros, The Owl in the Palm, The 

Man in the Bush, Like an Actual Woman, Suddenly Sexy, Longfellow, Piling Up the Good Qualities, A 

Touristic View 

 

by Chloé Cooper Jones 

 

No one else is paying attention. The train approaches the station at Varenna Esino. It is a small, regional train, 

headed north from Milan, its passengers whiling away the boredom of their daily commutes. A young man 

across the aisle gazes at the floor. A woman swaps her heels for a pair of sandals and reads. 

But I struggle to keep my composure. The mountains have slowly been gathering themselves up, out of the 

fields and above the rooftops. They are now so high and so close to the train. Without warning, the lake is 

upon us. I notice first a change in the light. The sun breaks freely on the water, drawing sharp silver lines 

along lapping waves. In the changing light, the faces of strangers on the train look new. I see now a faint scar 

on the young man’s temple, and the woman reading the book is younger than I’d first thought. Her mouth 

https://believermag.com/product/june-july-2019/
https://believermag.com/contributor/chloe-cooper-jones/
https://believermag.com/contributor/chloe-cooper-jones/
https://believermag.com/
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appears bisected, half in shade, half illuminated. Her lipstick is red in shadow, magenta in the light.

 

I once heard that every painting is a solution to the problem of how to best carve light, but it is only at that 

moment that I finally understand what that could mean. My way of looking shifts. Every painting I’ll see from 

now on will bring with it, if gently, the memory of being on this train, watching the lake spread out before me, 

the light changing all I’d been observing. The moment is educative; it retrains my eye, refines my perceptual 

discernment. I see dust particles dancing, a static laid upon the scene. The passengers look lit as if by soft 

spotlights. I see their bodies plainly, the curves under their clothes, where their skin is smooth, their sweat, the 

whites of their eyes. The woman with the brilliant lipstick glances up from her book, tilts her chin to the 

window. The young man with the scar no longer looks so bored. He watches the lake with clear longing, as if 

he wished to strip himself bare and dive in. The sun penetrates our train car and I feel it, a heat on my body, 

and I know that the passengers can now see more of me too. The train ducks behind a grove of trees, and 

shadowed patterns of leaves grow across our laps. I hold my breath. I’ve never seen light carved so 

beautifully.  

* 

The night before I left for Italy for a vacation alone, I had dinner in Brooklyn with a man whom I’d been 

skeptical of for years. We have many friends in common and so I’d run into him at parties and 

housewarmings. Each time, I left unsure whether I liked him. He was indifferent to me, which was not 

unusual and did not offend me. He didn’t owe me his attention, nor had I expected we’d be friends just 

because we knew the same people. I myself was indifferent to most people I met and resented any implication 

that I should be nicer or more socially gracious than I felt inclined to be. 
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The quality of his indifference intrigued me, though. At parties, he would sometimes answer my questions 

tersely and then walk away with no concern, it seemed, for a guise of reciprocal politesse. Once, at a dinner 

hosted in a friend’s Williamsburg loft, I made a game of seeing how many questions I could ask before he’d 

ask me one in return. It was a one-sided game played for my own satisfaction, and it was, perhaps, 

ungenerous of me to play it. But I was feeling ungenerous. I asked him where he grew up, did he have 

siblings, where had he traveled, did he like living in Williamsburg. I got to thirty-six questions, fifteen of 

which were follow-ups based on his answers, all of which he answered while looking mostly at his phone. As 

I asked the thirty-seventh, he got a text about another party, and left. 

I disliked this man and found it exhilarating to be so near someone who projected a radical social freedom. I 

wanted to be as free, but was trained to keep such feelings as small as possible. But the exhilaration came 

mostly from the possibility that I’d met someone who did not look at me, at my body, and feel obligated to 

handle me with pitying care.  

And so I invited the indifferent man to have dinner with me, certain he’d say no, and that he’d say it just like 

that—No!—instead of speaking to me from behind a mask of muffled sympathies. But to my surprise, he 

agreed. The night before I left for Italy, we met at a Chinese restaurant. 

Toward the end of the meal, the subject of a mutual friend and that friend’s new girlfriend came up. I’d been 

told by others that this mutual friend’s new girlfriend was the most beautiful woman in Brooklyn. I said this 

to the indifferent man, and he shrugged and showed me pictures of the woman, our mutual friend’s new 

girlfriend, on his phone, and she was, as advertised, quite beautiful. I was struck by how accurately I’d 

imagined her without any prior, concrete description. Her body fell within a familiar range. She was tall, but 

not so tall she might emasculate, and thin, but with soft weight in the necessary places. I found myself 

wishing I could touch this woman’s hair. It was long, auburn, and had a wild quality to it. The unruliness of 

her hair granted her a specificity that made the spectator believe she did not evoke just the general concept of 

beauty, but rather a particular, a singular, instance of it. She was young, white, symmetrical, able-bodied. A 

million times I’d seen this body shape and variations on this same face and been told, and sometimes agreed, 

that it was beautiful. 

My own body exists outside of this range. I was born with a rare congenital disorder called sacral agenesis, 

which means that my sacrum, the part of the spine that connects the spinal column to the hips, failed to form. 

My body is visually marked by difference. I’m much shorter than the average adult woman. My legs from the 

knees down and my feet are underdeveloped and disproportionate to the rest of my body. My spine is curved, 

which makes my back arch forward. I have hip dysplasia, which means the ball-and-socket joints in my hips 

are malformed. This is painful. I walk by rolling my hips, which gives me a distinctive side-to-side gait. If I 

wear my hair in a long ponytail, it whips back and forth like a pendulum. I walk slowly. I’m slow on stairs. A 

significant amount of my daily energy is spent managing chronic pain, specifically in my hips and along my 

spine.  

Looking at the picture on the indifferent man’s phone, I’d wondered, not for the first time, what my life would 

have been like had I been born with this woman’s hair and face and body. The recurrent thought is that I 

could have had anything I wanted.  

I asked the indifferent man why he had pictures of our mutual friend’s new girlfriend. He said he’d dated her, 

too, just a few months before she got together with our friend. 
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“How long did you date her?” I asked. 

He shrugged. “A few months.” 

“And what happened?” 

“I wasn’t all that attracted to her,” he said. 

“But don’t you think she’s beautiful?” 

He shrugged again, then told me stories about being at bars with male friends who were able to pick out five 

or six or ten women who were attractive to them, but whom he, the indifferent man, would not even consider. 

“A ten in the eyes of most men will be a six to me. The girls our friends will date are all, like, a three for me,” 

he said. I sensed a reluctant pride. He needed a really beautiful woman, a supernaturally beautiful woman, he 

explained. He leaned in to make me his conspirator. 

“This may be more than you want to know,” he said, “but if a woman is not, like, model-beautiful, I can’t 

even keep up an erection when I’m with her.”  

I had multiple feelings collide. I was disgusted by what he was saying, but I wanted him to keep talking. It 

was clear he could confess all this to me because I was not visible on the same plane as these other women—

the threes, the sixes, the tens. I saw that my body barred me from his realm of possible women. The feeling 

brought with it a strange relief, as if I’d been looking in a distorted mirror and someone had just replaced it 

with a normal one. What he reflected back wasn’t kind, but it was clear. This is how men see me. The 

indifferent man offered no excuses or apologies.  

“Really, it’s a curse,” he continued. “I’d like to be able to date more women. But it’s not like you can control 

these things.” 

“Can’t you?” I said. 

“Of course not,” he said, looking at me in disbelief.  

I thought to leave the bar. Instead I said, “What you are describing is so superficial.” 

“I know where it comes from,” he said. “I know I’m controlled by media and advertising and what they deem 

the norm in terms of beauty, blah, blah, but I can’t help that. I can’t be at fault for being a product of my 

environment.” 

“But can you control it? Or adjust your thinking? If you are aware of the external forces influencing it?” 

“How?” 
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He said this with such finality. It was a challenge. A light flashed outside, stippling his face into garish 

shadows. Did I really believe, he was asking me, that we could rewire ourselves; that we could use our 

intellect to unlearn our cultural training? To unsee what we’ve been taught to recognize as beauty? I felt 

unsure. His gaze was convincing. I wondered why he’d agreed to this dinner. I was likely the least physically 

attractive woman whose full name he knew. Were we here to make sure I knew exactly that? 

“Does experience eventually alter the immediate effect of beauty?” I asked. 

“No,” he said. 

“But haven’t you met someone,” I asked him, my voice rising, “who seemed very beautiful at first, but who 

was, I don’t know, boring, and so you lost interest? Haven’t you gained interest in a woman you’d initially 

too quickly overlooked?” 

He shook his head. He’d grown tired of the conversation. 

“This is all embedded in us from birth! You can’t undo it. What we’re told is beautiful becomes the truth.”  

* 

The ideal of Western beauty begins with a lost sculpture. It is the form of a man, cast in bronze; in his left 

hand he holds aloft a phantom spear. He steps forward, torso torqued, his weight on his right leg, his left at 

ease. The Doryphoros, “the Spear Bearer,” was the masterpiece of Polyclitus, a beloved sculptor in fifth-

century BCE Athens. 

“Such perfection in proportion,” wrote the physician Galen of the sculpture nearly six hundred years later, 

“comes about via an exact commensurability of all the body’s parts to one another: of finger to finger and of 

these to the hand and wrist, of these to the forearm, of the forearm to the upper arm; of the equivalent parts of 

the leg; and of everything to everything else.” 

In the Canon, a companion treatise, Polyclitus detailed the exact measurements of each part of the body as 

well as the necessary proportional relationship between the parts and the whole of the form. Both the treatise 

and the original sculpture are lost, although there exist—in various stages of deterioration and imperfection—
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Roman copies remade in marble. The most famous copy was pulled from the ashes of Pompeii.

 

These perfect proportions were, for the Greeks and later for the artists of the Italian Renaissance, the true, 

objective measurement of human beauty. Beauty was not a subjective, individual experience, but rather a 

property that could be evaluated mathematically. 

But our proportions did not reveal merely something as superficial as pleasing physical beauty. Plato believed 

that proportionality in the body was evidence of a divine architecture, the same that could be found in the 

intricate order of the natural world around us. A beautiful body conveyed an innate, divine harmony—the 

godly awe of many disparate parts functioning together in perfect relation to a whole. It was more than what 

made us beautiful—it was what made us virtuous, aligned with our ideal forms. 

“Measure and proportion are everywhere identified with beauty and virtue,” Plato wrote. “Beauty, proportion, 

and truth… considered as one.” 

Just as falsehoods threatened truth, disorder threatened beauty. 

“Ugliness,” warned Plutarch, “is immediately ready to come into being if only one chance element is omitted 

or inserted out of place.” 

My disability: sacral agenesis, born without a sacrum, the bone that connects the spine to the pelvis. Agenesis, 

from the Greek, means “a lack or failure to generate.” My missing sacrum, my omitted element.  

* 
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Two days after my dinner at the Chinese restaurant, I stand at the edge of Lake Como in awe. Rays of golden 

light, sliced up by palm fronds, hang suspended in the air. I look for a long time, my suitcase at my feet, 

watching the trees and glittering lake beyond the trees and the ring of mountains beyond the lake. 

My hotel is a twenty-minute walk from the station. I pass through the small town square and see people seated 

outside, drinking wine and watching a group of musicians play on the steps of San Giorgio, the medieval 

church. The scent of rosemary and brine permeates the air. If only someone would beckon to me, hand me a 

glass, and pull out a chair, I could abandon my walk, my suitcase, and join them.  

There is a specific ache in my right hip that has steadily become more painful over the past year. As I walk 

through the square and up a hill toward my hotel, the ache focuses into a thin blade wedged into my hip joint. 

The muscles in my back and along my spine bear what feels like a thousand small rips. 

The driveway up to the hotel is steep. I inch up it sidewise, one foot shuffling beside the other. Halfway up, I 

lose my grip on my suitcase and it rolls on its wheels a few feet before toppling over and skidding to a stop. I 

am glad no one was around to see me, their gaze relaying back to me my perceived helplessness. But I’m not 

helpless; I’m struggling. People don’t always recognize the difference. 

The hotel is a former monastery built into the side of a steep mountain. Reaching my room requires a ride in 

two rickety funiculars. It is dark now. The lake has disappeared, but I can still see the twinkling lights of 

Varenna below. In my room, I open the balcony doors and voices drift in. I want to be with people, but my 

physical pain commands the moment. The sound of laughter echoes in the valley. I stand above, separated 

from it. For so long, I’d told myself not to travel—better to stay home than move closer to something 

beautiful that excluded me.  

I think about the indifferent man and how he’d spoken to me. Sitting across from me in the restaurant, he’d 

held the posture of someone waiting for a timer to expire. He probably didn’t enjoy being seen out with me, 

lest someone mistake us for a couple. Or perhaps that had been the motivation behind agreeing to dinner. I’d 

heard from male friends that they had better luck with women when they were seen with me. I was an 

excellent prop. Their close association with me, some sad cripple, made them seem like sensitive, good-

hearted men. A past girlfriend of a male friend had once pulled me aside at a party to tell me that my 

friendship with her boyfriend was what had drawn her to him in the first place. She’d said, “It was nice to 

know that he could care about any kind of woman.” 

The indifferent man had spoken about beauty and ugliness in objective terms. The absence of beauty took 

tangible, measurable effect: it robbed him of his erection. Whereas the presence of beauty could be enough to 

inspire in him love and devotion. He’d said all this calmly and without judgment.  

* 

The indifferent man had been paternal at times, as if he were merely doling out life’s hard facts to prepare me 

for a cruel world. He wasn’t the first, though, to offer this twisted version of tough love. That honor belongs 

to Jim. Jim and I were in a close circle of high school friends. We dyed our hair pink or purple or orange, 

wore studded belts and bracelets, had face piercings and handmade stick-and-poke tattoos—on my left 

forearm is a permanent reminder of this era: a faded, shaky image of the character Harold from Hal Ashby’s 
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film Harold and Maude that my friend Jon, after a few beers, drew freehand using a razor blade and India ink. 

In the film, Harold—young, disillusioned, misunderstood—falls in love with eighty-year-old Maude. Their 

romance is strange, specific, joyful, socially unsanctioned. I identified with both characters. Like Harold, I 

was disillusioned and misunderstood. Like Maude, I was regarded as a socially inappropriate object of 

romantic desire. 

Romance was for me an incongruent concept. I wanted it, but the world treated me as though I was 

disqualified from it. I would listen to other kids my age talk about attraction in terms of a sliding scale—

someone could be sexy or not, or sort of sexy, or not sexy before but kinda getting more sexy all of a sudden. 

My disability kept me, in the eyes of others, off that scale altogether, like an animal or a child. I saw people 

cringe when I referenced a crush or joined my girlfriends in lusting after a celebrity. I made people 

uncomfortable. 

But Jim knew me well and cared for me, it seemed. The shortest boy in our friend group, he liked to stand 

near me because it made him feel tall. He took swing-dancing lessons and taught me moves. I was the one he 

could lift the highest and with the greatest ease, swinging me through his legs, flipping me around his arm. 

Afterward, he’d always hug me tightly and kiss my cheek. 

When it came time for the homecoming dance, everyone in our friend circle began to pair up. I didn’t have a 

date and Jim didn’t, either. It seemed obvious, for purposes of group unity, that Jim and I would agree to go 

together. But it was also well-known that I had a crush on Jim. When the subject came up, Jim would look at 

me expectantly. My girlfriends would ask me at the end of each day, “Has he asked you yet? Has he asked 

you?” And each day, I’d say, “Not yet.” 

At night, I’d imagine the moment when Jim would lift me into the air and spin me around and kiss my cheek 

and ask me to be his date. All the angst I’d curated as a teen dissolved into romantic cliché. I, like everyone 

else, wanted to be chosen. As the dance grew closer, I became anxious. Our friends had started to make plans 

for the dance, and I wasn’t part of them. Finally, my girlfriends urged me to stop waiting and just ask Jim to 

be my date. 

I asked him in the library of our school. We were studying together for an upcoming geometry test, when 

finally he closed his notebook and smiled. 

“I feel like,” he said, teasing me, “there might be something you want to talk to me about.” 

I told him yes, there was, and I said simply that I wanted to go to the homecoming dance with him and would 

he take me. 

“Of course,” he said. “I’d love to.” Relief flooded me to the point of dizziness. “But,” he continued, “there’s 

something very important I need to talk to you about first.” 

He proceeded to tell me that our female friends had been pressuring him for weeks to ask me to the dance, not 

wanting me to feel left out. 
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“They love you,” he said, “but they pity you, and their pity won’t help you in the world.” I can, to this day, 

recall the exact, even tone in his voice, his syrupy smile. He reached across the table and took my hand. “I’ll 

go to the dance with you as your friend,” he said. “And that’s fine. But before we go, I need to tell you 

something important, and I tell you this as your friend. I want to protect you. You can’t go around asking 

people on dates. Men like me will always feel pressured to say yes when they want to say no, and then all 

you’ve done is put us in a bad position. We have to either sacrifice our happiness or reject you, and that just 

makes us feel bad. I feel bad now having to say all this.” He smiled a wincing smile. It was clear to me that he 

saw my crush as a cute delusion and what he needed to tell me was a painful but loving fact. 

He continued, “Maybe no one told you, though, and I’m the one to tell you. It’s just the truth. No man will 

want to date you unless he, too, is desperate or ugly.” 

* 

I never much cared for the Greek concept of beauty, nor did I agree that it was a virtue on par with truth or 

justice. I’d always preferred Hume’s notion that beauty was not a set of external properties, but rather that it 

existed in the contemplative mind. 

“Each mind perceives a different beauty. One person may even perceive deformity, where another is sensible 

of beauty.” Hume argues that some people are better judges of beauty than others. He calls them the ideal 

critics. And this is a better theory for me, a woman with a body that could never be mistaken for symmetrical 

or orderly. 

 In contemporary aesthetic scholarship, the Greeks’ objective evaluations of beauty are often regarded as 

wrong, outdated—or, worse, uncool. But as I lay there in Varenna listening to the sound of the lake’s gentle 

waves coming to shore, I wondered if I’d rejected the possibility of divine, objective beauty simply because I 

was excluded from it. Being excluded from a theory doesn’t make it incorrect.  

 * 

The next morning, I walk along the edge of the lake. The beauty of Lake Como is so massive and all-

consuming that it accosts me. I turn a corner and cringe. I curse. The beauty of the lake is absolute, 

resounding. Birds sing, waves lap, the air smells of fir and jasmine. The sun shines, but it is not too hot; the 

wind blows, but it is not too cold. There is something restorative, palliative, in the air. I can walk farther; the 

twinge in my hip that I’d felt worsening for so many months is gone. I can sleep more, eat less, drink less, 

hear better. I take off my glasses and can see a great distance. 

I’m easily seasick, but I want to see the other villages sprinkled around the lake. With fear, I buy a ticket for 

the ferry and stay on it for hours, taking in the grandeur of the mansions perched along the shore, the old 

churches, the verdant mountains. I feel not so much as a twinge of nausea. I take the boat to Bellaggio, where 

the English during the Victorian era flocked to recover from tuberculosis. To be here, to witness the lake, 

seems suddenly the most logical prescription for any ailment. 

I sit on the shore, eating pizza and then gelato. The sun sets. I watch the palms at the edges of the water. I 

think of the scholar Elaine Scarry’s writings on the beauty of palm trees. In her book On Beauty and Being 
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Just, she argues that there are two common points of error in our perceptions of beauty. The first, which she 

refers to as “the error of overcrediting,” occurs when we recognize that something we’d formerly thought 

beautiful no longer is. The second comes when we realize we’ve withheld the attribution of beauty from an 

object that has rightfully deserved it all along. 

“For example,” she writes, “I had ruled out palm trees as objects of beauty and then one day discovered I had 

made a mistake.” This latter error, “the error of undercrediting,” is the more serious, as it is evidence of our 

“failed generosity.”  

Scarry recounts a moment when she is on a balcony watching the leaves of the palm tree move—they are 

“lustrously in love with air and light.” Her perception shifts; a mistake is corrected. “The vividness of the 

palm states the acuity with which I feel the error, a kind of dread conveyed by the words ‘How many?’ How 

many other errors lie like broken plates or flowers on the floor of my mind?”  

Night comes and still Scarry is on her balcony watching the palm tree, witnessing the missed beauty. “Under 

the moonlight, my palm tree waves and sprays needles of black, silver, and white; hundreds of shimmering 

lines circle and play and stay in perfect parallel.” 

* 

When men in my life had found me sexually alluring, they would often describe it as a shock, an unforeseen 

surprise, like they’d found an old coat with a twenty-dollar bill in the pocket. The word actually was 

commonly employed: “You’re actually attractive.” A stranger once stopped me on the street and said, “I’m 

not sure what you have going on here with”—he pointed down the length of my body—“this. But I actually 

think you’re pretty.” He asked for my number, which I declined to provide. This was not the response he’d 

expected, and so he followed me for a few steps. “No, no,” he said, diagnosing the problem. “I actually want 

to take you on a date. I’m actually being serious.” 

A man had fucked me once and afterward said, “Wow, you feel just like an actual woman.”  

* 

Elaine Scarry wonders how she’s missed the beauty of the palm and decides it is because she’d held in her 

mind some sort of palm tree composite, maybe made of television images, bad drawings, blow-up plastic 

palms at party stores, and that composite was ugly. It becomes beautiful only when the individual, specific 

elements line up, when the light is just right. It isn’t palms but this palm that corrects her error. It’s the 

singular instance of one palm. She looks up from under a canopy of palm leaves and sees an owl sleeping. By 

weaving its plumage with the palm’s leaves, the owl is able to suspend itself midair to sleep as if still in 

flight. Beautiful, she thinks. So now it is not just the particular palm that convinces her. It’s a set of 

particulars. This palm, this minute, the coolness of the spot where she stood, looking up. The noticing of the 

owl. 

* 
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The next day, I go to Villa Monastero 

and walk through the great gardens there. The brochure tells me that several species of rare plants are able to 

flourish on the steep slopes of the botanical gardens in Varenna, and among them are certain varieties of 

palms. African and American palms, Chilean wine palms, European fan palms, Mexican blue palms. With 

Elaine Scarry in mind, I find myself very attuned to the beauty of these trees, especially the Mexican palm, 

whose blue-gray fronds shimmer and stir, its thin fringe waving in movie light. The whole scene is beautiful 

to the point of looking manufactured. When I look out over the water to the painted mountains, I feel certain 

the scene will flicker and reveal a green screen. The brochure explains that the Mexican blue palm is 

somewhat rare, able to flourish around Lake Como due to the exceptional climate, which is mild year-round. 

I hike into the mountains. The path I take is so steep that at times I get down on all fours and use the rocks to 

drag myself up, like a mountain goat. At the summit is yet another monastery. I climb its turrets and look out 

at paradise below. This is what the poet Longfellow was looking at when he wrote, “I ask myself, Is this a 

dream? / Will it all vanish into air? / Is there a land of such supreme / And perfect beauty anywhere?” 

Beyond the monastery I find myself surrounded by trees. Ahead, two older women, grocery bags in hand, are 

cursing in Italian at a bush. I hear a rustling. A third, much deeper voice emerges, laughing, and the rustling 

speeds up. The women curse louder, and the deep voice laughs louder. I approach the scene. There, in the 

bushes, a man is masturbating. His pants are around his ankles, and his thin penis sits gently in his palm. It 

has a gray and waterlogged look, like it’s been submerged in the lake for days. He makes kissing sounds at 

the women, but when I pass into view he freezes. He looks at me for a moment, then pulls up his pants. He 

glances down at my shriveled legs, visible below the hem of my dress. 

 “Mi dispiace,” he says. (“I’m sorry.”) “Dio ti benedica, signora.” (“May God bless you.”) 

* 
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Of Lake Como, Longfellow wrote, “…but ye have left / Your beauty with me, a serene accord / Of forms and 

colours, passive, yet endowed / In their submissiveness with power as sweet / And gracious, almost might I 

dare to say, / As virtue is, or goodness…” 

* 

A few months after the homecoming dance, Jim tried to kiss me.  

He said, “I was wrong before. Something has changed. And I like you.” 

Before, Jim had spoken to me as if beauty were an unalterable fact, but now suddenly my beauty was 

discernible, visible if only in the right light.  

“What changed?” I asked him. 

“You grew on me; you made me laugh enough times that I started to want to be around you more; you are 

smarter than my last girl.” 

I remember the pang of pride I felt when Jim said this. I remember how it motivated me, like a dog wanting to 

please its owner, to prove my worth to him over and again.  

Jim’s perceptual shift, not what he said in the library, is the worst part of this story. It embedded a damaging 

idea in me, one I’d recognize deeply when I read Scarry years later: beauty is a matter of particulars aligning 

correctly. My body put me in a bracketed, undercredited sense of beauty. But if I could get the particulars to 

line up just right, I could be re-seen, discovered like the palm tree is discovered. In order to be accepted as a 

whole person deserving of the whole range of human desires, I had to be extraordinary in all other aspects. 

My worth as a woman wasn’t apparent otherwise.  

In this new light, I started to see my work, my intellect, my skills, my moments of humor or goodness, not as 

valuable in themselves, but as ways of easing the impact of my ugliness. If only I could pile up enough good 

qualities, they could obscure my unacceptable body.  

“The correction,” Scarry writes, “the alteration in perception, is so palpable that it is as though the perception 

itself (rather than its object) lies rotting the brain…. The perception has undergone a radical alteration—it 

breaks apart… or disintegrates.…” 

Philosophically, Hume and Scarry provide richer views of beauty than the Greeks do with their conception of 

mathematical perfection. But accepting the argument that beauty is malleable came, for me, at a cost. The 

Platonian view rejected me cleanly, but Hume and Scarry left a door ajar, and I’ve spent a lifetime trying to 

contort my form to see if I can pass through it. 

* 
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I sit in the town square and eat my final meal in Varenna. Church bells clang, echoing strangely out across the 

lake, colliding with the mountain walls, playing a mangled melody. The bells are chaotic, sharp, abrasive.  

I watch the sun disappear. I will it to set slowly so that I may linger over this perceptual moment, to somehow 

swallow it up and keep with me forever this view of the lake, the mountains, the flowers, the palms. The next 

morning, my last, I sleep too late, miss the sunrise. 

As the train rattles away from Lake Como, I close my eyes and see myself naked at the edge of the indifferent 

man’s bed. I hear him tell me what he sees: that I am too ugly to fuck. It isn’t my fault or his, merely a fact, 

impossible to undo. I imagine him saying it without intended cruelty. It is a regrettable truth, a door firmly 

shut. This is what I really want. Not his sex, but the intimacy of his decree, not masked in sympathy. I want to 

see his bare face. I imagine how beautiful it would be to hear someone speaking plainly and without subtext 

to me. 

* 

Later, I’m back in Brooklyn, chatting idly with an Italian barista in a café near my house. I mention that I’ve 

just returned from Italy. She asks me where I went. I tell her Rome, Venice, Lake Como, Milan. 

“Ah, so a first time to Italy.” 

I blush. How quickly I’ve revealed myself as one of the uninitiated. 

I ask her about Lake Como, saying how I’d found it so beautiful, so hard to leave. She shrugs. 

“It’s nice for the tourists,” she says. “But I’m accustomed to that view and prefer others.” 

And just like that, the lake I’d beheld is gone. 

CONTRIBUTOR 
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Chloé Cooper Jones is a philosophy professor, writer, and journalist. She lives in Brooklyn. 

 

https://believermag.com/such-peCrossing Brooklyn Ferry: Astrophysicist Janna Levin Reads Walt Whitman’s 

Stunning Serenade to Our Interlaced Lives Across Space and Time 
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“It avails not, time nor place… What is it then between us?… It is not upon you alone the dark patches fall, 

the dark threw its patches down upon me also.” 

 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 
How few artists are not merely the sensemaking vessel for the tumult of their times, not even the deck railing 

of assurance onto which the passengers steady themselves, but the horizon that remains for other ships long 

after this one has reached safe harbor, or has sunk — the horizon whose steadfast line orients generation after 

generation, yet goes on shifting as each epoch advances toward new vistas of truth and possibility. 

Walt Whitman (May 31, 1819–March 26, 1892) was among those rare few. The century and a half between 

his time and ours has been scarred by pandemics and pandemoniums, hallowed by staggering triumphs of the 

humanistic, scientific, and artistic imagination. We made Earth less habitable with two World Wars and 

discovered 4,000 potentially habitable worlds outside the Solar System. We gave all races and genders the 

ballot, and invented new ways of revoking human dignity and belonging. We beheld the structure of life in a 

double helix and the shape of civilizational shame in a mushroom cloud. We heard Bob Dylan, Nina Simone, 

and the sound of spacetime. But the most remarkable thing about it all, the most human and humanizing thing, 

is the awareness of this we as atomized into millions of individual I’s who have lived and loved and lost and 

made art and music and mathematics through it all. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/04/25/black-hole-blues-janna-levin-joseph-weber/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/11/leaves-of-grass-margaret-cook/
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Art by Lia Halloran for The Universe in Verse. Available as a print. 

Whitman understood and celebrated this intricate tessellation of being, not only across society — “every atom 

belonging to me as good belongs to you” — but across space and time, nowhere more splendidly than in his 

sweeping, horizonless masterpiece “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry” — a poem that opens up a liminal space where 

past, present, and future tunnel into one another, a cave of forgotten and remembered dreams that invites you 

https://www.brainpickings.org/the-universe-in-verse/
https://society6.com/product/every-atom-belonging-to-me-as-good-belongs-to-you-art-by-lia-halloran-for-the-universe-in-verse2373447_framed-print?sku=s6-11773478p21a12v61a13v58?curator=brainpicker
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/19/lia-halloran-walt-whitman-universe-in-verse/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/19/lia-halloran-walt-whitman-universe-in-verse/
https://society6.com/product/every-atom-belonging-to-me-as-good-belongs-to-you-art-by-lia-halloran-for-the-universe-in-verse2373447_framed-print?sku=s6-11773478p21a12v61a13v58?curator=brainpicker
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to press your outstretched living fingers into the palm-print of the dead, into Whitman’s generous open hand, 

and in doing so effects, to borrow Iris Murdoch’s marvelous phrase, “an occasion for unselfing.” 

At a special miniature edition of The Universe in Verse on Governors Island, devoted to Whitman’s 

enchantment with science, astrophysicist Janna Levin — an enchantress of poetry, a writer of uncommonly 

poetic prose, and co-founder of the Whitman-inspired endeavor to build New York’s first public 

observatory — reanimated an excerpt from “Crossing Brooklyn Ferry” in a gorgeous reading emanating the 

elusive elemental truth Whitman so elegantly makes graspable in the poem. 

from “CROSSING BROOKLYN FERRY” 

by Walt Whitman 

Flood-tide below me! I see you face to face! 

Clouds of the west — sun there half an hour high — I see you also face to face. 

Crowds of men and women attired in the usual costumes, how curious you are to me! 

On the ferry-boats the hundreds and hundreds that cross, returning home, are more curious to me than you 

suppose, 

And you that shall cross from shore to shore years hence are more to me, and more in my meditations, than 

you might suppose. 

The impalpable sustenance of me from all things at all hours of the day, 

The simple, compact, well-join’d scheme, myself disintegrated, every one disintegrated yet part of the 

scheme, 

The similitudes of the past and those of the future. 

[…] 

Others will enter the gates of the ferry and cross from shore to shore, 

Others will watch the run of the flood-tide, 

Others will see the shipping of Manhattan north and west, and the heights of Brooklyn to the south and east, 

Others will see the islands large and small; 

Fifty years hence, others will see them as they cross, the sun half an hour high, 

A hundred years hence, or ever so many hundred years hence, others will see them, 

Will enjoy the sunset, the pouring-in of the flood-tide, the falling-back to the sea of the ebb-tide. 

It avails not, time nor place — distance avails not, 

I am with you, you men and women of a generation, or ever so many generations hence, 

Just as you feel when you look on the river and sky, so I felt, 

Just as any of you is one of a living crowd, I was one of a crowd, 

Just as you are refresh’d by the gladness of the river and the bright flow, I was refresh’d, 

Just as you stand and lean on the rail, yet hurry with the swift current, I stood yet was hurried. 

[…] 

What is it then between us? 

What is the count of the scores or hundreds of years between us? 

Whatever it is, it avails not — distance avails not, and place avails not, 

I too lived, Brooklyn of ample hills was mine, 

I too walk’d the streets of Manhattan island, and bathed in the waters around it, 

I too felt the curious abrupt questionings stir within me 

[…] 

It is not upon you alone the dark patches fall, 

The dark threw its patches down upon me also, 

The best I had done seem’d to me blank and suspicious, 

My great thoughts as I supposed them, were they not in reality meagre? 

Nor is it you alone who know what it is to be evil, 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/21/iris-murdoch-unselfing/
https://www.brainpickings.org/the-universe-in-verse/
https://www.brainpickings.org/tag/janna-levin/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/09/20/janna-levin-a-madman-dreams-of-turing-machines/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/09/20/janna-levin-a-madman-dreams-of-turing-machines/
https://pioneerworks.org/initiatives/observatory-at-pioneer-works/
https://pioneerworks.org/initiatives/observatory-at-pioneer-works/
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I am he who knew what it was to be evil, 

I too knitted the old knot of contrariety, 

Blabb’d, blush’d, resented, lied, stole, grudg’d, 

Had guile, anger, lust, hot wishes I dared not speak, 

Was wayward, vain, greedy, shallow, sly, cowardly, malignant, 

The wolf, the snake, the hog, not wanting in me, 

The cheating look, the frivolous word, the adulterous wish, not wanting, 

Refusals, hates, postponements, meanness, laziness, none of these wanting, 

Was one with the rest, the days and haps of the rest, 

Was call’d by my nighest name by clear loud voices of young men as they saw me approaching or passing, 

Felt their arms on my neck as I stood, or the negligent leaning of their flesh against me as I sat, 

Saw many I loved in the street or ferry-boat or public assembly, yet never told them a word, 

Lived the same life with the rest, the same old laughing, gnawing, sleeping, 

Play’d the part that still looks back on the actor or actress, 

The same old role, the role that is what we make it, as great as we like, 

Or as small as we like, or both great and small. 

For other highlights from the first three years of The Universe in Verse, as we labor on a virtual show amid 

the strangeness of this de-atomized season of body and spirit, savor Levin reading “A Brave and Startling 

Truth” by Maya Angelou, “Planetarium” by Adrienne Rich, Amanda Palmer reading Neil Gaiman’s tribute to 

Rachel Carson and his feminist poem about the history of science, Marie Howe reading her tribute to Stephen 

Hawking, Regina Spektor reading “Theories of Everything” by Rebecca Elson, and Neri Oxman reading 

Whitman, then revisit Whitman on optimism as a mighty force of resistance, women’s centrality to 

democracy, how to keep criticism from sinking your soul, and what makes life worth living. 

 

 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/26/crossing-brooklyn-ferry-janna-levin-walt-

whitman/?mc_cid=03c8b60353&mc_eid=d1c16ac662rfection/ 

  

https://www.brainpickings.org/the-universe-in-verse/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/09/a-brave-and-startling-truth-maya-angelou/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/09/a-brave-and-startling-truth-maya-angelou/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/04/27/janna-levin-reads-planetarium-by-adrienne-rich/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/02/07/after-silence-neil-gaiman-rachel-carson/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/02/07/after-silence-neil-gaiman-rachel-carson/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/11/25/the-mushroom-hunters-animation-neil-gaiman/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/22/singularity-marie-howe-stephen-hawking/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/22/singularity-marie-howe-stephen-hawking/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/04/29/regina-spektor-reads-rebecca-elson/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/02/25/neri-oxman-walt-whitman/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/02/25/neri-oxman-walt-whitman/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/07/26/walt-whitman-specimen-days-democracy/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/05/walt-whitman-women/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/05/walt-whitman-women/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/01/03/whitman-emerson-criticism/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/12/20/walt-whitman-specimen-days-meaning-of-life/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/26/crossing-brooklyn-ferry-janna-levin-walt-whitman/?mc_cid=03c8b60353&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/26/crossing-brooklyn-ferry-janna-levin-walt-whitman/?mc_cid=03c8b60353&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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Sprayable sensors make any surface interactive 

By David Nield 

 

Just touch and play, with new sensor inks that can be sprayed onto almost any surface 

MIT CSAIL 

VIEW 3 IMAGES 

Imagine touching the armrest of your sofa to change the channel on your television, or pressing against a 

lightbulb stencil on the wall to turn on your smart light – these functions and many more like them are now 

possible thanks to research from a team from the Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory 

(CSAIL) at MIT, and the University of Bristol and the University of Bath in the UK. 

https://newatlas.com/author/david-nield/
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Called Sprayable User Interfaces, the technology combines a top design layer and an underlying conductive 

copper ink layer that's able to recognize touch, along with a microcontroller that connects to the ink and 

responds to it. The interfaces work on rough surfaces and curved surfaces, and even in wet outdoor settings. 

Through the use of the special ink, you're essentially able to connect any kind of stencil design with other 

gadgets. Want to press your office wall to hear some music? You got it. 

Sprayable User Interfaces 

"Unlike many existing techniques, such as 3D printing, screen printing or inkjet printing, spraying is not 

bound to a specific volume and, as often demonstrated by graffiti artwork, can create output that covers entire 

walls and even building facades," write the researchers in their paper. "Our work contributes to the vision of 

blending digital user interfaces with the physical environment and extends it to large-scale interactive 

surfaces." 

While it's going to take some time for the technology to be scaled up and commercialized, it could one day be 

used as part of smart buildings or smart architecture – stencilled, airbrushed designs that are able to respond to 

your touch. 

 

https://hcie.csail.mit.edu/research/sprayableuserinterfaces/main.html
https://newatlas.com/technology/sprayable-interactive-sensors/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=c0d6c83d0a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_09_08_36&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-c0d6c83d0a-92970593#gallery:2
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Conductive copper ink forms the basis of any design 

MIT CSAIL 

It doesn't just have to be touch, though – the ink systems can also respond to a sliding finger or hand (to adjust 

the brightness of a light for example) or even to proximity – so you could wave your hand in front of a door to 

open it. An output in the form of an electroluminescent display can be added too. 

While these systems do require some advanced planning and design in order to produce the original stencils, 

and to make sure the conductive ink is correctly arranged on a surface, the technique is relatively easy to 

apply once you've got an airbrush in your hand. The user interface elements on top can really be any design 

you like. 

The Sprayable User Interfaces technology was due to be presented at the ACM CHI Conference on Human 

Factors in Computing Systems this year, but the event has been called off in the wake of the coronavirus 

pandemic. 

Source: MIT CSAIL 

We recommend 

1. 10 ways to keep your house warm (and save money) this winter 

by Robert Marchand et al., TechXplore.com 

2. An expert in forming habits reveals how to work from home 

by Wendy Wood et al., TechXplore.com 

3. Liz Weston: In 'SIM swap,' criminals really have your number 

by Liz Weston Of Nerdwallet, TechXplore.com 

1. How to boost your internet speed when everyone is working from home 

by James Jin Kang and Paul Haskell-Dowland et al., TechXplore.com 

2. Insiders on a roll with the YourPhone app for Windows 10 

by Nancy Owano et al., TechXplore.com 

3. Final results of the SENECA (SEcond line NintEdanib in non-small cell lung CAncer) trial 

https://hcie.csail.mit.edu/research/sprayableuserinterfaces/main.html
https://techxplore.com/news/2016-11-ways-house-money-winter.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2020-03-expert-habits-reveals-home.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2019-10-liz-weston-sim-swap-criminals.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2020-04-boost-internet-home.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://techxplore.com/news/2018-08-insiders-yourphone-app-windows.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TechXplore.com_TrendMD_1
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0169500219305215?via%3Dihub
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., 2019 

 

https://newatlas.com/technology/sprayable-interactive-

sensors/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=c0d6c83d0a-

EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_09_08_36&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-c0d6c83d0a-

92970593  

  

https://newatlas.com/technology/sprayable-interactive-sensors/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=c0d6c83d0a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_09_08_36&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-c0d6c83d0a-92970593
https://newatlas.com/technology/sprayable-interactive-sensors/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=c0d6c83d0a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_09_08_36&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-c0d6c83d0a-92970593
https://newatlas.com/technology/sprayable-interactive-sensors/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=c0d6c83d0a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_09_08_36&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-c0d6c83d0a-92970593
https://newatlas.com/technology/sprayable-interactive-sensors/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=c0d6c83d0a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_09_08_36&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-c0d6c83d0a-92970593
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Her Big Horse Face 

Rivka Galchen 

 

The Besieged City  

by Clarice Lispector, translated by Johnny Lorenz. 

Penguin, 224 pp., £8.99, August 2019, 978 0 241 37137 4 

The Chandelier  

by Clarice Lispector, translated by Benjamin Moser and Magdalena Edwards. 

Penguin, 320 pp., £9.99, November 2019, 978 0 241 37134 3 

Clarice Lispector was born in 1920 to Jewish parents, in the small town of Chechelnik in Ukraine. It was 

hoped that the pregnancy would cure her mother’s syphilis, contracted when she was raped by a gang of 

Russian soldiers. The attempted cure failed. In 1921, the family made their way to Romania and eventually to 

Brazil. There, her father pushed a cart through the poorest parts of Recife, buying and selling used clothing. 

Her mother, by now partially paralysed, sat in a rocking chair on the porch. She died when Clarice was nine; 

her father died following gall bladder surgery before she was twenty. 

The few times she spoke of her childhood, Lispector insisted it was a happy one. She was a bright student, 

went to law school, worked as a journalist and married a handsome diplomat. At 23, she published her first 

novel, Near to the Wild Heart (1943), to tremendous acclaim. A critic in O Jornal described it as combining 

the ‘intellectual lucidity of Dostoevsky with the purity of a child’. Another critic in Jornal de 

Alagoas described the book as ‘the greatest novel a woman has ever written in the Portuguese language’. A 

year later, Lispector’s publisher rejected her second novel, The Chandelier. A small Catholic publishing 

house, Editora Agir, took it on instead. This time there were few plaudits. Her third novel, The Besieged City, 

was turned down by Editora Agir and many other publishers. ‘What I want is to get the book out of here,’ 

Lispector wrote to her sister. ‘It’s impossible to improve it.’ (The book was eventually published by A Noite, 

who had published Near to the Wild Heart.) These two books, her second and third, are the least celebrated of 

Lispector’s nine novels and numerous story collections, and are now available in new English translations. 

Despite its title, The Besieged City has no battle scenes; instead it’s a wobbly version of a classic courtship 

novel. The main character, Lucrécia Neves, dates a visiting soldier, Felipe; then Perseu, a sweet student of 

marine biology; she marries the wealthy Mateus, a doctor, and moves with him to a big city where she 

struggles to adjust to urban life. In ‘a few days the recently married woman felt it had been a year since she’d 

seen a cow or a horse’. She visits an aquarium, where she feels a special connection to the fish trapped in their 

tanks. The Besieged City has been called the Lispector novel with the happy ending. Lucrécia, we’re told, 

‘wasn’t some sacrificed innocent. Lucrécia Neves wanted to be rich, own things and move up in the world.’ 

And she does. At the end of the book, when she is a widow, another suitor shows up. His identity doesn’t 

much matter. Her mother tells her that someone has fallen in love with her photograph, and in the last few 

pages Lucrécia decides to marry the man in order ‘to be reunited with her picture’. 

https://www.lrb.co.uk/contributors/rivka-galchen
https://www.lrb.co.uk/search-results?search=Clarice%20Lispector
https://www.lrb.co.uk/search-results?search=Johnny%20Lorenz
https://www.lrb.co.uk/search-results?search=Clarice%20Lispector
https://www.lrb.co.uk/search-results?search=Benjamin%20Moser
https://www.lrb.co.uk/search-results?search=Magdalena%20Edwards
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Lispector isn’t interested in plot. Her first novel was praised instead for its ‘bewildering verbal richness’. So 

what is it about this novel – also weird, also dense – that proved even more bewildering than the rest of her 

work? Part of The Besieged City’s difficulty is its haziness. Lucrécia’s world sharpens up only briefly and 

intermittently, when looked at directly: ‘When she raised her head she decided not to forget to look at the 

narrowest house, the smallest shadow. The closed shops with their rolling gates of iron.’ Of her hometown, 

whose location is never made clear, we are told: ‘You could hardly make out its radiant and peaceful 

moistness that on certain mornings would come from the mist and emerge from the nostrils of the horses – the 

radiant moistness was one of the hardest realities to distinguish in the township.’ Little feels substantial. Most 

of Perseu’s observations are about sea creatures he has never seen. He tries to think in an orderly way, but ‘it 

was in his nature to be able to possess an idea and not know how to think it: obfuscated, persistent, tossing 

seeds, that’s how he’d explain it.’ 

The haziness of The Chandelier has to do with time rather than space. The main character, Virginia, is, like 

Lucrécia, a girl who leaves the countryside for the city. She returns to the countryside as an adult, trying to 

catch sight of her childhood, but her early life seems alien. ‘She was trying to feel her past like a paralytic 

who uselessly gropes the unfeeling flesh of a limb’ (the image calls to mind Lispector’s mother). At another 

point, ‘she was trying to think how she had emerged from childhood towards the ground, she was trying to 

orient herself to no avail; in an odd moment it would seem to her that she’d lived the same instant in another 

age, in another colour and in another sound.’ 

Both books describe absence, sometimes of solidity, sometimes of knowledge. And the characters themselves 

never seem entirely present. This isn’t only autobiographical, but it is at least also autobiographical. Lispector 

hardly ever wrote about her childhood directly – not about her parents, or about being a Jewish refugee – but 

her oldest sister, Elisa, wrote an unpublished memoir and novel in which she claims that, after their mother’s 

miserable death from syphilis, the family ‘tacitly agreed to avoid the subject, omitting her name, because she 

was present in all their thoughts and actions’. 

Belonging to another species is a common expression of alienation in Lispector’s work. ‘I identified more 

strongly with the black horse than with Barbara Laage,’ she said of a French movie she had been urged to see 

because of her resemblance to its star. In The Besieged City equine imagery is often used to describe Lucrécia. 

(‘On her big horse face a tear was running down’; ‘Lucrécia was seeing and stomping her hoof.’) But she 

becomes increasingly tame, just as horses become less important to her home town when new forms of 

transport appear. ‘When she’d go out she was shocked by São Geraldo’s leap of progress, terrified in the 

traffic like a hen who’d fled the yard. The streets no longer smelled of the stable but of a weapon fired – steel 

and gunpowder.’ The arc of her storyline is a happy one, but the subplot shows her becoming diminished, not 

a woman, or a horse, but a frightened hen. 

In The Chandelier Virginia, after marrying and moving to the city, goes back to her small town: 

how fatal it was to have lived. For the first time she was aware of a time behind her and the restless notion of 

something she could never touch, of something that no longer belonged to her because it was complete but 

that she still clung to because of her incapacity to create another life and a new time. Her entire childhood had 

been wrinkled by the cold air that was hurting inside her nose with icy ardour. 

Her past is a thing apart, but the novel never gives her a chance to ‘create another life and a new time’. 

Virginia is no longer her childhood self, but neither has she escaped its ‘cold air’. 
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Lispector finished The Chandelier in Naples in 1944, and wrote The Besieged City in Bern, where her 

husband was posted to the Brazilian Embassy. She was lonely, but found solace in the city’s medieval 

architecture: ‘What saved me from the monotony of Bern was living in the Middle Ages,’ she said. 

It was waiting for the snow to pass and for the red geraniums to be reflected once again in the water, it was 

having a son born there, it was writing one of my least liked books, The Besieged City ... my gratitude to that 

book is enormous: the effort of writing it kept me busy, saved me from the appalling silence of Bern, and 

when I finished the last chapter I went to the hospital to give birth to the boy. 

It was her first child. Lispector was rare among female artists of her generation in publicly embracing 

motherhood: ‘I was born to love others, I was born to write, and I was born to raise my children.’ Later, when 

her husband was posted to Washington, and she had two young boys to care for: ‘I didn’t want my children to 

feel that I was a mother-writer, a busy woman, without time for them ... I would sit on the sofa, with the 

typewriter on my lap, and write.’ 

She sounds less grown up in a letter written from Paris in 1947: 

You can’t go to the theatre without having to say if you liked it or not, and why you liked it, and why you 

didn’t. I learned to say ‘I don’t know’ which I was proud of, as a defence and a bad habit, because I end up 

really not wanting to think, besides just not wanting to say what I think. 

This kind of irritability seems to me at the heart of the distinctive appeal, and lack of appeal, of Lispector’s 

second and third novels. Why did such a worldly woman sound so adolescent in her late twenties? It might be 

related to the unexamined loss of both her parents. The Chandelier and The Besieged City are books of 

mourning that don’t admit it. They are novels written by someone who has lived an immeasurably safer, 

healthier and more comfortable life than her parents, but who imagines worlds in which that success turns out 

to be a bad thing. It’s a form of fidelity to a tragic fate that isn’t quite Lispector’s own. ‘How fatal it was to 

have lived.’ 

Doesn’t all modernism have a streak of angry adolescence, a pride in being difficult? The Chandelier and The 

Besieged City aren’t books written on a typewriter on a lap in a noisy room. That is both their strength and 

their weakness. In these novels, the prose brokers no compromise. The ending of The Chandelier – spoiler: 

Virginia steps out in front of a car and is killed – is repeated in The Hour of the Star, the last book Lispector 

published in her lifetime, although the endings differ tonally. Virginia’s death can be read as volitional. Like 

everything in the book, it’s ambiguous. Her lover finds her ‘lying on the ground with white and peaceful lips’. 

In The Hour of the Star, Macabéa is hit by a Mercedes shortly after being told wonderful news by a fortune-

teller. ‘I could wrap it up by taking the easiest route, killing the infant-girl,’ the book’s narrator says, ‘but I 

want the worst thing of all: life. So let those who read me get punched in the stomach to see if it’s good. Life 

is a punch in the stomach.’ 

My first encounter with Lispector’s work was in a Latin American fiction seminar taught by a translator of 

Borges who was deaf in one ear. It was a small class; the professor sat halfway along the table and gave his 

attention to the students who sat on his right, ignoring those on his left. We read The Hour of the Star in 

between a novel narrated from the perspective of a stone and a short story about a supernatural child wreaking 

havoc at a birthday party. In the context, Lispector’s work seemed legible, charming, even easy. 
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One minor comedy in that sonically tilted classroom was that the only student who consistently said 

something interesting was the engineering major. He related Borges’s story ‘The Aleph’ to the different 

varieties of infinity. He usually said the most straightforward thing, but when thinking about such cracked 

work, it was also the most illuminating. I remember what he said about The Hour of the Star: ‘It’s funny, 

because she has this beautiful prophecy from the fortune-teller, and then she gets hit by a car on the way out.’ 

He said her fate was the forked path, the wrong turn. This course took place before the internet was the 

internet, but I now know that he echoed Lispector’s own comments. She herself had visited a fortune-teller. 

(She had ovarian cancer, though she was never told that by her doctors.) In a TV interview she gave near the 

end of her life she said: ‘I went to a fortune-teller who told me about all kinds of good things that were about 

to happen to me and on the way home I thought it would be really funny if a taxi hit me and ran me over after 

hearing all those good things.’ It is a rhyme for her own life, the startling punch in the stomach, the 

unexpected good turn. 

 

https://www.lrb.co.uk/the-paper/v42/n07/rivka-galchen/her-big-horse-face 

  

https://www.lrb.co.uk/the-paper/v42/n07/rivka-galchen/her-big-horse-face
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Monet Refuses the Operation 

by Lisel Mueller 
Issue no. 84 (Summer 1982) 

Doctor, you say there are no haloes 

around the streetlights in Paris 

and what I see is an aberration 

caused by old age, an affliction. 

I tell you it has taken me all my life 

to arrive at the vision of gas lamps as angels, 

to soften and blur and finally banish 

the edges you regret I don’t see, 

to learn that the line I called the horizon 

does not exist and sky and water, 

so long apart, are the same state of being. 

Fifty-four years before I could see 

Rouen cathedral is built 

of parallel shafts of sun, 

and now you want to restore 

my youthful errors: fixed 

notions of top and bottom, 

the illusion of three-dimensional space, 

wisteria separate 

from the bridge it covers. 

What can I say to convince you 

the Houses of Parliament dissolve 

night after night to become 

the fluid dream of the Thames? 

I will not return to a universe 

of objects that don’t know each other, 

as if islands were not the lost children 

of one great continent. The world 

is flux, and light becomes what it touches, 

becomes water, lilies on water, 

above and below water, 

becomes lilac and mauve and yellow 

and white and cerulean lamps, 

small fists passing sunlight 

so quickly to one another 

that I despair, my brush not being 

long, streaming hair. To paint 

the speed of light! Doctor, 

our weighted shapes, these verticals, 

burn to mix with air 

and change our clothes, skin, bones 

to gases. If only you could see 

how heaven pulls earth into its arms 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=b5e09b307f&e=d538c8f2e0
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and how infinitely the heart expands 

to claim the world, blue vapor without end. 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=b5e09b307f&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=b5e09b307f&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=b5e09b307f&e=d538c8f2e0
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June 1st, 2019 | Issue One Hundred Twenty-Five 

A Natural Mother 

THE STORY OF AN INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED WOMAN WHO HAD LONG WANTED A 

CHILD BUT DECIDED TO ADOPT A DOLL INSTEAD 

DISCUSSED 

The Weight of Responsibility, Quesadillas and Sugary Juices, The Euphemism Treadmill, Forced 

Sterilization, NFL Babies, Artificial Placentas, Dr. Phil, Babbling Battery Packs, The Performance of 

Motherhood, The World’s Biggest Wooden Yo-Yo, A Sunday at the Playground, Musings on the Passage of 

Time, A Dolphin Cake, Bored Cousins, Normal Avenue 

 

by Bianca Giaever 

 

Illustration by Tony Millionaire 

https://believermag.com/product/june-july-2019/
https://believermag.com/contributor/bianca-giaver/
https://believermag.com/contributor/bianca-giaver/
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On a Sunday morning in May 2018, I accompanied Vivia Wampler to a mall in Chico, California, where she 

often went to eavesdrop on other families. She held a Coke in one hand and a Subway sandwich in the other, 

her eyes scanning the food court. She was hoping to see a temper tantrum, so she could learn how a parent 

reacts. But today was unusually slow.  

Vivia let out a sigh. “I don’t know why, but tomatoes are so good,” she said.  

In the stroller next to her sat Emma. Vivia picked her up and gently rubbed her back. She’d always known she 

wanted to be a mother, and handling Emma came naturally to her. She inserted a bottle between her lips, 

tipped it back a few times, and returned to her sandwich.  

A woman’s voice called out from behind the smoothie counter. 

“I’m sorry: is that baby real or not real?” she said. “Oh my god! Not real.” 

“I’m just practicing,” said Vivia, hugging Emma to her chest. 

* 

When Vivia was two years old, she fell and hit her head on the stairs. Her mother, Connie LaCroix, brought 

her to the doctor in South Lake Tahoe, where they lived at the time. Vivia received a checkup and was 

quickly dismissed. But a few months later, Connie noticed that her daughter’s eyes weren’t tracking, and her 

speech seemed delayed. It was eventually discovered that she had permanent brain damage.  

In grade school, Vivia was painfully shy. She barely spoke, didn’t make eye contact, and avoided being 

touched. When kids bullied her at recess, she retreated into the trees and shrubs. Plants became her best 

friends. As she got older, she began caring for family pets. Her mom brought her on trips to Mexico, where 

she said Vivia was treated more like a whole person. After high school, Vivia began working more hours at 

the child development center in California where she had worked during her teenage years. She was an 

intuitive teacher, with a big smile and a penchant for tie-dye. 

But into adulthood, the feeling that she didn’t fit in remained. Social cues were hard for her to pick up on, and 

she struggled in conversations. She would monologue on topics she felt comfortable with, like childcare, and 

often forgot to ask questions of the other person. Even within her family, she lingered on the outskirts of 

conversations, waiting for a pause when she could leap in. “Sometimes we might be having a conversation 

about politics, and she’d want to chime in about her bus ride,” said her aunt Becky Milani. When Vivia was 

unable to participate in a conversation, she grew frustrated. She experienced social anxiety, manifesting in 

coughs and stomach problems. Often she would leave family gatherings early, saying she needed to do 

laundry. Or she wouldn’t attend at all.  

In an effort to make friends, she would occasionally talk to strangers out in the world, like a woman at the 

bank who, she learned, was going through a divorce. But then she would start texting these new friends 

multiple times a day, overwhelming them. Eventually, she would be pushed away.  
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Becky said she was heartbroken that Vivia didn’t seem to fit in either with other intellectually disabled (ID) 

adults or in the abled world. Even Vivia’s sister, Ashley LaCroix, said that she had a hard time connecting 

with Vivia, and that their relationship had become strained in recent years. Ashley often grew frustrated by 

the nonreciprocity of their conversations, not being asked about her day. Loneliness in ID adults is well 

researched and documented. In a report titled “Vulnerability to Loneliness in People with Intellectual 

Disability,” psychologists Linda Gilmore and Monica Cuskelly write that “a considerable body of evidence 

has highlighted the difficulties individuals with intellectual disability have in initiating, establishing, and 

maintaining friendships.” 

In an effort to participate in the world, Vivia was determined to find a job where she would make real money. 

Babysitting gigs were her favorite type of work, but it was difficult to convince parents that she was capable. 

A couple of years ago, she met a single father on a bus, and he took her up on her offer to babysit his three-

year-old son, Leland. She found a second job by simply walking into an elementary school and asking if they 

would hire her. The school agreed to place her in a volunteer position, and found a third-party nonprofit that 

would pay her for her time. 

At the elementary school, however, Vivia had little responsibility. She was allowed to work whatever days 

and hours she pleased, and she was never held accountable for showing up. In the classroom, she stood at the 

edge of the action, looking for ways to be helpful. If one of the kids dropped a Ziploc bag, she’d rush to pick 

it up even before it drifted to the floor. At the school, she rarely experienced the feeling of being needed; she 

wanted that feeling, wanted the weight of responsibility.  

The desire for a child was building within her. She began thinking about how to babyproof her apartment. She 

watched videos on YouTube to prepare for what childbirth would feel like. Around the time of her thirtieth 

birthday, Vivia announced to her mom and sister that she was ready to have a baby.  

I asked Ashley to describe her reaction when Vivia made this declaration. “Like, fuck!” she responded with a 

laugh. “Oh my god, we’re dealing with this now. I want to respect her desire… but in my mind, that would be 

a horrible situation.” 

Ashley listed the reasons she thought Vivia lacked the maturity to raise a child: her diet was poor (staples 

were quesadillas and sugary juices), she needed a lot of sleep (nine hours a night at least), she didn’t have a 

serious partner, she lost her patience quickly—and what about helping a child with homework? There was no 

way to prove that Vivia would be an irresponsible mother, but the family consensus was that it was a bad 

idea. They worried she would miss the early signs of a child’s illness, or leave a sharp object out on the 

counter. “She would need to have a lot of support,” said Connie. “A child would surpass her in intelligence.” 

As for a partner, Vivia does have a boyfriend, a man in his early forties named Cody, whom she met at the 

Arc in Chico, an organization for adults with disabilities. They call each other boyfriend and girlfriend, and 

have for years, but they see each other only once a month, and they are not sexually active. I asked Vivia if 

she considered Cody as a possible father of her child, but she responded that because of his disability she 

didn’t think he would be a good father. I realized then that Vivia doesn’t see herself as disabled; she views her 

head injury as part of the past, not something that affects her in the present. 
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“In one of our talks about being a parent and why I didn’t think she should have a kid, my reason was 

‘because of your disability,’” said Ashley. “And her response was ‘I don’t have a disability.’” Vivia’s mom 

had always told her she could do what other people could do, and that “everyone has some kind of disability.” 

But for the first time in Vivia’s life, that no longer seemed true.  

Vivia’s family had devoted so much time and care to Vivia, to helping her live independently, that assisting 

her with child-rearing felt like starting all over again. No one in her family was willing to give her the support 

she would require to become a mother. But explaining this to Vivia, without judgment, was challenging. Both 

her mom and sister were single moms, and their arguments that Vivia needed support sounded hypocritical. 

Disagreements escalated into shouting matches, and Vivia sometimes didn’t speak to her sister for weeks. She 

even blocked her on social media. Vivia began looking into adoption, but the cost was prohibitive. She lived 

below the poverty line, and to be eligible to adopt she’d need a driver’s license. Vivia got the book to begin 

studying for an instruction permit, but studying was difficult. After a few weeks, she abandoned the driver’s-

ed book in the corner of her apartment, and she hasn’t opened it since. 

* 

Intellectually disabled is the latest term in a long list of linguistic iterations to enter common usage. Mentally 

challenged, mentally delayed, developmentally delayed, and the medical term mentally retarded are all 

synonymous—this nomenclature has cycled through a euphemism treadmill because words for mental 

retardation quickly become insults, necessitating new ones. According to the American Association on 

Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, an intellectual disability originates before the age of eighteen, 

and is characterized by an IQ score of below seventy-five and by limits in conceptual, social, and practical 

skills. 

Nearly 5 percent of Americans—approximately fifteen million in total—are intellectually disabled. For many 

years, they were victims of eugenics practices. The forced sterilization of ID adults in the United States began 

around the turn of the twentieth century and was commonly practiced until the ’50s. Though forced 

sterilization has since been outlawed by several states, it still remains legal at the federal level.  

For ID adults deciding whether to have children, their choices may be strongly influenced by their parents. 

Author Linda Atwell has covered issues surrounding ID sex and children on her blog about her daughter, 

Lindsey. In one post, Atwell describes learning about her daughter’s first sexual experience. Later, after her 

daughter married, Atwell weighed the pros and cons of Lindsey having children. In her research, Atwell 

found a 2003 report from the National Resource Center for Foster Care and Permanency Planning, which 

concludes that children of parents with mental retardation are more likely to suffer from malnutrition, 

untreated diaper rash, and environmental hazards. There have been numerous reports published since then that 

have supported these findings. An article in the journal Research in Developmental Disabilities describes the 

children of ID parents as being at “increased risk of child developmental delay, child speech and language 

problems, child behaviour problems and frequent child accidents and injuries.” After much conversation, 

Lindsey decided to have tubal ligation surgery to prevent pregnancy. Still, Atwell acknowledges, every family 

and ID adult must come up with their own approach. “There is no easy answer to this situation,” she writes. 

* 
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Vivia vented her frustrations about her family’s lack of support on Facebook, where she often posts updates 

about her life. In response, a family friend suggested that Vivia adopt a baby doll. Her mom and sister had 

seen high schoolers caring for realistic dolls in health class projects, and they were thrilled about the idea. “In 

my mind it was going to be something fun for her,” said Ashley. “And it would get her mind off of having a 

real kid.” 

Vivia began her search by googling “realistic-looking doll.” She scrolled through hundreds of baby dolls, 

made with patented technologies like RealTouch® vinyl and TrueTouch™ silicone. There were lifelike 

monkey babies, NFL babies, Christmas babies, and alien babies. Some were tiny infants that fit easily in the 

palm of one’s hand; others were still attached to the placenta, bluish, and covered in goo.  

On the Ashton-Drake Galleries website, Vivia chose the $199 “What Ella Loves!” baby doll, made by an 

artist named Linda Murray. Online, the doll is pictured in a pink dress, with a lacy headband over a head of 

light hair, smiling shyly at the camera. The website says she “[is] poseable and perfect for cradling,” 

“responds to your touch,” and “coos and moves in the most adorable ways.” Vivia spent a large portion of her 

monthly budget on the purchase. She waited twenty-five long days, and when the USPS box appeared, it was 

heavier than she’d expected. For a moment, she wondered if maybe there was a real baby inside. But, of 

course, it was a doll. 

As she held the tiny body to her chest for the first time, Vivia felt a rush of maternal love. This was August 

25, the day that would become her baby’s birthday. Vivia had never enjoyed being touched or hugged, but 

cuddling with the doll came easily. They spent their first night together entwined in bed, and Vivia woke up 

periodically to check on her. The next day Vivia christened her Emma. 

Like many new parents, Vivia spent her first days with her baby in a cozy haze of infatuation. Each parenting 

task—diaper changes, feeding—contained a new thrill. She felt a beautiful weight within her, a profound 

sense that if she didn’t do these things for Emma, no one else would. But she was also disappointed that she 

received none of the typical fanfare that “real” mothers receive—no messages of support or congratulations; 

no home-cooked meals delivered to her door. She longed for the recognition of being a mother, and fantasized 

about her new identity. She imagined strangers holding the coffee shop door open for her stroller. One day, 

she hoped to befriend other parents. 

A few weeks after Emma arrived, Vivia discovered YouTube videos of other women caring for dolls that 

looked just like Emma, some with over a million views. In these videos, you can watch people unboxing their 

new dolls, or packing their dolls’ backpacks with snacks. Vivia didn’t know about the subculture around these 

dolls, and neither did her family. But she learned they had a name, Reborn dolls, and that the owners were 

mostly women who called themselves Reborners. The dolls were invented in 1939 in response to doll 

collectors’ growing interest in realistic dolls. They’re called Reborn because they’re made from preexisting 

vinyl dolls that artists disassemble and remake. To achieve a more lifelike effect, the artists apply over a 

dozen layers of paint to the doll’s exterior. Pellets are added to give the doll the weight of a real baby. The 

finished dolls look so real, there are stories of police being called when they are left alone in a car. 

Reborn dolls can also be custom ordered, and many Reborners fashion the dolls to look like themselves. The 

fanciest Reborn dolls have each strand of hair individually implanted by the artist, a process that can take 

around thirty hours and can cost thousands of dollars. (Some Reborn dolls have sold for over twenty thousand 
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dollars.) Some of the dolls contain electronic devices that provide a heartbeat and expand the chest so it looks 

like the baby is breathing. Other dolls have heaters inside them so they’re warm to the touch. 

While Reborners usually prefer to care for their dolls privately, at home, they are very active in online circles 

and at Reborner conventions, where thousands of doll owners come together. The popularity of the dolls has 

created a booming economy, complete with Reborn doll kits, full-time professional doll artists, eBay markets, 

and middlemen retailers like Ashton-Drake. 

The online presence of Reborners helped Vivia learn tips for caring for her doll, like when to buy real baby 

items instead of doll items. Vivia learned about “magic bottles,” which give the illusion of milk disappearing 

into the baby’s mouth. For some of these women, Reborn dolls offer therapy for depression or anxiety. The 

doll might help them grapple with an infertility diagnosis, a miscarriage, the death of a child, or an adult child 

leaving home. 

Although many women have benefited from Reborn dolls, the stigma around adult women playing with dolls 

remains exceptionally high. Coverage of Reborn dolls often appears on sensationalist TV shows like Dr. Phil, 

and in newspapers and tabloids with headlines like this one from The Toronto Star: Are these baby dolls cute 

or creepy? Though there has been very little scholarship devoted to the topic, some doctors have refused to 

give the dolls to dementia patients, who enjoy holding them, afraid they will have an infantilizing effect. 

Because of the stigma, most Reborners treat their parenthood as a private, sometimes shameful affair. But 

Vivia wasn’t interested in keeping her relationship to Emma quiet. She was going to bring her doll into the 

public sphere.  

* 

I arranged to visit Vivia on the weekend of her thirty-second birthday party, which happened to coincide with 

Mother’s Day. Over Facebook Messenger, Vivia requested that I bring a birthday present for her and Emma. I 

wandered the streets of New York City, peering through windows and wondering what you get for a woman 

and her doll. I eventually settled on an I ♥ NY T-shirt and matching infant onesie. On Friday, I boarded a 

plane to San Francisco, rented a car, and drove three hours north to Chico, where Vivia lives in her own 

apartment. 

That evening, Vivia greeted me at the door wearing pink ladybug socks, sneakers with the solar system 

printed on them, and a T-shirt with a picture of a cat. I followed her into the house. Her gait was upbeat, as if 

she were strolling to a Hawaiian ballad. She had colored streaks running through her hair, and her left eye, I 

noticed, was askew.  

“My baby’s in the swing,” she said as she brought me to meet Emma, who was swaying in a plastic rocker. I 

crawled across the carpet to meet her, marveling at her tiny features. Her fingernails were the size of ants, her 

face was frozen in a half smile, and her lips were pursed for milk. Both sets of eyelashes had fallen off, and 

glue was smeared across her left eye from an attempt to reattach the eyelashes. She had a small wig, which 

Vivia had glued to her scalp after brushing her original hair so often that it had fallen out. Vivia switched on 

Emma’s battery pack, and an audio recording of a real baby’s wordless garbling projected out of her back. I 

heard a dull whir coming from under her clothes, and realized that her hands and feet were motorized. 
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Vivia called her work with Emma “real practice.” She placed a baby rattle a few inches from Emma’s hand 

and waited. Emma started to tip back, and Vivia propped her back up with a giggle. She tipped back again and 

Vivia did the same thing. “She’s not old enough to sit up yet,” she said. Then Vivia scooped her up, cradled 

her neck, and set her down on a nearby table for a diaper change. Slowly and methodically, she unfastened the 

buttons on Emma’s jumper. As she peeled it off, the sleeve caught on Emma’s right hand. “The hand part 

always gets me,” she said. “But I just love doing this so much. I love having this experience.” 

Emma’s naked torso was made of white cotton and stuffing, which clashed with her hyperrealistic face and 

limbs. She had a tear in her right hip, and clouds of stuffing spilled out. There were a few pieces of Scotch 

tape stuck over the gap, where Vivia had attempted to repair the damage. “You’re such a silly girl, but also a 

really pretty baby,” she said. “Whoever made you did a really good job.” 

That first evening, I tried asking Vivia questions from a long list I had prepared, but no matter what I asked, 

Vivia usually just smiled and shrugged. If she did answer, I would dutifully take notes, but then later realized 

that her answer contradicted something else she’d said. Often she answered a completely different question 

from the one I had asked.  

Eventually, I stopped asking questions and ended up spending many hours with Vivia, observing her in 

silence; I enjoyed watching her be a mother. Her movements were tender and familiar, sometimes reminding 

me of the diaper commercials I had seen as a kid. In short, Vivia was nailing the performance of motherhood.  

* 

The first time Vivia took Emma outside, she was terrified. She had been watching online videos of Reborner 

moms, but they were always filmed in bedrooms and living rooms. Vivia had fully expected to have a public 

life with Emma; she had even bought a stroller before Emma arrived. But when she finally took Emma to the 

bus stop, she was so nervous that she began shaking. “I thought people would freak out because of the way 

she looked,” she said. “That gave me goose bumps.” 

The bus arrived, and to her relief, the driver smiled and called Emma cute. Vivia took Emma on the bus again 

the next day, and the day after that, always holding her up to the window so she could see the view. One day, 

as she was getting off the bus, the driver handed her a baby blanket. It was hand-knit, blue and white, with a 

big heart in the middle. The bus driver told her that another passenger had seen them riding the bus together 

and had wanted to make them something special. 

On Sunday, Mother’s Day, Vivia took me on a walking tour of Chico. (Which included a stop at Big-Yo, the 

world’s biggest wooden yo-yo.) The hot sun radiated from the concrete, and Vivia complimented every dog 

we saw. She pushed her stroller with care, easing it over sidewalk cracks and looking down at Emma to make 

sure she hadn’t been too jostled. “Roller coaster ride!” she exclaimed as she pushed Emma over a big crack. 

She waited patiently for the light at every intersection. 

Vivia’s neighbors all recognized Emma, even knew her by name. At Target, the employees asked Emma how 

she was doing. “She keeps that doll clean and dressed nice,” said a man at the bus stop. “She knows 

everybody and everybody knows her.” Recently, Vivia had found out that her downstairs neighbor had also 

bought a Reborn doll. They were planning to take the dolls on a picnic together. As other buses passed, the 
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drivers honked and waved. “It’s Paul,” Vivia said, waving back. “He does route 15 starting at one o’clock on 

Mondays. I make him smile.” 

Before Emma, strangers on the street would walk right by Vivia or, worse, look away. But with Emma, Vivia 

attracted attention. Usually, the interactions began with shock and concern from passersby, who were alarmed 

by what appeared to be a frozen baby. Then the reactions followed a similar trajectory: compassion, awe, and 

eventually discomfort, if the interaction went on too long. Through Emma, I realized, Vivia was bringing her 

childlessness and disability into the open, and forcing strangers to confront it. Because Vivia was oblivious to 

the subtlety of some of these reactions, she wasn’t inhibited by them. To me, she felt like an unwitting 

activist, a performance artist, or a crusader for women’s rights. She cared for Emma with a sense of purpose, 

as though she were starring in a movie about her own life. 

* 

Later on Sunday, we made plans to visit a playground, and I carried Emma’s car seat to my rental car. Vivia 

hadn’t been able to afford a new car seat, so she had disassembled a stroller and used the basket. It was hot in 

the car and she couldn’t get the buckles to work. Sweat formed on her brow, and her hands started shaking. 

The silence became uncomfortable. 

I sensed that Vivia might be feeling judged as a mother, and I tried to convey to her, by being extra friendly 

and assuring her that we were in no rush, that I was not judging her. But secretly, I couldn’t help judging. I 

imagined what a disaster this would be if there were a real baby screaming in a hot car. While observing her 

tenderness with Emma at home, I had felt she could be a capable mother. But now that perception was 

crumbling, and Vivia could tell. I was becoming yet another arbiter of whether or not she could be a parent. I 

looked away in embarrassment. 

After a lengthy struggle, Vivia finally figured out the straps and I drove us to the park. We walked over to the 

playground, and Vivia noticed a woman scraping dog poop off her son’s shoe. She gave me a knowing 

look. This is parenting, the look seemed to say, and it isn’t all glamorous. As we walked, Vivia juggled a 

Coke and a diaper bag, looking enviously at the strollers with built-in cup holders. “I think she knows where 

I’m taking her,” Vivia whispered to me. The sun was beating down again, and Vivia fretted about what to do 

about Emma’s exposed legs. Emma’s skin wouldn’t absorb sunscreen, but Vivia also worried Emma would be 

too hot in pants. She decided that keeping her in pants was the safer option. 

At the playground, Vivia balanced Emma on top of a rainbow dolphin and snapped a photo of her. “She’s 

like, What am I doing on a fish?” she said. 

A nearby mother looked over at Emma. “Oh, I thought that was a real baby!” she said. 

“I got her to practice. I want to be a mom in the future,” said Vivia. 

The woman launched into a story about being a single mom to two daughters. “I did everything with these 

girls. I was exhausted,” she said. “You need to be mentally and physically ready.” They chatted about Vivia’s 

financial situation for a bit, and then another onlooker entered the conversation.  
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“Are you married?” he asked Vivia politely. 

“I’m looking for the right person who wants to be the dad,” said Vivia. “I’m taking my time to see who I 

really love and trust.” 

Vivia held Emma’s arms like she was teaching her to walk, and another parent and baby began doing the 

same thing. The two babies toddled toward each other, and the human baby looked curiously at Emma. The 

dad laughed. 

For the rest of the afternoon, a stream of parents chatted with Vivia about her plans to be a parent, eager to 

give advice and share stories. They remembered their early parenting days with fondness, when caring for a 

living being had seemed impossible and mysterious. They related to her, and soon their parenting tips turned 

to musings on the passage of time. Parents seemed content, even grateful, to share their advice with someone. 

Vivia listened eagerly and attentively to tales of tantrums, sleepless nights, Tupperware lids gone missing.  

“Sometimes I think I still have a baby,” said a mom with grown children. “It just stays with you.” A mother of 

five pulled a pacifier out of her bra and popped it into her baby’s mouth. “I’ve got birthing down, but how do 

you tell an eight-year-old there’s more to life than Star Wars?” Vivia nodded.  

Eventually, we left the playground and visited a crowded café, where I asked Vivia if I could hold Emma. 

Vivia gave me a huge smile—people often ask to hold real babies but rarely ask to hold Emma. I took Emma 

into my hands and squeezed my fingertips around her torso. Emma was the weight of a real baby, and she fit 

comfortably around my hip. I bounced her up and down a few times while she gazed at me with an expectant 

smile. I looked into her big blue eyes and was surprised to feel a hint of connection. My breath slowed, and 

the edges of my anxiety softened. It was easy to trick my mind into thinking I was holding a real baby—an 

extremely calm and reliable one. I’d read articles about mothers producing milk for orphaned children two 

years after they had last nursed, and I wondered if my mothering instincts were kicking in. Then I looked up 

and saw a teenager staring at me, and I handed the doll back to Vivia. 

* 

At first, Ashley held Vivia to the standards of a real mother, but a few months in she felt like her motherhood 

was becoming too real. Ashley had to persuade Vivia that she didn’t need to pay for a babysitter, and that she 

couldn’t afford to throw Emma’s diapers into the trash and buy new ones. I noticed how often Vivia justified 

Emma’s realness out loud. Because one of Emma’s eyes doesn’t shut, Vivia said, “Funny how she takes a nap 

with one eye open.” Vivia had started shopping for Emma online, with little awareness of her spending. In her 

first month as a parent, she ran out of money, and her mom had to start monitoring her bank account.  

Vivia, however, was determined to be fully recognized as a mother. She decided to introduce Emma to her 

extended family at her godson’s baptism. When her cousin Dominick saw Emma’s foot moving, he felt a 

wave of panic and, for a moment, worried that he had been drugged. “There was definitely some eye-rolling,” 

said Vivia’s aunt Becky of Emma’s unveiling. A few weeks later, Vivia sent out invitations to her baby 

shower to everyone she knew. 
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The baby shower attracted attention, in both the negative and the positive sense. Only four people attended, 

but Vivia received gifts from around the country. For Vivia’s family, the baby shower raised questions: was 

Emma increasing Vivia’s participation in the real world or isolating her more from it? Out on the street, Vivia 

was having social interactions with more people, but because of the stigma of an adult carrying a doll, her 

family worried that these interactions were unlikely to lead to lasting relationships. In public, Vivia referred to 

herself as “Mommy,” prompting even more people to stare at her. “It’s becoming an obsession,” said Ashley. 

“Vivia talks to herself more now. People think it’s weird.” Almost all of Vivia’s conversations began to 

revolve around Emma, and she started skipping family events to tend to Emma’s needs. “I think she’s 

happiest when she’s with real people,” said Ashley. “It’s so much in her head, and not reality-based. I think it 

would be healthier for her to focus her energy elsewhere. Like on day care, or babysitting.” 

* 

On Saturday, the day of Vivia’s birthday party, streamers were Scotch-taped to the porch, and balloons were 

floating around the living room. “I woke up in the morning, and I was like, I feel a year older,” Vivia told me.  

By the time I arrived, Vivia’s birthday had already been going exceptionally well. Her sister had treated her to 

a ride in a bicycle rickshaw, and she’d gotten to hold a Chihuahua puppy on the ride. This party was just a 

bonus. 

On her hip she bounced Emma. “She slept all through the night,” she said to me. “What kind of baby does 

that?” 

On the table was a dolphin cake and a watermelon. An hour before the party was supposed to start, the first 

guest arrived, a sweaty eleven-year-old boy. He seemed like the type of kid who is always slightly sweaty, 

constantly pushing his hair up off of his forehead. “What’s your name again?” said Vivia. 

“Owen,” he said. “We met outside.” 

The guests filed in: aunts, bored-looking cousins, Leland (the boy she babysits) and his father, and her 

boyfriend, Cody.  

Cody exuded relentless positivity, and was excited to see Emma. He crouched down beside her and grabbed 

her hand. I asked him what he thought of Emma. He put his arm around Vivia. “I think it’s wonderful,” he 

said. “Ever since she got a baby, I’ve noticed she’s been happier, more memories. I hope I can have some 

memories with her.” We ate the dolphin cake and then Ashley ushered us toward the presents. My I ♥ NY 

onesie and T-shirt were well received. The last gift was cookies, which Vivia vowed to save for her favorite 

bus drivers. Then she jumped into the pool with her clothes on. 

By 5 p.m. most of the guests had left. Vivia began to clean up, already reminiscing about her party. “I can’t 

believe I jumped into the pool with my clothes on,” she said. Owen was lingering nearby, looking at Emma. 

He asked to see Emma’s outfits. We went to the bedroom and looked at twelve pajama jumpers, all from 

Target. “Those are cool!” he exclaimed. When Vivia finished showing off the full Emma wardrobe, she 

sighed. 
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“I wish people would call her my baby more,” she said.  

* 

My visit took place nine months after Vivia adopted Emma. By the time this story is published, she will be 

celebrating two years of motherhood. In those intervening months, I have pictured the article Vivia was 

expecting from me, the one that existed in her mind. I sensed that she wanted me to write a story in which she 

was the hero, to explain to everyone that she was fully capable of being a mother, and that the love she felt for 

Emma was proof. In her messages to me, she would ask, “How’s my story going?” I wondered if I was 

betraying her by scrutinizing her ability to parent, and by interviewing her family about their resistance. The 

story wouldn’t show her as a picture-perfect parent, but it would show her as the person I saw her to be: a 

woman working to assert her presence in a world that had, for a long time, refused to see her. 

A few months after I left Chico, Vivia decided to adopt an older sibling for Emma, a toddler named Nicklas. 

Vivia messaged me to make sure Nicklas would be included in the story. “He giggles and he loves his baby 

sister, Emma, and he is my sunshine,” she told me. I watched on Facebook as she introduced Nicklas to the 

world, updating friends and family on his life. She took both kids on a bus trip to her hometown of South 

Lake Tahoe, California, where they met the firefighters she has kept in touch with over the years. (Vivia has a 

thing for firefighters.) This holiday season, she took them both to see Santa and sent me a Christmas card with 

pictures of “The Wamplers”: Vivia, Emma, Nicklas, and their cat, Honeybear. 

As I held the card, I was struck by how normal her family of four looked. I recalled the last day of my visit, 

when Vivia had toured me around downtown Chico in the heat of the Sunday afternoon. At one point, I 

squinted up at a street sign and saw that it read Normal Avenue. I pointed out the sign to Vivia, who giggled 

at it, and I took a picture. Then we peered down the street, which was filled with restaurants where families 

were having Mother’s Day brunch. Vivia turned her stroller onto Normal Avenue, waited at the traffic light, 

and pushed Emma down the street. 

CONTRIBUTOR 

BG 

Bianca Giaever is a writer and radio producer. Her recent work includes an hour-long radio 

documentary about the poet Franz Wright, available on the Transom podcast. 

 

https://believermag.com/a-natural-mother/ 
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A protein family linked to health benefits of exercise 

Rosa García-Verdugo   

Imagine not having to do it anymore, but still get its benefits. Photo: Anupam Mahapatra / Unsplash 

We all know exercise is important to be healthy, every doctor in the world would tell you so. Now, new 

research in the journal Nature Communications 1, we also know who to thank for. Sestrins, a protein family 

has been linked to the health benefits of exercise. 

Sestrins improve physical performance 

It was previously known that sestrins build up in the muscle after exercising, but their exact role was not fully 

understood. The researchers first used fruit flies (Drosophila Melanogaster) and they mutated the gen 

responsible for sestina production to see what happened. 

Later, they took flies to the gym. They put them in a rotating tube which would change direction every 15 

seconds so they would need to fly up repeatedly. After 3 weeks, the control flies did develop muscle, in the 

https://mappingignorance.org/author/rosa-garcia-verdugo/
https://mappingignorance.org/2020/03/25/a-protein-family-linked-to-health-benefits-of-exercise/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-6625-1
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sense that they improved their performance and could keep at it for longer. However, the sestrins mutants did 

not. This result points to an involvement of sestrins in the improvement after training. 

When they did the opposite, and produced flies that over expressed sestrins to a point they could not increase 

their production even after exercise, they saw that these flies were better performers without training than 

controls. Not surprisingly, exercise did not improve their performance since they were already at their top 

sestrin levels. 

That’s all good and fine, but flies are flies. What about mammals? 

They did produce a mutant knock-out mouse for sestrins, which could not produce any and saw that after 

regular training in their little mouse wheels, these mice could not burn fat, increase their aerobic capacity, or 

improve their respiration like normal mice do. 

Could we one day get all the benefits of exercise from the couch? 

These results show that this protein family is definitely linked to health benefits of exercise. However, it is 

unlikely that professional athletes will get antidoping agencies to approve a drug based on these proteins but it 

might be a good alternative to avoid muscle loss in the bedridden and/or old. 

Another problem to its use as a pharmacological target is the size of these proteins, and delivery to the 

muscle. These problems could be solved by targeting smaller molecules with act on sestrins and viral delivery 

but that still is a dream of a (not so near) future. 

References 

1. M. Kim et al (2020) Sestrins are evolutionarily conserved mediators of exercise benefits Nature 

Communications doi: 10.1038/s41467-019-13442-5 ↩ 
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Neurobiology in Munich. Her research deals with neuronal plasticity in mouse visual cortex and big 2-photon 

microscopes. 
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About Barbers 

by Mark Twain 

 

About Barbers is featured in our study guide as a fine example in the genre of Realism 

 

Wellcome 

Images, A barber cuts a man's face while shaving, Coloured aquatint 

All things change except barbers, the ways of barbers, and the surroundings of barbers. These never change. 

What one experiences in a barber's shop the first time he enters one is what he always experiences in barbers' 

shops afterward till the end of his days. I got shaved this morning as usual. A man approached the door from 

Jones Street as I approached it from Main -- a thing that always happens. I hurried up, but it was of no use; he 

entered the door one little step ahead of me, and I followed in on his heels and saw him take the only vacant 

chair, the one presided over by the best barber. It always happens so. I sat down, hoping that I might fall heir 

to the chair belonging to the better of the remaining two barbers, for he had already begun combing his man's 

hair, while his comrade was not yet quite done rubbing up and oiling his customer's locks. I watched the 

probabilities with strong interest. When I saw that No. 2 was gaining on No. 1 my interest grew to solicitude. 

When No. 1 stopped a moment to make change on a bath ticket for a new-comer, and lost ground in the race, 

https://americanliterature.com/author/mark-twain
https://americanliterature.com/realism-study-guide
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my solicitude rose to anxiety. When No. 1 caught up again, and both he and his comrade were pulling the 

towels away and brushing the powder from their customers' cheeks, and it was about an even thing which one 

would say "Next!" first, my very breath stood still with the suspense. But when at the culminating moment 

No. 1 stopped to pass a comb a couple of times through his customer's eyebrows, I saw that he had lost the 

race by a single instant, and I rose indignant and quitted the shop, to keep from falling into the hands of No. 2; 

for I have none of that enviable firmness that enables a man to look calmly into the eyes of a waiting barber 

and tell him he will wait for his fellow-barber's chair. 

I stayed out fifteen minutes, and then went back, hoping for better luck. Of course all the chairs were 

occupied now, and four men sat waiting, silent, unsociable, distraught, and looking bored, as men always do 

who are waiting their turn in a barber's shop. I sat down in one of the iron-armed compartments of an old sofa, 

and put in the time far a while reading the framed advertisements of all sorts of quack nostrums for dyeing 

and coloring the hair. Then I read the greasy names on the private bayrum bottles; read the names and noted 

the numbers on the private shaving-cups in the pigeonholes; studied the stained and damaged cheap prints on 

the walls, of battles, early Presidents, and voluptuous recumbent sultanas, and the tiresome and everlasting 

young girl putting her grandfather's spectacles on; execrated in my heart the cheerful canary and the 

distracting parrot that few barbers' shops are without. Finally, I searched out the least dilapidated of last year's 

illustrated papers that littered the foul center-table, and conned their unjustifiable misrepresentations of old 

forgotten events. 

At last my turn came. A voice said "Next!" and I surrendered to -- No. 2, of course. It always happens so. I 

said meekly that I was in a hurry, and it affected him as strongly as if he had never heard it. He shoved up my 

head, and put a napkin under it. He plowed his fingers into my collar and fixed a towel there. He explored my 

hair with his claws and suggested that it needed trimming. I said I did not want it trimmed. He explored again 

and said it was pretty long for the present style -- better have a little taken off; it needed it behind especially. I 

said I had had it cut only a week before. He yearned over it reflectively a moment, and then asked with a 

disparaging manner, who cut it? I came back at him promptly with a "You did!" I had him there. Then he fell 

to stirring up his lather and regarding himself in the glass, stopping now and then to get close and examine his 

chin critically or inspect a pimple. Then he lathered one side of my face thoroughly, and was about to lather 

the other, when a dog-fight attracted his attention, and he ran to the window and stayed and saw it out, losing 

two shillings on the result in bets with the other barbers, a thing which gave me great satisfaction. He finished 

lathering, and then began to rub in the suds with his hand. 

He now began to sharpen his razor on an old suspender, and was delayed a good deal on account of a 

controversy about a cheap masquerade ball he had figured at the night before, in red cambric and bogus 

ermine, as some kind of a king. He was so gratified with being chaffed about some damsel whom he had 

smitten with his charms that he used every means to continue the controversy by pretending to be annoyed at 

the chaffings of his fellows. This matter begot more surveyings of himself in the glass, and he put down his 

razor and brushed his hair with elaborate care, plastering an inverted arch of it down on his forehead, 

accomplishing an accurate "Part" behind, and brushing the two wings forward over his ears with nice 

exactness. In the mean time the lather was drying on my face, and apparently eating into my vitals. 

Now he began to shave, digging his fingers into my countenance to stretch the skin and bundling and 

tumbling my head this way and that as convenience in shaving demanded. As long as he was on the tough 

sides of my face I did not suffer; but when he began to rake, and rip, and tug at my chin, the tears came. He 

now made a handle of my nose, to assist him shaving the corners of my upper lip, and it was by this bit of 
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circumstantial evidence that I discovered that a part of his duties in the shop was to clean the kerosene-lamps. 

I had often wondered in an indolent way whether the barbers did that, or whether it was the boss. 

About this time I was amusing myself trying to guess where he would be most likely to cut me this time, but 

he got ahead of me, and sliced me on the end of the chin before I had got my mind made up. He immediately 

sharpened his razor -- he might have done it before. I do not like a close shave, and would not let him go over 

me a second time. I tried to get him to put up his razor, dreading that he would make for the side of my chin, 

my pet tender spot, a place which a razor cannot touch twice without making trouble; but he said he only 

wanted to just smooth off one little roughness, and in the same moment he slipped his razor along the 

forbidden ground, and the dreaded pimple-signs of a close shave rose up smarting and answered to the call. 

Now he soaked his towel in bay rum, and slapped it all over my face nastily; slapped it over as if a human 

being ever yet washed his face in that way. Then he dried it by slapping with the dry part of the towel, as if a 

human being ever dried his face in such a fashion; but a barber seldom rubs you like a Christian. Next he 

poked bay ruin into the cut place with his towel, then choked the wound with powdered starch, then soaked it 

with bay rum again, and would have gone on soaking and powdering it forevermore, no doubt, if I had not 

rebelled and begged off. He powdered my whole face now, straightened me up, and began to plow my hair 

thoughtfully with his hands. Then he suggested a shampoo, and said my hair needed it badly, very badly. I 

observed that I shampooed it myself very thoroughly in the bath yesterday. I "had him" again. He next 

recommended some of "Smith's Hair Glorifier," and offered to sell me a bottle. I declined. He praised the new 

perfume, "Jones's Delight of the Toilet," and proposed to sell me some of that. I declined again. He tendered 

me a tooth-wash atrocity of his own invention, and when I declined offered to trade knives with me. 

He returned to business after the miscarriage of this last enterprise, sprinkled me all over, legs and all, greased 

my hair in defiance of my protest against it, rubbed and scrubbed a good deal of it out by the roots, and 

combed and brushed the rest, parting it behind, and plastering the eternal inverted arch of hair down on my 

forehead, and then, while combing my scant eyebrows and defiling them with pomade, strung out an account 

of the achievements of a six-ounce black-and-tan terrier of his till I heard the whistles blow for noon, and 

knew I was five minutes too late for the train. Then he snatched away the towel, brushed it lightly about my 

face, passed his comb through my eyebrows once more, and gaily sang out "Next!" 

This barber fell down and died of apoplexy two hours later. I am waiting over a day for my revenge -- I am 

going to attend his funeral. 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/mark-twain/short-story/about-barbers 
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The Otherworldly Beauty of Jellyfish: How Ernst Haeckel Turned Personal Tragedy into Transcendent 

Art in the World’s First Encyclopedia of Medusae 

A story of transmuting the grief of one life into a celebration of the grandeur of Life. 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“I hope you are able to work hard on science & thus banish, as far as may be possible, painful 

remembrances,” Charles Darwin wrote in the spring of 1864 to a young and obscure German correspondent 

who had just sent him two folios of his stunningly illustrated studies of tiny single-celled marine organisms — 

a masterwork that enchanted Darwin as one of the most majestic things he had ever seen. 

But Ernst Haeckel (February 16, 1834–August 9, 1919), who would go on to coin the term ecology and 

become a preeminent champion of evolution, could not banish the unbanishable: Months earlier, on his 

thirtieth birthday, Anna, the love of his life, had been snatched from him by a sudden death medicine failed to 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/17/ernst-haeckel-radiolaria-film/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0226712168/braipick-20
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explain; the couple were about to be married that summer after a long engagement, having finally scraped 

together enough to start a family when Ernst received his first academic appointment. 

 

Anna Sethe and Ernst Haeckel shortly before her death. 

In the wake of his fathomless bereavement, the young marine biologist applied the Joan Didion method 

of dealing with grief by motion and headed for France. Pacing the beaches of Nice, his mind on an 

irretrievable elsewhere and his heart a menacing vacuity, he stopped mid-stride — something had clutched his 

attention with the claim only wonder can lay on the worst-stung soul: afloat near the surface of the tide pool 

was a jellyfish — a medusa species he had never seen before. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/12/05/joan-didion-on-grief/
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Thamnostylus Dinema (available as a print) 

Haeckel had fallen under the spell of medusae ten years earlier, at twenty, while accompanying a mentor on a 

fishing and research expedition. He had exulted in a letter to his parents: 

https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714892_print?sku=s6-13584799p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714892_print?sku=s6-13584799p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker?curator=brainpicker
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You cannot believe what new things I see and learn here every day; it exceeds by far my most exaggerated 

expectations and hopes. Everything that I studied for years in books, I see here suddenly with my own eyes, 

as if I were cast under a spell, and each hour, which brings me surprises and instruction, prepares wonderful 

memories for the future. 

 

Aequorea, Orchistoma, Zycocanna, Olindias (available as a print) 

https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714876_print?sku=s6-13584830p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714876_print?sku=s6-13584830p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Pectyllis Arctica (available as a print) 

https://society6.com/product/12709085_print?sku=s6-13584797p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/12709085_print?sku=s6-13584797p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Polybostricha (available as a print) 

The jellyfish the boat pulled up staggered Haeckel’s imagination with both their otherworldly beauty and the 

unsolved scientific mysteries they held: He knew that polyps were thought to develop from jellyfish eggs and 

https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714864_print?sku=s6-13584841p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714864_print?sku=s6-13584841p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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wondered whether this might suggest that these complex translucent marvels themselves evolved from such 

simple organisms. But when he posed “this rather forward question” to his mentor, he was surprised to 

receive only excited bafflement — the elder scientist admitted that the origin of the species was completely 

unknown. 

 

Dipurena, Euphysa, Steenstupia (available as a print) 

https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714869_print?sku=s6-13584835p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714869_print?sku=s6-13584835p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Cannorhiza, Versura (available as a print) 

Now, a decade and a devastation later, Haeckel surrendered to this early enchantment to steady himself on the 

parallel bannisters of wonder and discovery, of aesthetic splendor and scientific challenge. In The Tragic 

https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714852_print?sku=s6-13584844p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0226712168/braipick-20
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714852_print?sku=s6-13584844p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Sense of Life: Ernst Haeckel and the Struggle over Evolutionary Thought (public library), Robert J. 

Richards argues that “Haeckel’s science and his legacy for modern evolutionary theory display the features 

they do because of his tragic sense of life,” and considers how this young man’s deeply human coping 

mechanism for his personal devastation shaped his scientific outlook and his artistic imagination: 

Ernst Haeckel experienced the passion for transcendence through a love that lifted him to ecstasy and then 

crushed him in despair. This experience invaded his insistently rational attitudes, even transforming his 

science into a means for escaping the grasping hand of mortality. 

[…] 

With the extinction of love came emptiness, a void that quickly filled with the miasma of great stridency, 

bitterness, and ineluctable sadness, which not even friends… could clear away. Through this acid mist, 

Haeckel resolved to devote himself single-mindedly to a cause that might transcend individual fragility. He 

would incessantly push the Darwinian ideal and oppose it to those who refused to look at life, to look at death, 

face on. 

Haeckel spent the next fifteen years studying and illustrating these strange and beautiful creatures — creatures 

evocative of trees and mushrooms, of ovaries and spaceships — naming the most beautiful of the species he 

encountered for his lost beloved: Mitrocoma Annae — “Anna’s headband.” 

A generation before his marine biology colleague and compatriot Carl Chun hired an artist to illustrate the 

world’s first encyclopedia of deep-sea cephalopods, Haeckel himself illustrated the world’s first encyclopedia 

of deep-sea jellyfish — a multi-part catalogue of more than six hundred medusa species. Tucked into his 

otherwise coolly scientific prose is a deeply personal ember of his grief: 

Mitrocoma Annae belongs to the most charming and delicate of all the medusae. It was first observed by me 

in April 1864, in the Bay of Villafranca near Nice… The movement of this wonderful Eucopide offered a 

magical view, and I enjoyed several happy hours watching the play of her tentacles, which hang like blond 

hair-ornaments from the rim of the delicate umbrella-cap and which with the softest movement would roll up 

into thick short spirals… I name this species, the princess of the Eucopiden, as a memorial to my 

unforgettable true wife, Anna Sethe. If I have succeeded, during my earthly pilgrimage in accomplishing 

something for natural science and humanity, I owe the greatest part to the ennobling influence of this gifted 

wife, who was torn from me through sudden death… 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0226712168/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/the-tragic-sense-of-life-ernst-haeckel-and-the-struggle-over-evolutionary-thought/oclc/682198367&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/03/cephalopod-atlas-carl-chun/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/03/cephalopod-atlas-carl-chun/
https://archive.org/details/monographiederme1118haec/page/n7/mode/2up
https://archive.org/details/monographiederme1118haec/page/n7/mode/2up
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Ulmaris, Undosa, Aurosa (available as a print) 

https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714850_print?sku=s6-13584849p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714850_print?sku=s6-13584849p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Mitrocoma (available as a print) 

https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714918_print?sku=s6-13596955p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714918_print?sku=s6-13596955p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Floscula, Floresca (available as a print) 

https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714862_print?sku=s6-13584842p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714862_print?sku=s6-13584842p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Cunarcha Aeginoides (available as a print) 

https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714884_print?sku=s6-13584813p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714884_print?sku=s6-13584813p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Ephyra, Palephyra, Zonephyra, Nausicaa (available as a print) 

https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714865_print?sku=s6-13584839p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714865_print?sku=s6-13584839p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Pectis Antarctica (available as a print) 

https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714887_print?sku=s6-13584810p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714887_print?sku=s6-13584810p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Polycolpa Forskalii (available as a print) 

https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714886_print?sku=s6-13584811p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714886_print?sku=s6-13584811p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Tesserantha Connectens (available as a print) 

https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714883_print?sku=s6-13584815p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714883_print?sku=s6-13584815p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Periphylla Mirabilis (available as a print) 

https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714880_print?sku=s6-13584816p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714880_print?sku=s6-13584816p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Anyone who has suffered savaging personal loss knows intimately that moment — a moment that can last 

months, years, a lifetime — when it seems like the only way to lose one’s suffering is to lose oneself. Perhaps 

what drew Haeckel to these particular creatures was their particular evolutionary biology, which dissolves the 

very notion of a self. In their complex life-cycles, the concept of individuality ceases to make sense — the 

psychological reality of our human existence, in which we spend our lives trying to discern where we end and 

the rest of the world begins, is a physiological reality for jellyfish. (The great scientist and poet Lewis Thomas 

would explore this a century after Haeckel in The Medusa and the Snail — one of the profoundest, most 

beautiful things ever written about the paradoxes of the self.) Some jellyfish species pulse into existence via a 

process of alternating generation — the adult animals swim untethered and reproduce sexually, but the larvae 

that emerge from their fertilized eggs become hydra-like creatures that root to the seafloor, asexually 

sprouting buds that then restart the cycle by developing into the drifting, mate-seeking grown jellyfish. Some 

exist as specialized parts of a vast colonial animal, in which individuals become organs — reproductive, 

digestive, motive — of this collective being. 

For Haeckel, much of the medusae’s enchantment and consolation radiated from this very unselfing. Likening 

them to bouquets of flowers endowed with “an intricate structure indicating a most interesting and rather 

advanced division of labor,” he wrote: 

Think of a delicate slim bouquet of flowers, the leaves and colored buds of which are as transparent as glass, a 

bouquet that winds through the water in a graceful and lively fashion — then you’ll have an idea of these 

wonderful, beautiful, and delicate colonial animals. 

In this flowering collectivism Haeckel found not only solace for the aches of the self but affirmation of the 

central ideas that animated him into becoming one of the most ardent and effective advocates for Darwin’s 

evolutionary theory against the era’s ferocious tide of dogmatic opposition. Darwin, who had waded through 

his own fathomless loss when his daughter Annie died despite his every effort to save her, placed at the center 

of his scientific work the notion of natural selection — the survival and improvement of the species through 

the demise of the individual. Such an understanding, scientific or personal, renders death not a slight by fate 

but an ally of nature, part of the impartial laws holding the universe together — mortality unmoored from 

morality and metaphysics. “There is grandeur in this view of life,” Darwin whispered to himself in the closing 

pages of a book bellowing a new scientific truth that forever changed humanity’s understanding of nature. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/01/figuring/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/01/figuring/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/10/25/lewis-thomas-the-medusa-and-the-snail-self/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/03/13/letters-of-consolation/
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Pteronema, Gemmaria, Ctenaria, Dendronema (available as a print) 

https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714868_print?sku=s6-13584836p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714868_print?sku=s6-13584836p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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A century later, picking up where Haeckel left off and wresting ecology from the insular vernacular of science 

to embed it into the popular lexicon, Rachel Carson — another visionary marine biologist who lived between 

the tragic and the transcendent — reaffirmed that grandeur in a pioneering masterwork of scientific poetics, 

writing that “the lifespan of a particular plant or animal appears, not as drama complete in itself, but only as a 

brief interlude in a panorama of endless change.” 

 

Pectanthis Asteroides (available as a print) 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/26/ernst-haeckel-

medusae/?mc_cid=03c8b60353&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/01/27/rachel-carson-silent-spring-dorothy-freeman/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/02/28/undersea-rachel-carson/
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714891_print?sku=s6-13584803p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/26/ernst-haeckel-medusae/?mc_cid=03c8b60353&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/26/ernst-haeckel-medusae/?mc_cid=03c8b60353&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://society6.com/product/jellyfish-by-ernst-haeckel-from-his-monograph-of-deep-sea-medusae-18792714891_print?sku=s6-13584803p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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The Second Amendment 
by Cornelius Eady 

 

Issue no. 229 (Summer 2019) 

Driving out to Long Island over the Williamsburg Bridge 

I spot the young white men on the rooftop. 

There’s a bottleneck as the ribbons of feeder lanes 

Merge, and the boys on the roof laugh, one of them 

Cradles a mock rifle, another cocks his thumb and forefinger 

Into a pistol—the way of cowboys and Indians, the way of kids, 

Wishes whistling, aimed and fired—the driver with the hijab, 

The driver with the dreads, the driver with the darkest skin? 

Burst water balloon, hacked limb, fucked-up puppet, cut free. 

The boys are not quite ready. This is not the day after the dress 

Rehearsal, the day someone regrets putting on a bright hat, 

Or zigs instead of zags, or wisely detours the parade 

Or street fair, then wishes they could drive the afternoon back 

To its tame beginning and choose again. This is the day we will 

Ride, spotless, through their blank mercy. 

If you enjoyed this poem, why not read … 

 “American Refugee” by Venita Blackburn and “A Little Patch of Something” by Imani Perry on 

the Daily, both addressing the recent conversations concerning policy brutality and racism in the 

United States? 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=45f49cc112&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=45f49cc112&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=bcc95c2a4d&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=f7f06837d4&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=9a0f41a3c8&e=d538c8f2e0
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Controlled molecular rotors mounted on a molecular platform on a gold substrate 

CONDENSED MATTER • DIPC • NANOTECHNOLOGY 

ByDIPC   

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2016 was awarded to Jean-Pierre Sauvage, Fraser Stoddart and Ben Feringa 

“for the design and synthesis of molecular machines”. Molecular machines are made by one or a few 

molecules linked together, comprising several hundred atoms. If a molecule can use an energy input to 

perform a mechanical movement (output) it is termed molecular machine. But this is extremely challenging 

because molecules tend to move, spin, and rotate randomly, taking energy from the environment. So they 

have to be designed -and then synthesized- to move in a controlled way. That is precisely what the winners of 

the Nobel Prize in Chemistry pioneered and excelled at. 

As in the macroscopic world, where we have wheels, cogs, and other rotating things as fundamental pieces of 

our machines, molecular rotors have attracted considerable interest for their prospects in nanotechnology. But 

one thing is having a molecule with the possibility of rotating and another one to fix it on a solid substrate 

maintaining intact that capacity. 

Rotor molecules deposited on surfaces may be investigated at a submolecular scale using scanning tunnelling 

microscopy (STM). The compounds that can be studied this way are either adsorbates which are molecular 

rotors themselves and the substrate is used as a stator, or the stator and the rotor are subunits of the same 

molecule. Besides rotors there are also rotary switches that alternate between two rotation angles and 

consequently do not enable studies on the directionality of the motion, which is essential for using a rotor in a 

motor. 

As we mentioned, the adsorption of molecules on surfaces often modifies their gas-phase properties. While 

these modifications may be beneficial, for example, by inducing an asymmetry, which is essential for the 

directionality of the rotation, they make the predictions of the on-surface properties of a molecule much more 

difficult to do. 

https://mappingignorance.org/category/science/condensed-matter/
https://mappingignorance.org/category/dipc/
https://mappingignorance.org/category/technology/nanotechnology/
https://mappingignorance.org/2020/06/04/controlled-molecular-rotors-mounted-on-a-molecular-platform-on-a-gold-substrate/#author
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(a–b) Gas-phase molecular structure of ethoxy-trioxatriangulenium (ethoxy-TOTA) and ethyl-TOTA. Gray, 

red and white spheres indicate carbon, oxygen and hydrogen atoms. (c–e) STM topographs showing current-

induced switching. (f–h) Analogous data from a cluster consisting of six ethyl-TOTA molecules. 

Now, a team of researchers investigates 1 the switching of two closely-related three-state rotors (ethoxy- and 

ethyl- molecular stepper motors) designed to work mounted on a gold Au(111) substrate using tunnelling 

electrons provided by low-temperature STM. Density functional theory calculations complete the model 

study. 

In contrast to previous studies, the researchers use a rigid and planar molecular platform, trioxatriangulenium 

(TOTA), as anchor rather than using single atoms like sulphur or flexible molecular subunits. In this case, the 

platform serves as stator, separates the rotor from the substrate and provides an electronic decoupling because 

it binds to gold surfaces via van der Waals Forces instead of chemical bonds of most platforms. 

The scientist find that this approach preserves important gas-phase properties of the molecules, such as the 

rotational energy barriers and the vibrational modes involved in rotation. This simplifies a detailed analysis, 

and permits, for instance, the identification of those vibrational modes involved in the rotation process. 

The team shows that inelastic electron tunnelling excites the relevant vibrations, which in turn switch the 

orientation of the rotors. Although the molecules are achiral, directionality of the rotational steps is induced 

and controlled through the interaction with the STM tip or neighbouring adsorbates. The electronic 

decoupling provided by the platform is found to effectively increase the switching yield of the rotor, and may 

lead to longer lifetime of electronic excited states of the rotor, which would be useful to control the rotation 

by light. 

Author: César Tomé López is a science writer and the editor of Mapping Ignorance 

Disclaimer: Parts of this article may be copied verbatim or almost verbatim from the referenced research 

paper. 

https://mappingignorance.org/2020/06/04/controlled-molecular-rotors-mounted-on-a-molecular-platform-on-a-gold-substrate/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-6879-1
http://about.me/cesar_tome
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Reminiscences of Anton Chekhov 

by Ivan Bunin 

 

Reminiscences of Anton Chekhov was unfinished and published posthumously after the author's death 

following a heart attack in an attic flat in France. Chekhov's advice included: "One ought only to write when 

one feels completely calm." 

 

I MADE Chekhov's acquaintance in Moscow, towards the end of '95. We met then at intervals and I should 

not think it worth mentioning, if I did not remember some very characteristic phrases. 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/ivan-bunin
https://americanliterature.com/author/anton-chekhov
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"Do you write much?" he asked me once. 

I answered that I wrote little. 

"Bad," he said, almost sternly, in his low, deep voice. "One must work . . . without sparing oneself ... all one's 

life." 

And, after a pause, without any visible connection, he added: 

"When one has written a story I believe that one ought to strike out both the beginning and the end. That is 

where we novelists are most inclined to lie. And one must write shortly—as shortly as possible." 

Then we spoke of poetry, and he suddenly became excited. "Tell me, do you care for Alexey Tolstoy's 

poems? To me he is an actor. When he was a boy he put on evening dress and he has never taken it off."' 

After these stray meetings in which we touched upon some of Chekhov's favorite topics—as that one must 

work "without sparing oneself" and must write simply and without the shadow of falsehood—we did not meet 

till the spring of '99. I came to Yalta for a few days, and one evening I met Chekhov on the quay. 

"Why don't you come to see me?" were his first words. "Be sure to come tomorrow." 

"At what time?" I asked. 

"In the morning about eight." 

And seeing perhaps that I looked surprised he added: 

"We get up early. Don't you?" 

"Yes I do too," I said. 

"Well then, come when you get up. We will give you coffee. You take coffee?" 

"Sometimes." 

"You ought to always. It's a wonderful drink. When I am working, I drink nothing but coffee and chicken 

broth until the evening. Coffee in the morning and chicken broth at midday. If I don't, my work suffers." 

I thanked him for asking me, and we crossed the quay in silence and sat down on a bench. 

"Do you love the sea?" I asked. 
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"Yes," he replied. "But it is too lonely." 

"That's what I like about it," I replied. 

"I wonder," he mused, looking through his spectacles away into the distance and thinking his own thoughts. 

"It must be nice to be a soldier, or a young undergraduate ... to sit in a crowd and listen to the band. . . ." 

And then, as was usual with him, after a pause and without apparent connection, he added : 

"It is very difficult to describe the sea. Do you know the description that a schoolboy gave in an exercise?: 

'The sea is vast.' Only that. Wonderful, I think." 

Some people might think him affected in saying this. But Chekhov affected! 

"I grant," said one who knew Chekhov well, "that I have met men as sincere as Chekhov. But any one so 

simple, and so free from pose and affectation I have never known!" 

And that is true. He loved all that was sincere, vital, and gay, so long as it was neither coarse nor dull, and 

could not endure pedants, or book-worms who have got so much into the habit of making phrases that they 

can talk in no other way. In his writings he scarcely ever spoke of himself or of his views, and this led people 

to think him a man without principles or sense of duty to his kind. In life, too, he was no egotist, and seldom 

spoke of his likings and dislikings. But both were very strong and lasting, and simplicity was one of the things 

he liked best. "The sea is vast." . . . To him, with his passion for simplicity and his loathing of the strained and 

affected, that was "wonderful." His words about the officer and the music showed another characteristic of 

his: his reserve. The transition from the sea to the officer was no doubt inspired by his secret craving for youth 

and health. The sea is lonely. . . . And Chekhov loved life and joy. During his last years his desire for 

happiness, even of the simplest kind, would constantly show itself in his conversation. It would be hinted at, 

not expressed. 

In Moscow, in the year 1895, I saw a middle-aged man (Chekhov was then 35) wearing pince-nez, quietly 

dressed, rather tall, and light and graceful in his movements. He welcomed me, but so quietly that I, then a 

boy, took his quietness for coldness. ... In Yalta, in the year 1899, I found him already much changed; he had 

grown thin; his face was sadder; his distinction was as great as ever but it was the distinction of an elderly 

man, who has gone through much, and been ennobled by his suffering. His voice was gentler. ... In other 

respects he was much as he had been in Moscow; cordial, speaking with animation, but even more simply and 

shortly, and, while he talked, he went on with his own thoughts. He let me grasp the connections between his 

thoughts as well as I could, while he looked through his glasses at the sea, his face slightly raised. Next 

morning after meeting him on the quay I went to his house. I well remember the bright sunny morning that I 

spent with Chekhov in his garden. He was very lively, and laughed and read me the only poem, so he said, 

that he had ever written, "Horses, Hares and Chinamen, a fable for children." (Chekhov wrote it for the 

children of a friend. See Letters.) 

Once walked over a bridge 

Fat Chinamen, 
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In front of them, with their tails up, 

Hares ran quickly. 

Suddenly the Chinamen shouted : 

"Stop! Whoa! Ho! Ho!" 

The hares raised their tails still higher 

And hid in the bushes. 

The moral of this fable is clear: 

He who wants to eat hares 

Every day getting out of bed 

Must obey his father. 

After that visit I went to him more and more frequently. Chekhov's attitude towards me therefore changed. He 

became more friendly and cordial. . . . But he was still reserved, yet, as he was reserved not only with me but 

with those who were most intimate with him, it rose, I believed, not from coldness, but from something much 

more important. 

Chekhov's house in Yalta. The charming white stone house, bright in the sun; the little orchard, planted and 

tended by Chekhov himself who loved all flowers, trees, and animals; his study, with its few pictures, and the 

large window which looked out onto the valley of the river Utchan-Spo, and the blue triangle of the sea; the 

hours, days, and even months which I spent there, and my friendship with the man who fascinated me not 

only by his genius but also by his stern voice and his child-like smile all this will always remain one of the 

happiest memories of my life. He was friendly to me and at times almost tender. But the reserve which I have 

spoken of never disappeared even when we were most intimate. He was reserved about everything. 

He was very humorous and loved laughter, but he only laughed his charming infectious laugh when 

somebody else had made a joke: he himself would say the most amusing things without the slightest smile. He 

delighted in jokes, in absurd nicknames, and in mystifying people. . . . Even towards the end when he felt a 

little better his humor was irrepressible. And with what subtle humor he would make one laugh! He would 

drop a couple of words and wink his eye above his glasses. . . . 

His letters too, though their form is perfect, are full of delightful humor. 

But Chekhov's reserve was shown in a great many other ways which proved the strength of his character. No 

one ever heard him complain, though no one had more reason to complain. He was one of a large family, 

which lived in a state of actual want. He had to work for money under conditions which would have 
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extinguished the most fiery inspiration. He lived in a tiny flat, writing at the edge of a table, in the midst of 

talk and noise with the whole family and often several visitors sitting round him. For many years he was very 

poor. . . . Yet he scarcely ever grumbled at his lot. It was not that he asked little of life : on the contrary, he 

hated what was mean and meager though he was nobly Spartan in the way he lived. For fifteen years he 

suffered from an exhausting illness which finally killed him, but his readers never knew it. The same could 

not be said of most writers. Indeed, the manliness with which he bore his sufferings and met his death was 

admirable. Even at his worst he almost succeeded in hiding his pain. 

"You are not feeling well, Antosha?" his mother or sister would say, seeing him sitting all day with his eyes 

shut. 

"I?" he would answer, quietly, opening the eyes which looked so clear and mild without his glasses. "Oh, it's 

nothing. I have a little headache." 

He loved literature passionately, and to talk of writers and to praise Maupassant, Flaubert, or Tolstoy was a 

great joy to him. He spoke with particular enthusiasm of those just mentioned and also of Lermontov's 

"Taman." 

"I cannot understand," he would say, "how a mere boy could have written Taman! Ah, if one had written that 

and a good comedy—then one would be content to die!" 

But his talk about literature was very different from the usual shop talked by writers, with its narrowness, and 

smallness, and petty personal spite. He would only discuss books with people who loved literature above all 

other arts and were disinterested and pure in their love of it. 

"You should not read your writing to other people before it is published," he often said. "And it is most 

important never to take any one's advice. If you have made a mess of it, let the blood be on your own head. 

Maupassant by his greatness has so raised the standard of writing that it is very hard to write; but we have to 

write, especially we Russians, and in writing one must be courageous. There are big dogs and little dogs, but 

the little dogs should not be disheartened by the existence of the big dogs. All must bark—and bark with the 

voice God gave them." 

All that went on in the world of letters interested him keenly, and he was indignant with the stupidity, 

falsehood, affectation and charlatanry which batten upon literature. But though he was angry he was never 

irritable and there was nothing personal in his anger. It is usual to say of dead writers that they rejoiced in the 

success of others, and were not jealous of them. If, therefore, I suspected Chekhov of the least jealousy I 

should be content to say nothing about it. But the fact is that he rejoiced in the existence of talent, 

spontaneously. The word "talentless" was, I think, the most damaging expression he could use. 

His own failures and successes He took as he alone knew how to take them. 

He was writing for twenty-five years and during that time his writing was constantly attacked. Being one of 

the greatest and most subtle of Russian writers, he never used his art to preach. That being so, Russian critics 

could neither understand him nor approve of him. Did they not insist that Levitan should "light up" his 

landscapes—that is paint in a cow, a goose, or the figure of a woman? Such criticism hurt Chekhov a good 
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deal, and embittered him even more than he was already embittered by Russian life itself. His bitterness 

would show itself momentarily—only momentarily. 

"We shall soon be celebrating your jubilee, Anton Pavlovitch!" 

"I know your jubilees. For twenty-five years they do nothing but abuse and ridicule a man, and then you give 

him a pen made of aluminum and slobber over him for a whole day, and cry, and kiss him, and gush!" 

To talk of his fame and his popularity he would answer in the same way—with two or three words or a jest. 

"Have you read it, Anton Pavlovitch?" one would ask, having read an article about him. 

He would look slyly over his spectacles, ludicrously lengthen his face, and say in his deep voice: 

"Oh, a thousand thanks! There is a whole column, and at the bottom of it, 'There is also a writer called 

Chekhov: a discontented man, a grumbler.'" 

Sometimes he would add seriously: 

"When you find yourself criticized, remember us sinners. The critics boxed our ears for trifles just as if we 

were schoolboys. One of them foretold that I should die in a ditch. He supposed that I had been expelled from 

school for drunkenness." 

I never saw Chekhov lose his temper. Very seldom was he irritated, and if it did happen he controlled himself 

astonishingly. I remember, for instance, that he was once annoyed by reading in a book that he was 

"indifferent" to questions of morality and society, and that he was a pessimist. Yet his annoyance showed 

itself only in two words: 

"Utter idiot!" 

Nor did I find him cold. He said that he was cold when he wrote, and that he only wrote when the thoughts 

and images that he was about to express were perfectly clear to him, and then he wrote on, steadily, without 

interruptions, until he had brought it to an end. 

"One ought only to write when one feels completely calm," he said once. 

But this calm was of a very peculiar nature. No other Russian writer had his sensibility and his complexity. 

Indeed, it would take a very versatile mind to throw any light upon this profound and complex spirit—this 

"incomparable artist" as Tolstoy called him. I can only bear witness that he was a man of rare spiritual 

nobleness, distinguished and cultivated in the best sense, who combined tenderness and delicacy with 

complete sincerity, kindness and sensitiveness with complete candour. 
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To be truthful and natural and yet retain great charm implies a nature of rare beauty, integrity, and power. I 

speak so frequently of Chekhov's composure because his composure seems to me a proof of the strength of 

his character. It was always his, I think, even when he was young and in the highest spirits, and it was that, 

perhaps, that made him so independent, and able to begin his work unpretentiously and courageously, without 

paltering with his conscience. 

Do you remember the words of the old professor in 'The Tedious Story?" 

"I won't say that French books are good and gifted and noble; but they are not so dull as Russian books, and 

the chief element of creative power is often to be found in them—the sense of personal freedom." 

Chekhov had in the highest degree that "sense of personal freedom" and he could not bear that others should 

be without it. He would become bitter and uncompromising if he thought that others were taking liberties with 

it. 

That "freedom," it is well known, cost him a great deal ; but he was not one of those people who have two 

different ideals—one for themselves, the other for the public. His success was for a very long time much less 

than he deserved. But he never during the whole of his life made the least effort to increase his popularity. He 

was extremely severe upon all the wire-pulling which is now resorted to in order to achieve success. 

"Do you still call them writers'? They are cab-men!" he said bitterly. 

His dislike to being made a show of at times seemed excessive. 

"The Scorpion (a publishing firm) advertise their books badly," he wrote to me after the publication of 

"Northern Flowers." "They put my name first, and when I read the advertisement in the daily Russkya 

Vedomosti I swore I would never again have any truck with scorpions, crocodiles, or snakes." 

This was the winter of 1900 when Chekhov who had become interested in certain features of the new 

publishing firm "Scorpion" gave them at my request one of his youthful stories, "On the Sea." They printed it 

in a volume of collected stories and he many times regretted it. 

"All this new Russian art is nonsense," he would say. "I remember that I once saw a sign-board in Taganrog: 

Arfeticial (for 'artificial') mineral waters are sold here! Well, this new art is the same as that." 

His reserve came from the loftiness of his spirit and from his incessant endeavor to express himself exactly. It 

will eventually happen that people will know that he was not only an "incomparable artist," not only an 

amazing master of language but an incomparable man into the bargain. But it will take many years for people 

to grasp in its fullness his subtlety, power, and delicacy. 

"How are you, dear Ivan Alexeyevitch?" he wrote to me at Nice. "I wish you a happy New Year. I received 

your letter, thank you. In Moscow everything is safe, sound, and dull. There is no news (except the New 

Year) nor is any news expected. My play is not yet produced, nor do I know when it will be. It is possible that 

I may come to Nice in February. . . . Greet the lovely hot sun from me, and the quiet sea. Enjoy yourself, be 
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happy, don't think about illness, and write often to your friends. . . . Keep well, and cheerful, and don't forget 

your sallow northern countrymen, who suffer from indigestion and bad temper." (8th January, 1904). 

"Greet the lovely hot sun and the quiet sea from me" ... I seldom heard him say that. But I often felt that he 

ought to say it, and then my heart ached sadly. 

I remember one night in early spring. It was late. Suddenly the telephone rang. I heard Chekhov's deep voice : 

"Sir, take a cab and come here. Let us go for a drive." 

"A drive 4 ? At this time of night?" I answered. "What's the matter, Anton Pavlovitch?" 

"I am in love." 

"That's good. But it is past nine. . . . You will catch cold." 

"Young man, don't quibble!" 

Ten minutes later I was at Antka. The house, where during the winter Chekhov lived alone with his mother, 

was dark and silent, save that a light came through the key-hole of his mother's room, and two little candles 

burnt in the semi-darkness of his study. My heart shrank as usual at the sight of that quiet study, where 

Chekhov passed so many lonely winter nights, thinking bitterly perhaps on the fate which had given him so 

much and mocked him so cruelly. 

"What a night!" he said to me with even more than his usual tenderness and pensive gladness, meeting me in 

the doorway. "It is so dull here! The only excitement is when the telephone rings and Sophie Pavlovna asks 

what I am doing, and I answer: 'I am catching mice/ Come, let us drive to Orianda. I don't care a hang if I do 

catch cold!" 

The night was warm and still, with a bright moon, light clouds, and a few stars in the deep blue sky. The 

carriage rolled softly along the white road, and, soothed by the stillness of the night, we sat silent looking at 

the sea glowing a dim gold. . . . Then came the forest cobwebbed over with shadows, but already spring-like 

and beautiful. . . . Black troops of giant cypresses rose majestically into the sky. We stopped the carriage and 

walked beneath them, past the ruins of the castle, which were pale blue in the moonlight. Chekhov suddenly 

said to me: 

"Do you know for how many years I shall be read? Seven." 

"Why seven?" I asked. 

"Seven and a half, then." 

"No," I said. "Poetry lives long, and the longer it lives the better it becomes—like wine." 
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He said nothing, but when we had sat down on a bench from which we could see the sea shining in the 

moonlight, he took off his glasses and said, looking at me with his kind, tired eyes : 

"Poets, sir, are those who use such phrases as 'the silvery distance,' 'accord,' or 'onward, onward, to the fight 

with the powers of darkness' !" 

"You are sad to-night, Anton Pavlovitch," I said, looking at his kind and beautiful face, pale in the moonlight. 

He was thoughtfully digging up little pebbles with the end of his stick, with his eyes on the ground. But when 

I said that he was sad, he looked across at me, humorously. 

"It is you who are sad," he answered. "You are sad because you have spent such a lot on the cab." 

Then he added gravely : 

"Yes, I shall only be read for another seven years; and I shall live for less—perhaps for six. But don't go and 

tell that to the newspaper reporters." 

He was wrong there: he did not live for six years. . . . 

He died peacefully without suffering in the stillness and beauty of a summer's dawn which he had always 

loved. When he was dead a look of happiness came upon his face, and it looked like the face of a very young 

man. There came to my mind the words of Leconte de Lisle : 

Moi, je l'envie, au fond du tombeau calm et noir 

D'etre affranchi de vivre et de ne plus savoir 

La honte de penser et l'horreur d'etre un homme! 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/ivan-bunin/essay/reminiscences-of-anton-chekhov 
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Study suggests Yellowstone supervolcano may be "calming down" 

By Ben Coxworth 

 

An eruption of Aretemisia Geyser in Yellowstone National Park 

Refmarino/C.C. 4.0 

Ranking right up there in the Things People Worry About is the potential for a cataclysmic super-eruption of 

the Yellowstone hotspot. According to a new study, however, the volcanic region may currently be waning. 

For those who are unfamiliar with it, the Yellowstone hotspot is an area of volcanic activity located beneath 

the Yellowstone Caldera in the US states of Wyoming, Montana and Idaho. 

 

MORE STORIES 
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MEDICAL 

New-and-improved MEG helmet scans the entire brain 

 

ELECTRONICS 

Discarded human hair repurposed to make new OLED screens 

 

Geological evidence indicates that over the past several million years, it has experienced multiple huge 

eruptions, known as super-eruptions. There are worries that it may soon be due for another, which could result 

in massive fatalities and long-lasting environmental destruction. 

That said, there may be new hope, as a recent international study suggests that the hotspot could currently be 

in a state of decline. This finding was based on an analysis of volcanic deposits that were scattered across tens 

of thousands of kilometers in the region. 

"We discovered that deposits previously believed to belong to multiple, smaller eruptions were in fact 

colossal sheets of volcanic material from two previously unknown super-eruptions at about 9.0 and 8.7 

million years ago," says Thomas Knott, a volcanologist at Britain's University of Leicester. "The younger of 

the two, the Grey’s Landing super-eruption, is now the largest recorded event of the entire Snake-River-

Yellowstone volcanic province. It is one of the top five eruptions of all time." 

The two super-eruptions took place during the Miocene geological era, a time period spanning 23 to 5.3 

million years ago. Their discovery brings the total of Miocene super-eruptions for the region up to six, 

suggesting that the area experienced such eruptions an average of once every 500,000 years. 

By contrast, over the past 3 million years, the Yellowstone hotspot has seen just two super-eruptions. This 

may indicate that the frequency of such events is slowing considerably. 

"We have demonstrated that the recurrence rate of Yellowstone super-eruptions appears to be once every 1.5 

million years," says Knott. "The last super-eruption there was 630,000 years ago, suggesting we may have up 

to 900,000 years before another eruption of this scale occurs." 

He is quick to add, however, that the 900,000-year figure is just an estimate, and that the region should 

continue to be frequently monitored by the US Geological Survey. 

https://newatlas.com/medical/?itm_source=ocelot&itm_campaign=ocelot_e079a01&itm_content=recommendation_1
https://newatlas.com/medical/new-meg-helmet-scans-brain/?itm_source=ocelot&itm_campaign=ocelot_e079a01&itm_content=recommendation_1
https://newatlas.com/electronics/?itm_source=ocelot&itm_campaign=ocelot_e079a01&itm_content=recommendation_2
https://newatlas.com/electronics/human-hair-carbon-dot-oled/?itm_source=ocelot&itm_campaign=ocelot_e079a01&itm_content=recommendation_2
https://newatlas.com/electronics/human-hair-carbon-dot-oled/?itm_source=ocelot&itm_campaign=ocelot_e079a01&itm_content=recommendation_2
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A paper on the research, which also included scientists from the University of California Santa Cruz, was 

recently published in the journal Geology. 

Source: The Geological Society of America 
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Hwang , Woo Yeong Chung , Heon-Seok Han , Vinay Prusty , Ho-Seong Kim, Eur. Endocr., 2019 
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Nuray Can et al., BJBMS, 2017 
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Meera Simoes et. al., European Respiratory & Pulmonary Diseases, 2019 

3. Visual Acuity Improved With Prophylactic Bevacizumab for Uveal Melanoma 
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Ben Coxworth 

Based out of Edmonton, Canada, Ben Coxworth has been writing for New Atlas since 2009 and is presently 

Managing Editor for North America. An experienced freelance writer, he previously obtained an English BA 

from the University of Saskatchewan, then spent over 20 years working in various markets as a television 

reporter, producer and news videographer. Ben is particularly interested in scientific innovation, human-

powered transportation, and the marine environment. 
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Blood History 
by Reginald Dwayne Betts 

Issue no. 230 (Fall 2019) 

The things that abandon you get remembered different.  

As precise as the English language can be, with words  

like penultimate and perseverate, there is not a combination 

of sounds that describes only that leaving. Once,  

drinking & smoking with buddies, a friend asked if 

I’d longed for a father. Had he said wanted, I would have  

dismissed him in the way that the youth dismiss it all: 

a shrug, sarcasm, a jab to his stomach, laughter.  

But he said longing. & in a different place, I might 

have wept. Said, Once, my father lived with us & then he  

didn’t & it fucked me up so much I never thought about 

his leaving until I held my own son in my arms & only  

now speak on it. A man who drank Boone’s Farm & Mad 

Dog like water once told me & some friends that there is no 

word for father where he comes from, not like we know it.  

There, the word for father is the same as the word for listen.  

The blunts we passed around let us forget our 

tongues. Not that much though. But what if the old 

head knew something? & if you have no father, you can’t 

hear straight. Years later, another friend wondered why 

I named my son after my father. You know, that’s a thing 

turn your life to a prayer that nay dead man gonna answer. 
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